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Executive Summary 

The purpose of this deliverable is to present the functional specification of the SAM 
Platform at the following levels:  

 Section 3 presents the system functional analysis of the platform, showing how all 
components cooperate in order to provide the desirable functionality to the different 
SAM stakeholders 

 Section 4 contains an in-depth analysis and specification of the functionality and 
behaviour of each component of the architecture 

As shown in Figure 1, this deliverable is closely related to previous deliverables of the 
project, namely D2.3 – User Stories and Requirements Analysis and D3.2.1 – Global 
Architecture Definition. 
 
The first of these documents specifies the functionality that the platform should provide 
from a user perspective, whereas the second one describes the internal components of 
the platform. In order to ensure a close alignment of the functional specification with the 
previous deliverables, this document has a specific section for each component identified 
in the architecture. These sections include a mapping between the functionality of the 
specific component and the user requirements it supports. 
 
The specification of the components is platform independent. Nevertheless, it contains the 
information necessary for the technical design of the platform. Therefore, this deliverable 
serves as a basis for the technical specification task (T3.3), and also for the work 
packages 4, 5, 6 and 7 where the software components that implement these 
functionalities will be developed.  

 

 
Figure 1: Context of the Deliverable 
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1 Introduction  

SAM – Dynamic Social and Media Content Syndication for 2nd Screen – is a project funded 
by the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Commission under Grant 
Agreement No. 611312. It provides a content delivery platform for syndicated data to be 
consumed in a contextualised social way through 2nd Screen devices. 

1.1 SAM Project Overview 

Today’s generation of internet-connected devices has changed the way users are 
interacting with media. From passive and unidirectional, users are now proactive and 
interactive. Users are able to comment or rate a TV show and search for related 
information regarding characters, facts or personalities. They do this with both friends and 
wider social communities through the so called “2nd  Screen”. 

Another coupled phenomenon is “Content Syndication” which is a field of marketing where 
digital content is created once and delivered to many different marketing channels 
(devices, markets and stakeholders) together and so allowing efficient content control, 
delivery, and feedback. 

However, the 2nd Screen phenomenon has grown in an unordered way. Tools are provided 
by the media providers companies (e.g. as mobile or tablet apps) which limits outreach 
and as a result, users are not stimulated and fed with relevant contextual syndicated 
information. European enterprises wishing to provide services have limited potential to 
receive feedback, which restricts the business intelligence that can be extracted and 
applied therefore to profit from and enrich this market. 

SAM will change this disorder by developing an advanced social media delivery platform 
based on 2nd Screen and Content Syndication within a Social Media context. This is 
achieved by providing open and standardised ways of characterising, discovering and 
syndicating media assets interactively. Users will be able to consume and prosume digital 
assets from different syndicated sources and different synchronised devices (e.g. 
Connected TVs), thus creating richer experiences around the original media assets. 

SAM's innovation is that instead of users reaching for the data; it is the data, which 
reaches the user through the syndication approach and their 2nd Screen. This is based on 
the creation of dynamic social communities related to the user and digital asset context 
(e.g. profiles, preferences and devices connected). These are dynamic hangouts where 
people share interests, socialise and build virtual communities. SAM will enable 
syndication of comments, ratings, facts, recommendations and new information that will 
enrich and energise the community as well as enhance personalised knowledge and 
satisfaction. 

1.2 Deliverable Purpose, Scope and Context 

The purpose of this deliverable is to present the functional specification of the SAM 
Platform and its components. It presents the different functionalities by means of UML Use 
Cases and their descriptions, including UML Sequence Diagrams or preliminary mock-ups 
in order to help the understanding of the component and its behaviour.  This document is 
part of the waterfall approach defined by the SAM project in order to specify the SAM 
Platform and its components prior to implementing them (see Figure 2: From Vision to 
Development) in an agile way. 
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Figure 2: From Vision to Development 

1.3 Document Status and Target Audience 

This document is listed in the DOW as public, since the functional specification may be 
used by external parties as a reference or as a base for understanding the technical 
elements of the project. It may also be used as a starting point when integrating external 
systems to SAM, e.g. CMS systems or content provider applications. 

1.4 Abbreviations and Glossary 

A definition of common terms and roles related to the realisation of SAM as well as a list of 
abbreviations is available in the supplementary and separate document “Supplement: 
Abbreviations and Glossary”. 

Further information can be found at 
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Glossary 

1.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 
 

 Section 1 (Introduction): Recalls the aims of the SAM project, introduces the 
purpose, scope, context, status and target audience of the document, and describes its 
organisation. 

 Section 2 (System Overview): Provides an updated system overview  

 Section 3 (Functional Analysis): Presents a system level analysis of the platform 
from a functional oriented perspective. It shows how the components of the platform 
cooperate in order to provide the desired functionality to the end user at the dashboard. 

 Section 4 (Component Level Functional Specification): Presents the detailed 
functional specification of the platform and it contains a subsection for each 
component. These subsections are organised according to the following set of topics:  

 Overall functional characterisation, where a comprehensive description of the 
component is presented 

 Use cases, where the external functionality is detailed 

 Component interaction, where the internal structure and the interactions with the 
other components of the platform are described in detail 

 Conceptual data model, where a preliminary analysis of the data structure that will 
support the component is presented 

 Parameters to take into account in the technical specification, containing a table 
with generic and component specific criteria which will be acting as an input to 
technical specification for selecting technologies 

 Section 5 (Conclusions): Gives an introduction into the next steps and evaluates the 
status of the functional architecture 
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 Annexes 
 

 Annex A: contains a table that maps the different requirements with the 
functionalities described in this document 

 Annex B: maps the calling and called functionalities among the different 
components to check the functionality correspondence and completeness 
 

 References: Provides the details of the references mentioned in the document 
 

1.6 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

 In this Deliverable there are no external document references 
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2 System Overview 

As specified in deliverable D3.2.1 Global Architecture Definition document, the 
functionalities of SAM are provided by several components organised in four architectural 
layers, shown as a reminder in Figure 3, and used as a basis for section 3 and 4. 

 

 

Figure 3: SAM High Level Architecture 

 

The architecture of the SAM Platform contains the following logical layers: 

 Data Management: This layer provides a persistence layer for SAM global resources. 
It contains the Cloud Data Storage service component and its modules that realise the 
storage of different data types. It provides also support to the communication with 3rd 
party systems and external social components. The components in charge of these 
functionalities are the Content Gateways and the Social Components. 

 Control: This layer hosts all the components that offer control over the platform. In this 
layer, it is possible to find Semantic Services, Context Control, Identity and Security 
Services, Brand and Consumer Protection Services and the Syndicator. 

 Communication: The components in the Communication layer provide platform-wide 
communication services and the communication between different SAM Platforms. It 
also offers service orchestration and data interoperability. 

 Interaction: The Interaction layer contains the components that interact with the 
different stakeholders. The components in the interaction layer provide User Interfaces 
so that the different human actors can access them. Among the different user 
interfaces, voice-dialog interaction will be used at SAM (2nd Screen Dashboard). 
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3 Functional Analysis 

This chapter presents a system level analysis of the SAM Platform from a functional point 
of view and shows how the components of the platform presented in Section 2 will 
cooperate in order to provide the desired functionality to the different stakeholders.  

Such system level functional analysis places each component in the overall context of the 
system and highlights its main interactions with the other components and with the 
different types of actors through the graphical interfaces. Therefore, it provides a context 
for the detailed analysis and specification of the components that will be developed in 
Section 4. 

The Functional Specification is a part of the definition of the SAM Platform that started with 
the Project Vision document (D2.1) and has been refined in different stages following a 
water fall approach (see diagram in Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: Procedure for the Implementation of the SAM Platform 

For the purpose of this functional analysis, the following perspectives will be considered:  

 Production Scenario, which covers all activities prior to publication of content and 
after the usage of content 

 Prosumption Scenario, which covers all usage activities upon and after the 
publication of content, including the integration of user-generated content 

 

The section starts with the description of the different actors participating in the different 
functionalities, followed by a description of the two scenarios introduced above. 
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3.1 Main Actors 

The actors who interact with the system and the different component sets that can act as 
an actor (system actor) are described in the following table. These actors will be used in 
the different scenarios and UML Use Case diagrams at the component description level. 

Actors Description  

SAM Platform Administrator The person in charge of administrating the component 

SAM Component - Sender A source SAM component 

SAM Component - Receiver A destination SAM component 

External Service A external service 

SAM Federated Instance A federated SAM instance 

SAM Information Broker A company that buys, licenses, manages and resells content metadata 
and other data/information services from various sources, or an entity 
or person that researches information for clients. 

SAM Content Broadcaster A media company which publishes primarily linear TV/video (live or on-
demand) and/or Radio/audio services, but also related to IP-based 
Multimedia Content products/services providers to be consumed on 
different kinds of devices. 

SAM Asset Provider An entity or person who supplies Assets, Content and/or Metadata 
makes them available to media platforms, Publishers or other 
interested parties. 

SAM Content Provider Actor role that includes SAM Information Broker, SAM Content 
Broadcaster and SAM Asset Provider 

Exploration Actor  A set of SAM Semantic Services subcomponents, which use semantic 
exploration functionalities. It is composed by Asset Discovery, Data 
Characterisation and Sentiment Analysis 

Characterisation Actor A set of SAM components which use characterisation functionalities. It 
is composed of Content Gateways, Context Control and Analytics 

Sentiment Analysis Actor A set of SAM components which use sentiment analysis functionalities, 
such as Context Control and Analytics 

Discovery Actor The set of SAM components that use the Asset discovering 
functionalities. These components are Linker, Syndicator and  
Marketplace 

Protection Actor The set of SAM components which use the content filtering 
functionalities, such as the Marketplace and the Syndicator 

Protection Manager Actors whose access to the BCP Rules Editor interfaces in order to set 
rules used to filter Assets and Content. These actors are the Content 
Provider and Platform Administrator. 

Syndication Actor The Set of SAM components that include Generic Dashboard 
Component, SAM Federated Instances and 3rd Party Apps 

SAM Component X This Actor represents the set of all SAM Components. 

Figure 5: Main Actors 

3.2 Scenarios Diagrams   

The following subsections summarise the main activities in the Production and 
Prosumption scenarios from a functional point of view. 

3.2.1 Production Scenario (Design-Time) 

The activities in the production scenario prepare a 2nd Screen experience to be 
contextually syndicated for potential presentation on an end user’s Dashboard. The 
scenario can (in a simplistic way) be described as the sequence below. Please revisit the 
complete scenarios in D2.1 and D8.1 and the Global Architecture Definition in D3.2.1 for 
further details.  
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1. Using the SAM Platform, a SAM Content Provider can upload/import and 
characterise/annotate assets from its internal systems. The imported assets are stored 
in the SAM Cloud Storage 

2. The imported assets can be linked to further relevant assets. This can then be 
displayed in various ways to the end user – either a consumer, viewer or another 
business 

3. Using the SAM Marketplace, the content provider will have the option to provide and 
sell their content to other business users. Parties wishing to provide 2nd Screen 
experiences, for instance media broadcasters, can use content available via the SAM 
Marketplace in order to create their own rich 2nd Screen experience 

4. External Software Providers can also access the SAM marketplace in order to buy 
content for their own applications 

5. While user interactions are taking place, the SAM Platform will log the SAM End Users 
information and their social interactions in order to mine them afterwards and provide 
relevant feedback to the SAM Content Providers. This information can range from the 
actions taken (e.g. “did go to Wikipedia content” or “did make purchase”) or the further 
social media interactions taken (e.g. Natural Language Processing (NLP)/Sentiment 
analysis of discussions) while taking user privacy concerns into consideration. By 
analysing the activities of end users while using SAM, Content Providers and 
Broadcasters will be able to make better informed experience creation, marketing and 
business decisions about their assets (e.g. their videos, music tracks, artists or 
products). 

 
Based on the sequence description above, the UML Use Case diagram below (Figure 6: 
Use Case Diagram for the Production Scenario) highlights the main use cases that are 
relevant for the SAM Production Scenario. 
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Figure 6: Use Case Diagram for the Production Scenario 

3.2.2 Prosumption Scenario (Runtime) 

As identified before, activities in the production scenario prepare a 2nd Screen experience 
to be contextually syndicated for potential presentation on an end user’s Dashboard. From 
this point on, the prosumption scenario begins, which includes contextual syndicated 
information consumed in a social way through the 1st and 2nd Screens. 

The high-level example prosumption activities in D2.1 show how SAM supports End Users 
in the emerging multiscreen consumption and multi-device world. The prosumption 
activities can (in a simplistic way) be described as the following simple sequence (please 
refer to the complete scenarios in D2.1 and D8.1 and the Global Architecture Definition in 
D3.2.1 for further details): 

1. The scenario involves multi-device Content Syndication based on their 1st Screen 
experience, 2nd Screen devices (e.g. tablets, smartphones and PCs) and is presented 
according to the parameters set in the content (e.g. related to brand integrity) or in the 
context 

2. The Dashboard will provide the End User with information related to the viewed media, 
and different tools for interact with it. Different information will be shown through the 
Dashboard in the 1st and 2nd Screens 
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3. As the End User interacts with what is presented on the SAM Dashboard, they can 
socialise in the context of the content, e.g. by publishing comments in the social 
networks 

4. Additionally they can interact with the 2nd Screen by using their voice 
5. Based on common contextual characteristics inferred from the users’ interaction, e.g. 

social comments, the users can be involved in dynamically suggested social 
communities. While this interaction is taking place, SAM can mine information ranging 
from the actions taken (e.g. “did go to Wikipedia content” or “did make purchase”) or 
the further social media interactions taken (e.g. NLP/Sentiment analysis of discussions) 
while taking user privacy concerns into consideration 

 

Based on the previous sequence description, the UML use case diagram below (Figure 7: 
Use Case Diagram for the Prosumption Scenario) highlights the main use cases that are 
relevant for the SAM Prosumption Scenario. 
 

 

Figure 7: Use Case Diagram for the Prosumption Scenario  
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4 Component Level Functional Specification 

This section of the document contains a subsection for each of the components defined in 
D3.2.1 - Global Architecture Definition. In this document the internal functionalities, as well 
as the functional interaction between the different SAM components and actors, are 
described. 

The section starts with an introduction that describes the template and methodologies 
used for the description of the different components, and then proceeds to the functional 
description of each of the components. 

4.1 Introduction 

This section describes the template that will be used for the functional description of each 
component in the SAM architecture. The information for each of the components in the 
next sections is structured as follows:  
 

 Overall functional characterisation. This part provides a short summary of the main 
functionalities to be implemented by the component 

 Use cases. It identifies and describes the use cases to be implemented by each 
component. In the use case diagram of a component, an actor may be a human 
interacting with SAM through the GUI or voice control, or another component of the 
platform that invokes a service. For the GUI use cases, the description includes an 
interface mock-up and a detailed description of sequence of events 

 Component interaction: This point presents the internal structure of the component 
and describes in more detail its interactions with the other components of the platform 

 Conceptual data model. This presents a preliminary analysis of the data structure that 
will support the component 

 Parameters to take into account in the technical specification: A table is presented 
for each component describing the criteria, which will be used as input to T3.3 for 
guiding the selection of technologies. The table describes the importance of the 
different parameters in the technology selection for a component (e.g. the 
performance) 

This table contains the following main sections: 
 

 Generic Parameters: Generic criteria that is common to all the components. The 
different generic parameters are described in the template table below  

 Specific Parameters: Parameters that are focused in the specific component. These 
parameters will be described in each component section  
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Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability Selecting a stable and mature solution may be one of the key criteria for some 
components of SAM for ensuring a usable implementation of the SAM Platform.  
However, for other components using cutting edge technologies may be more 
relevant 

 

Regularly Updated The ICT market is developing significantly faster than any other market in the 
world and technologies that haven’t been continuously updated may be 
considered dead. Based on this criteria, the consortium considers it is important 
to choose as a base technologies that are updated regularly to reflect new 
market constraints 

 

Technical Up-to-Dateness / Appeal Similar to the update policy, the technical up-to-dateness is considered an 
important criterion. This will allow the consortium to use cutting-edge solutions 
and modern approaches for their development, hence creating more potentially 
innovative solutions. 

 

Open Source Even if an existing technology may be used as a base for a component, it is very 
likely that the technology needs to be extended or changed in order to meet all 
project requirements. As a consequence, open source solutions are likely to be 
preferred by the consortium, although in certain circumstances off-the-shelf 
solutions can be of preference (e.g. due to a partner’s commercial expertise, the 
technology  is not the focal RTD, or it is not the market reality). 

 

Non-Infecting As specified in the CA, solutions that come with an infecting license (such as 
GPL should be avoided) and Apache 2 licences should be preferred 

 

Code-Quality A good code quality is required for any technology that is selected as a base for 
components 

 

Extensibility As a potential alternative to a good quality open source solution, a technology 
with well-defined extendibility may be considered, e.g. in terms of plugin 
mechanisms 

 

Community For clarifying questions and discussing possible problems of a technology, a 
strong community should be available.  

 

Performance / Scalability Performance is an important criterion for all core components of SAM although 
the meaning of “performance” might differ from component to component 

 

Reuse of existing developments Reusing existing solutions of the partners should be preferred, as the solutions 
that have been developed by the consortium partners will most likely be easier to 
adopt; 

 

EU project origin Bearing in mind the origin of SAM in the EU FP programmes its leading-edge 
nature, solutions by other EU RTD projects can be quite useful in the context of a 
project although the juxtaposition is that most likely these technologies may not 
be mature or market accepted. However, in general this criterion does not have a 
high priority compared to others 

 

Platform (Portability) Technologies with multi-platform support should be preferred. For server-based 
components, such as the storage component, this will mean support for Linux 
and Windows. For components such as the Dashboard, this means that major 
browsers should be supported. For protocols this means the existence of 
libraries for a variety of  mobile, web or desktop programming languages 

 

Open Standards Compliance Whenever an open standard exists, solutions should be preferred as long as 
those standards are openly accessible and applicable. The main constraint to 
standards compliance is that they have to be real world standards (defacto or 
dejure), that they are actually used in the market and that do not hinder the 
technical up-to-datedness as described above 

 

Interoperability (easy integration for 
all platforms) 

Technical solutions should be preferred that provides a good base for achieving 
interoperability. For example, instead of a closed binary data format for querying 
or saving data in the cloud, an open and XML based solution should be preferred 
as it will potentially ease the interoperability with other components and third 
party systems. This criteria also reflects the integration capability with third party 
systems - e.g., ERPs 

 

Specific Parameters (Description of the specific parameters can be found in each component section) 

Specific Component Parameter #1 Description of Specific Component Parameter #1  

Specific Component Parameter #2 Description of Specific Component Parameter #2  

Figure 8: Generic and Specific Parameters Table Template 
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4.1.1 Components IDs and Abbreviations  

This section provides a table with the component identifiers used across the document in 
order to facilitate the identification of functionalities, user interfaces and mock-ups. For 
instance, the functionalities used in Semantic Services component (SS) will be called 
“SS_F010” where “SS” means “Semantic Services”, “F” means “Functionality” and “010” is 
the arbitrary number assigned to this specific functionality. Following this rule, the user 
interfaces will be called “SS_UI010” where “UI” is the acronym of “User Interface” and the 
mock-ups “SS_MCK_010” where “MCK” means “Mock-up”. 

ID Description  

IB Interconnection Bus 

SS Semantic Services 

SCs Social Components 

SYN Syndicator 

DAS Data API Services 

MDR Multi-device Representation 

CG Content Gateways 

CC Context Control 

CS Cloud Storage Component 

BCP Brand and Consumer Protection 

ISS Identity and Security Services 

MKP Marketplace 

LINK Linker 

AN Analytics 

BI Business Intelligence 

SM Social Mining 

GD Generic Dashboard 

1SD 1
st
 Screen Dashboard 

2SD 2
nd

 Screen Dashboard 

IDC Inter-Device-Communication 

Figure 9: Components IDs and Abbreviations 

4.1.2 Mockups IDs 

The following table contains the identifiers for the mock-ups used in this document. They 
refer to the foreseen user interfaces which have been identified during the functional 
analysis. These identifiers follow the rules described in the previous section and they are 
used in the use case descriptions. 

NOTE: The different mocked up interfaces have been introduced in the current document 
in order to facilitate the reader understanding of the components functionalities of the 
different components. These designs will be used as a base for the development of the 
specific mock-up deliverable (D3.3.2).  
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ID Description  File 

MKP_MCK_010 Marketplace  - Shopping Card Shopping card info 

MKP_MCK_020 Marketplace - Payment Methods Payment methods 

MKP_MCK_030 Marketplace – Home MarketPlace_Main 

MKP_MCK_040 Marketplace – Register Marketplace_Login-Register 

MKP_MCK_050 Marketplace – Login Marketplace_Login 

MKP_MCK_060 Marketplace – Reminder User_Credentials_Reminder 

MKP_MCK_070 Marketplace  - Shopping Card 
Payment 

Buy_Assets 

MKP_MCK_080 Marketplace  - Sales Sales_Own_Assets 

MKP_MCK_090 Marketplace – Register Service New_Service 

CG_ MCK _010 Content Gateways –Mapping Repo Mapping_Repo_Mapping_Repository 

CG_ MCK _020 Content Gateways – Schedule Mapping_Repo_Edit_Schedule 

CG_ MCK _030 Content Gateways – Gateway Mapping_Repo_Edit_Gateway 

CG_ MCK _040 Content Gateways – Importing Assets Mapping_Repo 

LINK_MCK_010 Linker – Linking Project Management  Linker_Project_Management  

LINK_MCK_020 Linker – Enable Module Asset  Linker_Enable_Module  LLinker 

LINK_MCK_030 Linker – Compose Asset Example  Linker_Compose_Asset 

LINK_MCK_040 Linker – Time Line Example Linker_Time_Line 

LINK_MCK_050 Linker – Asset Preview  Linker_Asset_Preview 

AN_ MCK _010 Analytics - Home FeedbackMain 

SS_ MCK _010 Semantic Services – Asset Profiler Asset_Profiler 

BCP_ MCK _010 Brand and Consumer – New Rule Rules Editor_NewRule 

BCP_ MCK _020 Brand and Consumer – Edit Rule Rules Editor_EditRule 

BCP_ MCK _030 Brand and Consumer - Home Rules Editor 

GD_MCK_010 Dashboard – Widgets Dashboard -Widgets 

2SD_MCK_010 2
nd

 Screen – Main 2nd Screen Dashboard main window 

1SD_MCK_010 1
st
 Screen – Main 1st Screen Dashboard 

1SD_MCK_020 1
st
 Screen –  Dashboard –Expanded 

Settings 
Settings of 1

st
 Screen Dashboard 

CS_MCK_010 Cloud Storage – DB Management DB Management 

IB_MCK_010 Home Bus Management Console Administrator_Tools_Bus Managment 
Console  

IB_MCK_020 Workflow Editor Administrator_Tools_Workflow Editor 

ASR_MCK_010 Automatic Speech Recognition 2nd Screen Dashboard recording 

TTS_MCK_010 Text-To-Speech  2nd Screen Dashboard - Confirmation 

MDR_MCK_010 Widget Style Settings Widget Style Settings 

MDR_MCK_020 Widget Gallery Widget Gallery 

CC_MCK_010 Communities – Community 
Management Widget Content 

Community Management Dashboard - 
Widget Content 

DAS_MCK_010 Individual asset specific information 
widget 

Individual asset specific information widget 

DAS_MCK_020 Asset Category List Widget Asset Category List Widget 

DAS_MCK_030 Advert Widget Advert Widget 

DAS_MCK_040 Teaser Information Widget Teaser Information Widget 

ISS_ MCK_010  User login widget User login widget 

Figure 10: Mockups Id 
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4.2 Interconnection Bus 

The Interconnection Bus plays a central role in the SAM architecture allowing reliable 
transmission of information between the different SAM components and the SAM 
federated instances. 

4.2.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Interconnection Bus component is split in several subcomponents. The logical 
connections that need to be established between the subcomponents are represented in 
Figure 11. 

The Interconnection Bus: 

 The Interconnection Bus component will directly interact with all components of the 
SAM Platform. It will provide advanced queuing mechanisms (allowing Event driven 
approaches), services orchestration, message routing, transformations and various 
pluggable Communication Adaptors mechanism in order to communicate with auxiliary 
external systems. 

 The Interconnection Bus interacts with the Identity and Security Services component in 
order to provide user authentication features and to establish secure data exchange 
between SAM federated instances. 

 The configuration of the Interconnection Bus will be performed by the system 
administrator (System Admin) through the Bus Management Console. 

 

 

Figure 11: Interconnection Bus 
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Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

ID Functionalities Description 

IB_F010 Send messages 
between 
components 

This is the core functionality of the Interconnection Bus component. It 
provides synchronous and asynchronous communication (depending on the 
protocol used at the communication adapter). Usually the communication 
between the Interconnection Bus component and the internal components is 
asynchronous. 

IB_F020 Communicate 
components and 
external 
services 

The Interconnection Bus should provide communication between 
components and external systems. In order to deliver a message to a 
different component or external service, it can be necessary (if source and 
destination systems don’t use the same formats/protocols) to adapt or 
transform the message format or use a different communication protocol.  

IB_F030 Send messages 
between 
federated 
instances 

This functionality allows the communication (message delivery) between 
different SAM federated instances.  

IB_F040 Receive 
message 

A component can receive messages from different sources. Therefore it is 
necessary to check the source component message features (protocol, 
security, etc.) that are part of the incoming message in order to adapt the 
message (transform) to make it understandable by the receiver component. 

IB_F050 Transmit 
message 

This functionality is opposite to receive message. When a message is 
transmitted it is necessary to check the destination protocol, security, etc. 
and transform the message into a structure suitable for the destination 
component. 

IB_F060 Queue message When a message is received, it is queued in order to be analysed and 
distributed in a suitable way. Afterwards, the queued messages are 
distributed using Route message functionality (IB_F070). 

IB_F070 Route message Based on the sender and destination information the routing feature execute 
the logic in order to route the incoming message to the appropriate 
destination, with the correct format and using the appropriate communication 
protocol. For the routing features, message analysis and workflow 
techniques are used.  

IB_F080 Transform 
message 

In order to enable data interoperability between the different components and 
external services, sometimes it is necessary to transform the message’s 
data. This will allow seamless and efficient communication between the 
components and services linked to the Intercommunication Bus. 

IB_F090 Admin 
Federated 
Instances 

This functionality allows the SAM Platform manager to manage (register, 
edit, delete, list) the federated SAM instances which are available for each 
Interconnection Bus instance. 

IB_F100 Sending 
Acknowledgeme
nt Messages 

The destination component sends an acknowledgement back to the source 
component, but it is not guaranteed that the answers will be received in the 
same order as they were sent. As a consequence, the source component 
has to assign the answers to the requests autonomously. 

IB_F130 Validating User 
Authentication 

The Interconnection Bus will use the functionality ISS_F020 of Identity and 
Security Services in order to perform the user authentication features and to 
establish secure data exchange between SAM federated instances. 

IB_F140 Managing 
Workflow Editor  

 

This functionality is in charge of providing the functionalities related to the 
management of the process models, such as new, edit and delete process 
models or process model template management. In order to create or edit a 
process model the Workflow Editor UI will be open. 
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Figure 12: Interconnection Bus Functionalities 

The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces 

Figure 13: Interconnection Bus User Interfaces 

4.2.2 Use Cases 

In this section the use cases necessary to implement the Interconnection Bus component 
are described. 

4.2.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 

The following figure shows the component Use Case diagram for the Interconnection Bus.  

IB_F141 Admin Bus 
Management 
Console 

This functionality is in charge of coordinating the different management 
services accessible through Bus Management Console in the 
Interconnection Bus. Admin Components (IB_F170), Admin Logger (IB_160), 
Admin Federated Instances (IB_F090) will be part of this functionality.  

IB_F150 Registering 
Logs 

In order to register the information of the messages flowing inside the 
interconnection bus, this functionality is used to store the necessary 
information in the Cloud Storage 

IB_F160 Admin Logger This functionality is in charge of managing the logs generated during the 
Interconnection Bus activity, for instance view logs, list logs or create reports. 

IB_F170 Admin 
Components 

This functionality provides the means for registering and managing the 
connection of the components and external services to the SAM Platform. 

The functionality covers the necessary methods to register and manage 
(edit, list, etc.) the different SAM Components. This functionality will be 
accessible through Bus Management Console (IB_F141) 

ID User Interfaces Description Mockup 
IDs 

IB_UI010 Bus 
Management 
Console (BMC) 

This user interface is used in order to offer a common place for 
administrating the different Interconnection Bus options, for 
instance processes, schedules, users, registered component’s 
services, etc. 

IB_MCK
_010 

IB_UI020 Workflow Editor The Workflow Editor is the graphical user interface to define and 
configure the routing orchestration steps including the 
configuration of the services or processes to be executed in the 
Interconnection Bus 

IB_MCK
_020 
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Figure 14: Interconnection Bus Use Cases 

4.2.2.2 Use Cases Description 

In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.2.2.2.1 Send Message Between Components 
 

 

Figure 15: Send Message Between Components - Sequence Diagram. 
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Use Case: IB_F010 Name: Send Message Between Components 

Description This is the core functionality of the Interconnection Bus component. It provides 
synchronous and asynchronous communication (depending on the protocol 
used at the communication adapter). Usually the communication between the 
Interconnection Bus component and the internal components is asynchronous. 

Actors SAM Component - Sender, SAM Component - Receiver 

Pre-conditions Sender and Receiver are registered in the Interconnection Bus 

Inputs Message to transfer, destination component 

Events sequence 1. SAM Component - Sender sends the message. 
2. Validating User Credentials (IB_F130) 
3. If the credentials are validated  

a. The message is received (IB_F040) 
b. The message is queued (IB_F060) 
c. The message is routed (IB_F070) 
d. If it is necessary The message is transformed (IB_F080) 
e. Registering Log (IB_F150) 
f. If the destination is available 

i. The message is Transmitted (IB_F050) 
ii. Sending OK Acknowledgement Messages(IB_F100) 

g. Else 
i. a. Go to step 3b (max 3 tries) 

4. Else 
a. Sending NOK Acknowledgement Messages(IB_F100) 

 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  Message 

 Result 

 Acknowledgement message 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

N/A 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 16: Send message Between Components - Use Case Description 

4.2.2.2.2 Communicate Components and External Services 
 
 

 

Figure 17: Communicate Components and External Services Sequence Diagram 
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Use Case: IB_F020 Name: Send Message External Services 

Description The Interconnection Bus should provide communication between 
components and external systems. In order to deliver the message, a 
transformation is done to adapt the message to the external service. 

Actors SAM Component - Sender, SAM Component - Receiver 

Pre-conditions Sender and Receiver are registered in the Interconnection Bus 

Inputs Message to transfer, destination component 

Events sequence 1. SAM Component - Sender sends the message. 
2. Validating User Credentials (IB_F130) 
3. If the credentials are validated  

a. The message is received (IB_F040) 
b. The message is queued (IB_F060) 
c. The message is routed (IB_F070) 
d. If it is necessary The message is transformed (IB_F080) 
e. Registering Log (IB_F150) 
f. If the destination is available 

i. The message is Transmitted (IB_F050) 
ii. Sending OK Acknowledgement Messages 

(IB_F100) 
g. Else 

i. a. Go to step 3b (max 3 tries) 
 

4. Else 
a. Sending NOK Acknowledgement Messages(IB_F100) 

 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  Message 

 Result 

 Acknowledgement message 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S018, S030-1, S086-1,  R05 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 18: Send message External Services Use Case Description 

4.2.2.2.3 Send Message Federated Instances 
 
 

 

Figure 19: Send Message Federated Instances Sequence Diagram 
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Use Case: IB_F030 Name: Send Message Federated Instances 

Description This functionality allows the communication between federated 
instances. The message is delivering in the different registered 
federated instances. 

Actors SAM Component - Sender, SAM Federated Instance 

Pre-conditions Sender and Receiver are registered in the Interconnection Bus 

Inputs Message to transfer, destination component 

Events sequence 1. SAM Component - Sender sends the message. 
2. Validating User Credentials (IB_F130) 
3. If the credentials are validated  

a. The message is received (IB_F040) 
b. The message is queued (IB_F060) 
c. The message is routed (IB_F070) 
d. If it is necessary The message is transformed (IB_F080) 
e. Registering Log (IB_F150) 
f. If the destination is available 

i. The message is Transmitted (IB_F050) 
ii. Sending OK Acknowledgement 

Messages(IB_F100) 
g. Else 

i. a. Go to step 3b (max 3 tries) 
4. Else 

a. Sending NOK Acknowledgement Messages(IB_F100) 

 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  Message 

 Result 

 Acknowledgement message 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S066,S174,S030-1,S030-2,S157,S018 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 20: Send Message Federated Instances Use Case Description 

4.2.2.2.4 Managing Workflow Editor 
 

Use Case: IB_F140 Name: Managing Workflow Editor 

Description This functionality is in charge of providing the different methods to 
support the different functionalities related to the management of the 
workflows such as new, edit and delete workflows or template 
management (save a workflow as template or import process model). In 
order to create or edit a workflow the Workflow Editor UI will be open. 

Actors SAM Platform Administrator 

Pre-conditions The Actor should be logged in the Administrator User Interface. An 
Exiting Workflow should exist to manage the associated to the type of 
the incoming message. 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Login in Administrator Tool 
2. Select Workflow Manager option 
3. Managing the different functionalities 

a. [ALT] New Workflow definition. The actor will define a new 
workflow from scratch. 

b. [ALT] New Workflow definition from template. The actor will 
create a workflow definition based on an already defined 
workflow template 

c. [ALT] Edit Workflow definition. The Actor can edit the 
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workflow definition, update, remove the workflow or 
schedule it. 

d. [ALT] Save as template. Once defined, the workflow can be 
saved as template and thus be used in the future. 

e. [ALT] Import Workflow. Import an already created workflow. 
The file where the workflow information is stored will use a 
specific format such as XAM or BPMN. 

f. [ALT] Execute Workflow. Import schedule triggered or 
import run manually. 
 

Outputs The process models and  templates will be stored in Cloud Storage 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers N/A 

Related User Interface IB_MCK_020 

Figure 21: Managing Workflow Editor Use Case Description 

 

Figure 22: Managing Workflow Editor User Interface 

4.2.2.2.5 Admin Bus Management Console 
 

Use Case: IB_F141 Name: Admin Bus Management Console 

Description This functionality is used to implement the management of the 
processes, schedules, users, registered components services, etc. This 
functionality is in charge of coordinating the different management 
services in the Interconnection Bus. Admin Components(IB_F170), 
Admin Logger(IB_160) and Admin Federated Instances(IB_F090) will 
be part of this functionality 

Actors SAM Platform Administrator 

Pre-conditions The Actor should be logged in the Bus Management Console UI (BMC) 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Login in Administrator Tool 
2. Select Bus Management Console 
3. Managing the different functionalities 

a. Admin Components(IB_F170) 
b. Admin Logger(IB_160) 
c. Admin Federated Instances(IB_F090) 

Outputs N/A 
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Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers N/A 

Related User Interface IB_MCK_010 

Figure 23: Admin Bus Managements Console Use Case Description 

 

Figure 24: Admin Bus Managements Console User Interface 

4.2.3 External Components Interaction 

The Interconnection Bus will interact with SAM components, external services and 
federated instances. SAM components will be able to exchange information between them 
by using the Interconnection Bus. The Interconnection Bus will allow the communication 
with external services to check or improve the message content. Finally different 
component federated instances will be able to transport information between them. 

4.2.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Interconnection Bus component uses its own database model to store and manage 
the definition of the mechanisms of communication between the different SAM actors and 
components. Refer to the following Figure 25 for the conceptual data model. 
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Figure 25: Interconnection Bus Conceptual Data Model 

4.2.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following Figure 26 describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

 

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  + 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  +/- 

Non-Infecting  +++ 

Code-Quality  +++ 

Extensibility  ++ 

Community  +/- 

Performance / Saleability  +++ 

Reuse of existing developments  +++ 

EU project origin  +/- 

Platform (Portability)  +/- 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +++ 

Settings

Component Statistics

Workflow Steps

User

Logs Federated Instances

Workflow
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Specific Parameters 

Reliable Messaging / Receipt 
Acknowledgement 

Delivering messages between the different SAM Platform actors reliably. 
Reliability is an important parameter for the main communication backbone 
of SAM, so it is of maximum importance. 

+++ 

Secure communication protocol The Interconnection bus must support secure communication protocols.  
Privacy and customer’s protection are part of SAM, and this core feature is  
to be accomplished.  

+++ 

Message queues  /  topic queues This parameter will be used to evaluate one of the functionalities of 
Interconnection Bus. It is controlling the different information queues, where 
the messages are temporarily stored. Additionally it will be checked if the 
selected technology supports topic based publish-subscribe mechanisms 
improving performance and reliability  

++ 

Multi-recipient-messaging The ability to send the same message to several recipients at the same time 
can improve the capabilities of SAM and facilitate its implementation 

++ 

Provide configuration UI for component Graphical user interface to define and configure the orchestration steps 
including the configuration of the different services or processes that could 
be necessary 

+ 

Register Logs Register the information of the messages flowing inside the interconnection 
bus in order to have a messages Log. This feature will allow tracing the 
messages and providing information for Business Intelligence. 

++ 

Figure 26: Interconnection Bus Parameters to Take into Account 

4.3 Semantic Services 

Dealing with natural language in SAM involves the inclusion of linguistic and semantic 
services in the architecture. The Semantic Service component will be used as a stand-
alone service providing Semantic and Natural Language Processing1 functionalities to 
different components of the SAM Platform. 

4.3.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Semantic Services component is split in several subcomponents, and the logical 
connections that need to be established between them are represented in Figure 27. This 
component will involve different services and interaction with other SAM and external 
components.  

The Semantic Services component: 

 The Semantic Services component will directly interact with different components of the 
SAM Platform providing semantic functionalities based on linguistic and semantic 
knowledge. 

 These functionalities consist of semantic data analysis, semantic exploration and 
discovery, sentiment analysis and automatic summarisation. 

 As part of this component the Asset Profiler editor will provide a user interface to allow 
SAM Content Providers to supervise and edit Assets imported into the SAM Platform, 
as well as to create new ones. 

                                            
1
 http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Natural_Language_Processing 
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Figure 27: Semantic Services 

Based on the description provided above, and the requirements defined in the deliverable 
D2.3, the following functionalities have been identified: 
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ID Functionalities Description 

SS_F010 Exploring 
Resources 

This functionality acts as an entry point to realise three types of exploration 
actions: Exploring Semantic Resources (i.e. SAM ontologies, dictionaries 
and external shared semantic resources for retrieving general semantic 
data), Exploring Assets (for retrieving Assets from SAM Assets repositories) 
and Exploring Sentiment Resources (i.e. sentiment analysis dictionaries and 
ontologies for retrieving sentiment data). For adding or updating new 
information sources to be explored, it is necessary to create specific 
processors to address the new semantic structure of the new sources. This 
is because of the difficulty to develop components generic enough to deal 
with any possible data structure, and the lack of performance associated to 
these generic approaches. 

SS_F020 Exploring 
Semantic 
Resources 

This functionality allows applying semantic explorations and inference over 
semantic repositories such as Assets repositories for obtaining Asset 
metadata as well as SAM ontologies, dictionaries and external shared 
semantic resources for obtaining semantic keywords and labels. The Assets 
repositories access is only intended for metadata retrieval. 

SS_F030 Exploring 
Sentiment 
Resources 

This functionality allows applying semantic explorations over sentiment 
analysis resources (i.e. sentiment analysis dictionaries, ontologies, corpora, 
etc.).  
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Figure 28: Semantic Services Functionalities 

 

 

SS_F040 Exploring Assets This functionality allows applying semantic explorations over Asset 
repositories in order to retrieve SAM Assets. 

SS_F050 Finding SAM 
Semantic 
Information 

It allows retrieving semantic data which is stored in the SAM Platform. This 
information can be keywords, Asset metadata and/or ontology labels. 

SS_F060 Finding External 
Semantic 
Information 

It allows retrieving shared semantic data, which is located outside the SAM 
Platform. This information can be semantic references, keywords and/or 
ontology labels. 

SS_F070 Finding SAM 
Sentiment 
Information 

It allows retrieving sentiment data which is stored into the SAM Platform. 
This information can be emotion labels, sentiment analysis keywords, word 
senses annotated with sentiment polarity degrees, etc. 

SS_F080 Providing 
feedback of the 
actions 

Provides a feedback indicating whether an action has been successfully 
done or not.  

SS_F090 Loading Assets It is a functionality to retrieve SAM Assets from the Cloud Storage. 

SS_F100 Storing Assets Allows storing new Assets into the Cloud Storage as well as ensuring the 
persistence of existing Assets which have been modified. 

SS_F110 Characterising 
Content 

It provides a semantic characterisation from an input text returning a set of 
related semantic features such as keywords, Asset metadata and ontology 
labels. 

SS_F120 Profiling Assets This functionality provides an editor tool used by SAM Content Providers in 
order to supervise the content that have been automatically characterised 
during the Data Characterisation process. Semantic annotations involved in 
the characterised contents will be approved or removed by means of this 
tool. This editor will additionally provide semantic exploration functionalities 
using the Asset Discovery subcomponent to manually annotate the content 
with semantic features, or add/modify information in the edited Asset. That 
means to create, modify or delete Assets. 

SS_F121 Creating Assets Allows creating new Assets. 

SS_F122 Editing Assets Allows editing the Asset’s features. 

SS_F123 Deleting Assets Allows deleting specific Assets. 

SS_F124 Editing Semantic 
Information of the 
Assets 

Allows adding or removing semantic features as annotations to the Assets. 

SS_F130 Discovering 
Assets 

This functionality is able to suggest Assets from incoming requests (i.e. 
keywords or keyword lists) based on the Semantic Resources Explorer 
subcomponent.  

SS_F140 Analysing 
Sentiment 

This functionality is able to identify emotion labels, sentiment polarities 
(positive or negative sentiments) and their intensity (the strength of the 
feeling expressed) in text. As a result, different sentiment polarities, 
emotions labels and intensity values are provided. 

SS_F150 Summarising text It synthesises input texts using Natural Language Technologies. The input 
texts could be summarised to different target lengths. 
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The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interface 

Figure 29: Semantic Services User Interfaces 

4.3.2 Use Cases 

The use cases necessary to implement the Semantic Services component are described 
in this section. 

4.3.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 

The following figure shows the component use case diagram where the different actors 
interact and where the main functionalities can be seen.  

 

Profiling Assets

Content Provider
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Linker
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Figure 30: Semantic Services Use Cases 

 

ID User Interfaces Description Mockup IDs 

SS_UI1 Asset Profiler It is an edition interface to edit the Assets imported or 
created into the SAM Platform. 

 SS_ MCK _010 
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4.3.2.2 Use Cases Description 

In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described.  

4.3.2.2.1 Exploring Resources 
 

  

Figure 31: Exploring Resources Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: SS_F010 Name: Exploring Resources 

Description It allows the exploration of SAM’s internal resources (i.e. Asset 
repositories, ontologies, sentiment analysis dictionaries and keyword 
lists) and external semantic networks (i.e. DBpedia as part of the 
external Semantic Resources) to navigate and obtain semantic 
information. This is an internal functionality of the Semantic Services 
component. 

Actors Exploration Actor (i.e. Asset Discovery, Data Characterisation and 
Sentiment Analysis) 

Pre-conditions Resources registered and available.  

Inputs  Keywords (i.e. words involved into the SAM sentiment and semantic 
repositories) 

 Functionality type, options: 

 Exploring semantic resources, 

 Exploring sentiment resources, 

 Exploring Assets 

 

ExploreSemanticResources()

Semantic 
Resources Explorer

FindExternalSemanticInformation()

FindSAMSemanticInformation()

Cloud Storage

Exploration Actor

LoadAssets()

ExploreAssets()

FindSAMSentimentInformation()

ExploreSentimentResources()

Semantic Resources
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Events sequence 1. The Exploration Actor invokes resource exploration functionalities in 

order to get Assets, Asset metadata, ontology labels, sentiment 

analysis and semantic keywords (SS_F010). Three specific 

functionalities can be employed using keywords and the 

functionality type as input: 

a. For exploring the semantic resources: Explores semantic 

information such as (SS_F020): 

i. Keywords, ontology labels and Assets metadata 

are retrieved from Cloud Storage (SS_F050). 

ii. External semantic information is retrieved from 

external sources such as shared ontology labels 

(SS_F060). 

b. For exploring sentiment resources: Explores sentiment 

information from SAM repositories (SS_F030). 

i. Retrieves from Cloud Storage sentiment linguistic 

data (SS_F070) 

c. For exploring Assets: Explores Assets related to the input 

keywords by inferring semantic related Assets (SS_F040) 

i. Retrieves Assets stored into the Cloud Storage 

(SS_F090). 

2. It returns semantic information such as keywords, ontology labels 

and Assets metadata, as well as external semantic information such 

as shared ontology labels (SS_F020). 

3. It returns sentiment information such as positive, negative and 

objective keywords, number scoring of subjectivity keywords, 

emotion labels (SS_F030). 

4. It returns SAM Assets (SS_F020). 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  For exploring semantic resources the output is a collection of 
semantic information such as: 

 Keywords (i.e. representative words that can identify entities, 
events, actions, etc.),  

 Asset metadata (i.e. labels that represents Asset features) 

 and ontology labels (i.e. labels that represents ontology entities 
and instances) 

 For exploring sentiment resources the output is a collection of 
sentiment information such as: 

 Sentiment polarities (i.e. Collection of texts that represent 
positive, negative, neutral sentiment classes) 

 Sentiment intensity scores (i.e. Collection of numbers that 
represent the score value of the corresponding sentiment 
polarities). 

 Emotion labels (i.e. Collections of text that involve emotion 
labels such as “fear”, “sad”, “joy”, etc.) 

 For exploring Assets the output is a collection of Assets (i.e. data 
structure that represents Asset entities and instances) 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers N/A 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 32: Exploring Resources Use Case Description 
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4.3.2.2.3 Characterising Content 
 

   

  Figure 33: Characterising Content Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: SS_F110 Name: Characterising Content 

Description The Semantic Services provide services for semantic analysis such as lexical 
disambiguation using semantic information obtained through the Semantic 
Resources Explorer. As a result, incoming data will be enriched with ontology 
and Asset metadata keywords as semantic annotations. 

Actors Characterisation Actor (i.e. Content Gateways, Analytics or Context Control) 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs  For characterising an Asset: 

 Asset 

 Path (i.e. specific section of the Asset to be characterised) 

 For characterising User Generated Content (UGC)  

 UGC (e.g. phrases, sentences, and metadata labels such as 
keywords which describe an Asset, where named entities, 
events, etc. are involved) 

 Collection of context information 

 

Events sequence 1. For characterising an Asset the Content Gateways invokes the Data 

Characterisation functionality sending an Asset and a collection of paths 

of the specific Asset sections to analyse. From these sections the text to 

characterise is taken. 

2. For characterising UGC the Analytics or Context Control invokes the 

Data Characterisation functionality sending a UGC as plain text to be 

characterised as well as context information to improve the semantic 

interpretation. 

3. In both cases case the incoming text is characterised involving the 

following functionalities (SS_F110): 

a. The semantic queries are performed to retrieve relevant 

semantic information (SS_F020). 

i. Semantic information such as keywords, ontology labels 

and Assets metadata are retrieved (SS_F050). 

ii. External semantic information is retrieved from external 

sources such as shared ontology labels (SS_F060). 

4. After semantically analyse the text and annotate it with semantic 

Data 
Characterisation

Characterise()

ExploreSemanticResources()

Characterisation Actor

Semantic 
Resources Explorer

FindExternalSemanticInformation()

FindSAMSemanticInformation()

Cloud Storage

Semantic Resources
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information (i.e. keywords) it is sent back to the Characterisation Actor. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  For the Asset characterisation the output is the incoming Asset 
annotated with semantic features related to the analysed Content 

 For the UGC characterisation the output consists of the characterisation 
information such as semantic features. 

 
For both cases the semantic features consist of: 

 Keywords (i.e. representative words that can identify entities, events, 
actions, etc.). 

 Asset metadata (i.e. labels that represents Asset features). 

 Ontology labels (i.e. labels that represent ontology entities and 
instances). 

 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S228-1, S228-2, S006, S018, S121, S231, S247, S030-1, S030-2, S256, 
S204 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 34: Characterising Content Use Case Description 

4.3.2.2.4 Profiling Assets 
 

    

Figure 35: Profiling Assets Sequence Diagram 
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Use Case: SS_F120 Name: Profiling Assets 

Description This use case allows creating new Assets as well as editing and deleting 
existing ones. It provides an editor tool used by the Content Provider in order 
manage the contents that have been automatically characterised during the 
Data Characterisation process and has been transformed into an Asset when 
imported from an external source (though the Content Gateways). Semantic 
annotations involved in the characterised contents will be approved or removed 
by means of this tool. This editor will additionally provide semantic exploration 
functionalities using the Asset Discovery subcomponent to manually annotate 
the content with semantic features, or add/modify information in the edited 
Asset. In addition, this interface can be used to create new SAM Assets which 
contain initial textual information and metadata labels. 

Actors SAM Content Provider (i.e. Media Broadcaster, Asset Provider and Information 
Broker) 

Pre-conditions The Content Provider should be logged in the Marketplace. 

Inputs  For creating new Assets the input is empty 

 For editing and deleting existing Assets  the input is an Asset identifier  

Events sequence 1. [ALT]For creating a new Asset, the SAM Content Provider uses the Asset 
Profiler interface (SS_F120). 

2. Introducing the information for creating new Assets (SS_F121). 
a. Including functionalities for adding or removing semantic 

annotations (SS_F124).  
3. For using the semantic information the following functionalities should be 

executed. 
a. The Asset Profiler finds semantic information invoking the Asset 

Discovery for reusing the semantic exploration functionalities of 
the Semantic Resources Explorer (SS_F020). 

b. The Asset Discovery invokes the Semantic Resources Explorer 
to retrieve internal and external semantic information 
(SS_F020). 

i. The Semantic Resources Explorer retrieves from Cloud 
Storage internal Semantic information such as Asset 
metadata and ontology labels (SS_F050). 

ii. The Semantic Resources Explorer retrieves from 
External Resources different semantic information such 
as shared ontology labels (SS_F060). 

4. The Asset created is sent to the Cloud Storage to ensure its persistence 
(SS_F100). 

5. Feedback is sent back notifying the success of the action of creating the 
new rules (SS_F080). 

 
 

1. [ALT] For editing an Asset the SAM Content Provider acts on the Asset 
Profiler interface (SS_F120). 

2. The Asset Profiler loads the specific Asset (SS_F090). 
3. Editing existing Assets (SS_F122) 

a. Including functionalities for adding or removing semantic 
annotations (SS_F124). For using the semantic information the 
following functionalities should be executed. 

b. The Asset Profiler finds semantic information invoking the Asset 
Discovery for reusing the semantic exploration functionalities of 
the Semantic Resources Explorer. (SS_F020) 

c. The Asset Discovery invokes the Semantic Resources Explorer 
to retrieve internal and external semantic information 
(SS_F020). 

i. The Semantic Resources Explorer retrieves from Cloud 
Storage internal Semantic information such as Asset 
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metadata and ontology labels (SS_F050). 
ii. The Semantic Resources Explorer retrieves from 

External Resources different semantic information such 
as shared ontology labels (SS_F060). 

4. The Asset modified is sent to the Cloud Storage to ensure its persistence 
(SS_F100). 

5. A feedback is sent back notifying the success of the action of creating the 
new rules (SS_F080). 

 
 

1. [ALT] For deleting an Asset the SAM Content Provider acts on the Asset 
Profiler interface (SS_F120). 

2. The Asset is deleted from the Cloud Storage (SS_F123) based on the Asset 
identifier sent to it. This is to ensure the elimination of its persistence. 

3. A feedback is sent back notifying the success of the action of creating the 
new rules (SS_F080). 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  For the creation of Assets the output is a Checked Asset (i.e. Assets created 
and supervised by the Content Provider). 

 For the edition of Assets the output is a Checked Asset (i.e. Assets 
supervised by the Content Provider). 

 For the deletion of Assets the output is an Asset identifier (i.e. Asset 
identifier regarding to the deleted Asset). 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S228-1, S228-2, S006, S018, S231, S168, S255, S254-1, S254-2, S223, S214, 
S250-2, S151, S204, S161-4, S161-3, S121, S182, S173, S034-1  

Related User Interface SS_UI1 

Figure 36: Profiling Assets Use Case Description 
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Figure 37: Assets Profiler User Interface 
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4.3.2.2.6 Discovering Assets 
 

 

DiscoverAssets()

Discovery Actor

Semantic 
Resources Explorer

LoadAssets()

Asset
Discovery

ExploreAssets()

Cloud Storage

 

Figure 38: Discovering Assets Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: SS_F130 Name: Discovering Assets 

Description This functionality allows suggesting Assets from incoming requests (i.e. 
keywords) based on the Semantic Resources Explorer subcomponent. 

Actors Discovery Actor (i.e. Linker, Syndicator or Marketplace) 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs Keywords 

Events sequence 1. The Discovery Actor invokes the Assets Discovery functionality 

applying semantic inference techniques based on Assets stored into 

the SAM Platform (SS_F130). 

a. The Asset Discovery invokes the Semantic Resources 

Explorer for loading Assets related to the input keywords 

(SS_F040) 

i. The Semantic Resources Explorer retrieves Assets 

stored into the Cloud Storage (SS_F090) 

2. The Asset Discovery provides relevant Assets based on a 

contextual environment of the incoming keywords. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Assets 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S045, S184, S157, S030-1, S030-2, S037, S251-2, S223, S215-1, 
S250-2. S249, S250-1 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 39: Discovering Assets Use Case Description 
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4.3.2.2.8 Analysing Sentiment 
 

   

Figure 40: Analysing Sentiment Sequence Diagram 

Use Case: SS_F140 Name: Analysing Sentiment 

Description This functionality identifies emotion labels, sentiment polarities (positive 
or negative sentiments) and their intensity (the strength of the feeling 
expressed) in text. As a result, different sentiment polarities, emotions 
labels and intensity values will be provided. 

Actors Sentiment Analysis Actor (i.e. Analytics or Context Control) 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs  User Generated Content (e.g. phrases, sentences) 

 Collection of context information 

Events sequence 1. The Sentiment Analysis Actor invokes the sentiment analysis 

functionality for processing incoming UGC and the context 

information for providing different kind of sentiment analysis 

features (SS_F140). 

a. The Semantic Resources Explorer is invoked to explore 

and select sentiment information from repositories 

(SS_F030). 

i. The Semantic Resources Explorer retrieves from 

Cloud Storage sentiment linguistic data (SS_F070) 

2. As a result  a set of sentiment analysis features is provided that 
includes sentiment polarities, intensity scores and emotion labels for 
the analysed incoming information. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  Sentiment analysis information has a collection of the following 
features 

 Sentiment polarities (i.e., labels that represent positive, negative, 
objective and neutral sentiment classes). 

 Sentiment intensity scores (i.e., collection of float numbers that 
represent the score value of the corresponding sentiment 
polarities). 

 Emotion labels (i.e., collection of words concerning emotion 
labels such as “fear”, “sad”, “joy”, etc.) 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S087, S172, S0111-1  

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 41: Analysing Sentiment Use Case Description 
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4.3.2.2.9 Summarising Text 
 

Use Case: SS_F150 Name: Summarising Text 

Description This functionality synthesises input texts using Natural Language 
Technologies. The input texts are summarised into different target 
lengths in order to provide them as summaries to the Analytics 
component. 

Actors Analytics 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs  UGC (i.e. Text to summarise) 

 Compression Ratio (a number which indicates the desired 
reduction percentage of the text) 

Events sequence 1. Automatic Summarisation is applied by Analytics on the input text 
invoking Text Summarisation component (SS_F150). 

2. A summarised text is returned as a result. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Summarised UGC 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S153 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 42: Summarising Text Use Case Description 

4.3.3 External Components Interaction 

Many different components will interact with Semantic Services, such as the Content 
Gateways, Linker, Syndicator, Marketplace, Cloud Storage, Context Control and Analytics. 
The Content Gateways will import content from third-parties and by using the Data 
Characterisation component this content will be automatically mapped to different ontology 
concepts. The annotated content will be stored on the Cloud Storage by the Content 
Gateways component. The annotated content will be further manually supervised by the 
SAM Content Providers by loading the imported Assets at the Asset Profiler. A similar 
procedure will be carried out in the Linker, where the Assets will be connected to each 
other creating complex Assets. The Asset Discovery subcomponent will provide Assets 
search and discovery for the Linker, and also for the Syndicator and Marketplace. With the 
support of the Semantic Resources Explorer it will get internal information (i.e. SAM 
Assets from the Cloud Storage) and external information (i.e. Wikipedia references from 
external Semantic Resources). 

Another component interacting with the Data Characterisation subcomponent is the 
Context Control. The UGC provided to the Semantic Services by the Context Control will 
allow identifying features to evaluate and enrich the user context information and as a 
consequence, create dynamic user communities. 

As part of the Analytics component, Social Mining will make use of Sentiment Analysis and 
Data Characterisation services to produce Business Intelligence reports. The purpose of 
the Social Mining subcomponent will be to analyse and provide qualitative information (e.g. 
user sentiments) related to the consumption of Assets in SAM. Additionally, large 
compilation of comments can be summarised by the Text Summarisation service keeping 
only the main comments and reporting the Content Providers in that way. 
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4.3.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Semantic Services component uses its own database model to manage the 
communication between the different actors. The following figure shows this conceptual 
data model.  

Sentiment Data

Semantic Data SummaryAsset

Content

Profile Data

Textual Content

 

Figure 43: Semantic Services Conceptual Data Model 

4.3.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  -/+ 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  -/+ 

Non-Infecting  + 

Code-Quality  + 

Extensibility  + 

Community  + 

Performance / Scalability  + 

Reuse of existing developments  ++ 

EU project origin  -- 

Platform (Portability)  + 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +++ 

Specific Parameters 

Lexical disambiguation Application of several semantic analyses in order to identify semantic 
elements such nouns, actions (verbs), adjectives and adverbs involved 
into the analysed text. For that, this process involves part of speech 
tagging as well as syntactic analysis. 

+++ 
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Part of Speech Tagging This parameter refers to the need of marking up a word in a text as 
corresponding to a particular part of speech, establishing the relationship 
with adjacent and related words in a phrase, sentence, or paragraph. A 
simple approach for this process consists of the categorisation of words as 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc. 
 

++ 

Syntactic analysis This criteria focuses on the need of computational analysis of sentence 
structure, i.e., the relations between words and phrases. The output of a 
syntactic parser is syntactic trees with all syntactic elements of the 
sentence. 

+ 

Semantic Analysis
2
 Application of linguistic and computational analysis of the text in order to 

identify the meaning of the text and each word involved. 
--+ 

Textual annotation As result of the annotation process, the incoming text needs to be marked 
using a standard format linking semantic elements discovered by the 
lexical disambiguation to words in the text. 

++ 

Sentiment analysis
3
 Application of sentiment analysis techniques in order to obtain different 

semantic features from the analysed text, such as emotion labels, 
sentiment polarities and related intensity scores. 

+++ 

Text summarisation
4
  Application of Text Summarisation techniques in order to synthesise 

incoming text keeping the main ideas. 
+++ 

Semantic inference Semantic and ontology inferences which are applied on graph-based 
semantic repositories for providing collections of Assets and ontology 
labels related to incoming keywords. 

+++ 

Figure 44: Semantic Services Parameters to be Taken into Account 

4.4 Social Components 

The Social Components will enable the communication between the SAM Platform and 
different external social networks. This component will also enable the sharing of user-
generated content in social networks and other common interactions with social networks. 
Additionally the before mentioned user-generated content can be used by the SAM 
Platform for analytical purposes. 

4.4.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Social Components (SCs) is split in several subcomponents and the logical 
connections that need to be established between them are represented in Figure 45. 

The Social Components: 

 The SCs will enable the reception of social information from different social networks 

 The SCs will enable the sharing of user-generated content such as comments and 
ratings, both for the SAM Platform and different social networks 

 The SCs will enable the usage of social information by other SAM components for 
Social Mining and Business Intelligence purposes 
 

                                            
2
 http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Semantic_Analysis 

3
 http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Sentiment_Analysis 

4
 http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Automatic_Summarisation 
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Figure 45: Social Components Architecture 

Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

<component>

Social Components<subcomponent>

Social Interaction 
Logic

<subcomponent>
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Cache

<subcomponent>

Access Service

<subcomponent>

Social Network 
Communication

<subcomponent>

Social 
Components 

Service

<subcomponent>

Search 
Aggregation

<component>

Context Control

<component>

Generic 
Dashboard

<subcomponent>

Social Feedback 
Mining

<component>

Cloud Storage

<external system>

Social Network 
API

ID Functionalities Description 

SCs_F001 Request Content from 
Social Network 

One of the main functionalities of this component. It requests 
content from a social network or a SAM dynamic community. 
Before asking an external social network the Local Information 
Cache will be queried for existing results for the specific result. 

SCs_F002 Submit Content to Social 
Network 

One of the main functionalities of this component. It submits 
content to a social network or a SAM dynamic community. 
Additionally user-generated content will be submitted to the 
Context Control and the Cloud Storage components. The 
Analytics component will use this data for mining purposes. 

SCs_F003 Alter dynamic communities The Context Control component will trigger changes to the 
current dynamic community of the End User. To do that it will 
send messages to the Social Components. 

SCs_F010 Get Social Content This is a request to the Social Components Service to retrieve 
content from one Social Network. This request can be created by 
different social widgets (see Figure 47). 

SCs_F020 Forward SN Request This is a basic forwarding of a SCs internal message to another 
subcomponent without any further processing. For example, the 
Generic Dashboard component will request information from a 
Social Network by sending a request to the Social Components 
Service. This request will then be forwarded to the Social 
Interaction Logic subcomponent. 

SCs_F030 Validate SN Request This function checks if the requested or submitted data can be 
processed without problems, e.g. sufficient user credentials for 
posting available. 

SCs_F040 Are User Credentials 
Available  

This function checks if user credentials are available. This is 
important in order to get personalised social content which also 
contains content from social communities. 

SCs_F060 Try Get Content From 
Cache 

Checks if the internal cache contains already requested content 
in order not to request it from the Social Network again. 
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Figure 46: Social Components Functionalities 

The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following widgets: 

Figure 47: Social Components Widgets 

  

SCs_F070 Save Content To Cache When getting content from a Social Network, this data will be 
cached so a new request does not have to  

SCs_F080 Get Search Parameters This functionality will convert the internal request parameters into 
the form the specific Social Network needs. 

SCs_F090 Request Social Network This functionality will make an API request to a specific Social 
Network. 

SCs_F100 Submit Social Content The Social Components Service offers this functionality in order 
for user-generated content to be transferred to this component for 
further processing. This can be done by the End User using one 
of the different social widgets (see Figure 47). 

SCs_F110 Provide Content Internal User-generated content will be provided to the Social Feedback 
Mining subcomponent. 

SCs_F120 Provide Content User-generated content will be provided to the Social Network 
Communication subcomponent for external sharing. 

SCs_F140 Submit Data To SN User-generated content will be submitted to a specific Social 
Network or the Context Control. 

SCs_F150 Send Community Change The Context Control will alter the content of the displayed social 
widgets when context changes happen. This functionality will 
initiate such a context change. 

SCs_F170 Forward Community 
Change 

This functionality will forward the community changes to the 
Social Interaction Logic subcomponent. 

SCs_F180 Process Community 
Change 

This functionality will process the community changes by the 
Context Control component, so it can be used to alter the content 
of the social widgets. 

ID Widgets Description 

SCs_UI010 Comment on 
Content 

This widget will enable the End User to see comments regarding the 
content currently consumed. 

SCs_UI020 Rate Content This widget will enable the End User to see the current rating and to 
rate content currently consumed. 

SCs_UI030 Recommend 
Content 

This widget will enable the End User to recommend the content 
currently consumed. 

SCs_UI040 Facebook  This widget will enable the End User to consume Facebook content 
and publish own content on Facebook. 

SCs_UI050 Twitter This widget will enable the End User to consume Twitter content and 
publish own content on Twitter. 

SCs_UI060 Repeat Social 
Activities 

This widget will enable the Broadcaster show social activities as part 
of a 2nd Screen offering when the programme is repeated in 
different channels or schedule slots. 

SCs_UI070 Dynamic 
Communities 

This widget will enable the End User to consume content from other 
SAM users and publish own content. 
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4.4.3 Use Cases 

This section describes the use cases necessary to implement the Social Components. 

4.4.3.1 Use Cases Diagram 

In the following figure it is possible to see the component use case diagram where the 
Generic Dashboard request or submit content from or to a Social Network. 

 

Figure 48: Social Components Use Cases 
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4.4.3.3 Use Cases Description 

In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.4.3.3.1 Request Content from Social Network 
 

  

 

Figure 49: Request Content from Social Network Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: SCs_F001 Name: Request Content from Social Network 

Description One of the main functionalities of this component. It requests content from a 
social network or a SAM dynamic community. Before asking an external social 
network the Local Information Cache will be queried for existing results for the 
specific result. 

Actors Generic Dashboard, Social Network, Cloud Storage 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs Request parameters (name of social network, hashtag, keywords, internal user 
id) 

Events sequence 1. Generic Dashboard send request for Social Content (SCs_F010) 
2. Forward request to the Social Interaction Logic subcomponent (SCs_F020) 
3. Validate request (SCs_F030) 
4. Check if user credentials are available (SCs_F040) 
5. Check Cloud Storage for user credentials (CS_F050) 
6. Start a request for content at the Social Network Communication 

subcomponent (SCs_F150) 
7. Check search parameters for specific social network (SCs_F080) 
8. Try to get already existing content from cache (SCs_F060) 
9. Get content from specific social network (SCs_F090) 
10. Get content from Cloud Storage (CS_F050) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Social content data 

Post-conditions N/A 
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Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S046, S087, S119-1, S130, S168, S236, S214, S115-2, S087 

Related User Interface SCs_UI010,  SCs_UI020, SCs_UI030, SCs_UI040, SCs_UI050,  SCs_UI060, 
SCs_UI070 

Figure 50: Request Content from Social Network Use Case Description 

4.4.3.3.2 Submit Content to Social Network 
 

 

Figure 51: Submit Content to Social Network Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: SCs_F002 Name: Submit Content to Social Network 

Description One of the main functionalities of this component. It submits content to a social 
network or a SAM dynamic community. Additionally user-generated content will 
be submitted to the Context Control and the Cloud Storage components. The 
Analytics component will use this data for mining purposes. 

Actors Generic Dashboard, Social Network, Context Control, Cloud Storage 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs (User-generated) content for publish in social networks 

Events sequence 1. Submit social content (SCs_F100) 
2. Forward request to the Social Interaction Logic subcomponent (SCs_F020) 
3. Provide social content to the Social Feedback Mining subcomponent 

(SCs_F110) 
4. Submit data to Context Control (CC_F010) 
5. Submit data to Cloud Storage (CS_F050) 
6. Provide content to Social Network Communication subcomponent 

(SCs_F120) 
7. Publish data on social network (SCs_F140) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S065, S119-1, S119-3, S201, S202, S203. S124, S246, S265 

Related User Interface SCs_UI010,  SCs_UI020, SCs_UI030, SCs_UI040, SCs_UI050,  SCs_UI060, 
SCs_UI070 

Figure 52: Submit Content to Social Network Use Case Description 
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4.4.3.3.4 Alter Dynamic Communities 
 

  

Figure 53: Alter Dynamic Communities Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: SCs_F003 Name: Alter Dynamic Communities 

Description When context changes occur, the Context Control component will alter the 
dynamic communities. 

Actors Social Network, Context Control 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs Dynamic community changes 

Events sequence 1. Trigger dynamic community changes (SCs_F150) 
2. Forward changes to the Social Interaction Logic subcomponent (SCs_F170) 
3. The Social Interaction Logic will process this change and allocate it to the 

related widgets (SCs_F180) 
4. Finally the data will be sent to the widgets in the Generic Dashboard 

component (GD_F021) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Changes to the social widgets 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S001, S124, S271-2 

Related User Interface SCs_UI070 

Figure 54: Alter Dynamic Communities Use Case Description 

4.4.4 External Components Interaction 

The Social Components will interact with different SAM components and will use APIs of 
social networks. This component will receive content from and will send content to social 
networks using provided APIs. The received social network content will be displayed by 
Generic Dashboard components using widgets provided by this component. 

User-generated content, sent by the Generic Dashboard component, will be forwarded to 
the Context Control for Social Mining and Business Intelligence analyses and to the 
specific social networks the user wants to post his content on. It will also be stored in the 
Cloud Storage for later analysis. 

4.4.5 Conceptual Data Model 

The Social Components uses an own information model. In the following figure, it is 
possible to see the conceptual data model. 
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Figure 55: Social Components Conceptual Data Model 

4.4.6 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1)) 

Maturity & Stability  ++ 

Regularly Updated  +++ 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  +/- 

Non-Infecting  ++ 

Code-Quality  + 

Extensibility  +++ 

Community  +/- 

Performance / Scalability  + 

Reuse of existing developments  + 

EU project origin  +/- 

Platform (Portability)  --- 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 ++ 

Specific Parameters 

Multiple SNS support It is important to consider that multiple different Social Network services will 
be used in SAM so it is an important parameter for this component. 

+++ 

Native SNS access Social Network services provide APIs to interact with their data. Native 
access to these APIs will provide the best performance but also has the 
drawback of maintaining code by oneself. 

+/- 

Authentication support To post social content in the name of an End User it is necessary to support 
the login as the End User. 

+++ 

Application authentication on SNSs SAM will be able to access features of different social networks. Application 
level authentication will be needed to support these features 

+ 

Message User User Credentials

Social Network

Content
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Figure 56: Social Components Parameters to Take into Account 

4.5 Syndicator 

The Syndicator component provides the information to be consumed by the End Users 
through the SAM Dashboard or through 3rd Party Apps built by external Software 
Developers. In order to provide the right data at the right moment, the Syndicator will take 
into account the user’s context and usage in the 1st and 2nd Screen. 

The Syndicator component is split into the following subcomponents components: 

 Data API Services subcomponent  

 Multi-Device Representation subcomponent 
 

The logical connections that need to be established between them are represented in 
Figure 57: Syndicator. 

The most important functionalities that Syndicator will cover are: 

 Syndicate Information into the Dashboard, 3rd Party Apps and Federated Instances 

 Discovering and filtering Assets, retrieving linked information from external services 
and provide to the end users taking into account the Brand and Consumer Protection, 
the user context and identity, the security filters and the assets associated business 
models   

 Transforming and adapting the information provided so that it can be visualised in the 
most appropriate format on the different devices 
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Figure 57: Syndicator 

4.5.1 Data API Services 

This subcomponent is in charge of delivering the information to the Dashboard or 3rd Party 
Apps based on the assets stored in the SAM Platform, related Assets discovered through 
Semantic Services component and linked information retrieved from external services. 

4.5.1.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

Taking into account the previous description, Data API services is in charge of the 
following functionalities: 

 Providing information stored in SAM to the End User, taking into account the user 
context, the assets business constraints, etc. 

 Interacting with the Multi-device Representation component to provide the information 
in the correct format 

 Providing access to 3rd Party in order to access SAM information to be used, i.e. by 
mobile apps, external web sites, etc. 
 

 

Figure 58: Data API Services 

Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 
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Figure 59: Data API Services Functionalities 

ID Functionalities Description 

DAS_F010 Syndicating 
information  

This functionality is in charge of delivering the information to the 
Dashboard, 3

rd
 Party Apps or Federated Instances. It extracts the related 

assets from the Cloud Storage, Marketplace and Federated Instances 
taking into account the rules defined in Brand and Consumer Protection, 
the user context and the identity and security filters. Besides it will use 
Semantic Services in order to discover further Assets related and Content 
Gateways to retrieve information that is linked from external services. 

DAS_F030 Validating 
Security 
Information 

The first step when Syndicator API receives the request to syndicate 
information is to validate the security information (ISS_F030) to be sure 
that the request is valid. 

DAS_F040 Getting Brand 
and Consumer 
Protection Rules. 

This functionality represents the process to extract the different Brand and 
Consumer Protection Rules to filter the information. This filter will be done 
using BCP_F110 functionality 

DAS_F050 Getting assets 
and services to 
Syndicate 

This functionality represents the process to obtain the assets and services 
to be syndicated from the Cloud Storage.(CS_F040) 

DAS_F060 Getting Business 
Rules 

In order to generate the correct information it is necessary to validate the 
different Business Rules defined in the Marketplace for the Content 
Providers. This functionality represents the process to extract this 
information from the Marketplace (MKT_F040). 

DAS_F070 Getting Context 
Information 

This functionality is charge of getting the user context information from 
Context Control component (CC_F030) 

DAS_F080 Getting related 
assets 
discovered 

This functionality represents the process to get the assets related with the 
received requests from the Sematic Services component (SS_F130) 

DAS_F090 Getting 
information 
linked from 
external services 

This functionality defines the interaction with the Content Gateways 
component (CG_F130) in order to retrieve information that is linked from 
external services, such as e.g. Wikipedia. 

DAS_F100 Getting 
Federated 
Instances 
information 

This functionality is in charge of getting information related with the 
request from the Federated Instances (MKT_F030). 

DAS_F120 Getting Data 
Representation 

This functionality defines the interaction with Multi-Device representation 
component (MDR_F20) to receive the necessary information to show the 
syndicated assets in the specific format of each device. 

DAS_F130 Generating 
information to 
syndicate 

This functionality is in charge of generating the information in the suitable 
format to be syndicated. The assets with the information will come from 
Syndication Manager and the information on how to represent it from 
Multi-Device Representation. 

DAS_F140 Storing 
Syndicator 
Manager Activity 

The activity of Syndication Manager component will be stored in order to 
check different business rules. For instance, if a Content Provider defines 
a daily limit of access to their assets in the Marketplace; the Syndicator 
can check the number of times that a particular asset has been 
syndicated. 

DAS_F150 Filtering 
Information  

In order to serve only the appropriate data, the assets retrieved from the 
Cloud Storage will be filtered take into account the Brand and Consumer 
Rules through BCP_F070 functionality, the context information through 
CC_F030 functionality. 
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The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces 

Figure 60: Data API Services User Interfaces 

4.5.1.1.1 Use Cases Diagram 
In the following Figure 61: Data API Services Use Cases it is possible to see the 
component use case diagram where the different actors interact to syndicate information.  

ID User Interfaces Description Mockup 
IDs 

DAS_UI010 Individual asset 
specific 
information 
widget 

This widget is defined to show individual Asset information. For 
instance: 

 Specific music artist’s information (discographies and 
biographies) linked with streaming videos of concerts 

 Artists’ music tracks related to movies where they have been 
part of the movie soundtrack and offering to purchase or rent 
the movie or buy the track, etc… 

 End User rich content, including navigable artists’ 
biographies, track listings, trailers and other recordings by 
the artists for a consumer listening to music. Smart links 
between a film on Blu-ray and the High Fidelity soundtrack 
of a specific film or vice versa 

 Get additional related information, e.g. pictures or other 
news stories when the End Users are watching topics (eg 
videos on news topics) 

 

DAS_M
CK_010 

DAS_UI020 Asset Category 
List Widget 

In order to facilitate the search and selection of information 
related to the content that the Actor is consuming, this widget will 
show a list of different widgets categorized in topics of interest. 
Once the actor chooses one of these, the information will be 
shown through the Individual asset widget (DAS_UI010) 

DAS_M
CK_020 

DAS_UI050 Advert Widget This widget will allow the Actors to get more info on the product 
advertised, manufacturer, etc while watching an ad on TV, If this 
product has been linked previously  

DAS_M
CK_030 

DAS_UI060 Teaser 
Information 
Widget 

This widget will show short form “teaser” information (e.g. 
thumbnails, information snippets) at the right (related) point of 
time in the video.  

DAS_M
CK_040 
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Figure 61: Data API Services Use Cases 

4.5.1.1.2 Use Cases Description 
In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.5.1.1.2.1 Use Case Syndicating information  

 

 

Figure 62: Syndicating Information Sequence Diagram.  
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Use Case: DAS_F010 Name: Syndicating information  

Description This functionality is in charge of delivering the information to the Dashboard. It 
extracts the related assets from the Cloud Storage, Marketplace and Federated 
Instances taking into account the rules defined in Brand and Consumer 
Protection, the user context and the identity and security filters. Besides it will 
use Semantic Services in order to discover further Assets related and Content 
Gateways to retrieve information that is linked from external services. 

Actors Syndication Actor  

Pre-conditions Receiving request from Dashboard 

Inputs Information Request 

Events sequence 1. Send information request. 
2. Validating Security Information (DAS_F30) 
3. Getting Context Information (DAS_F70) 
4. Getting Brand and Consumer Protection Rules (DAS_F40) 
5. Getting Business Rules (DAS_F60) 
6. Getting Assets and services to Syndicate (DAS_F50) 
7. Getting related assets discovered (DAS_F80) 
8. Storing Syndicator Manager Activity (DAS_F140) 
9. Generating information to syndicate (DAS_130) 

a. Filtering Information (DAS_F150) 
b. Getting Data Representation (DAS_120) 

10. Syndicating information for Dashboard (DAS_F10) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  Information to Syndicate 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S217, S149, S148, S266-1, S266-2, S266-3, S266-4,S258, S086-1, S234, 
S185-1, S139, S134, S213 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 63: Syndicating Information Use Case Description 

4.5.1.2 External Components Interaction 

In order to extract and filter assets, Data API Services will interact with the different 
components through the controllers that are gathered in Figure 58: Data API Services in 
Syndication Controllers area.  

On the other hand, once the information is extracted and filtered, the component will 
interact with the Multi-device Representation component in order to obtain the data in the 
appropriate device format and will provide it to the calling component.  

4.5.1.3 Conceptual Data Model 

Data API Services will interact with other components to extract and filter information but it 
uses Activity Logger component to store and check specific activity generated inside the 
Syndication Manager component related to assets consumption (for accountability 
purposes). Therefore it is necessary to define a data model in order to store this 
information. As an example of this interaction it is possible to take into account the 
following case: if a Content Provider defines a daily limit of access to their assets in the 
Marketplace; the Data API Services component can check the number of times that a 
particular asset has been syndicated. 
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Figure 64: Data API Services Conceptual Data Model 

4.5.1.4 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  ++ 

Technical Up-to-datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  + 

Non-Infecting  +++ 

Code-Quality  +++ 

Extensibility  +++ 

Community  + 

Performance / Scalability  +++ 

Reuse of existing developments  ++ 

EU project origin  -- 

Platform (Portability)  + 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +++ 

Specific Parameters 

Personalised  Content Distribution This parameter represents the ability of distributing the same content on 
multiple destinations in the same time, with the ability of personalising it 
depending on when it is consumed or by who. This is relevant due to SAM 
content distribution will be based in configurable widgets. 

+++ 

Concurrency Data API Services will work in runtime, therefore it should be very fast and light 
to provide a quick answer to the multiple concurrent Actors. Cache techniques 
and performance enablers will be very important in order to provide the actors 
with a proper content consumption experience.  

+++ 

Asset

Activity Bussiness Rules

Exceptions

User Details User

Event Queue Schedule
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Advanced activity logging This parameter refers to the ability of effectively register the activity in order to 
be able to provide accountancy on the syndicated information. It can include 
logging in the client side so that the data can be as much accurate as possible. 
This parameter is relevant to SAM due to it is the base that will allow 
accountancy for advanced content monetisation business models. 

+++ 

Support for multiple kind of content This parameter is used to evaluate the ability to syndicate different kind of 
digital materials such as microsites, videos, advertisements, etc. 

+++ 

Deep linking The deep linking provides a way to control the user navigation in SAM 
Platform. It is important to know how any user is interacting with the information 
provided in the syndication process. 

++ 

Rendering in the client side The syndication is focused on providing information in the user devices, 
therefore it is very important to evaluate the behaviour of the technology in the 
client side. 

++ 

Figure 65: Data API Services Parameters to Take into Account 

4.5.2 Multi-Device Representation 

Multi-Device Representation (MDR) enables flexible presentation of Assets on multiple 
devices with different formats and resolutions. It allows the seamless distribution of content 
to the user and enables stakeholders to take advantage of each device’s unique 
characteristics. 

4.5.2.1 Overall Functional Specification 

Taking into account the previous description, the Multi-Device Representation component 
is in charge of the following functionalities: 

 During Production (design time), it will serve as a template builder for a given Asset. It 
will allow Users/Content Owners to instruct how they want their content to be displayed 
given the device that the content will be shown on.  

 During Prosumption (runtime), it will serve as a converter or format enricher for a given 
Asset. It will allow a specific device to display the content as it is instructed to by the 
User-built templates.  

 It will provide an editor so that the content providers could design specific appearance 
or themes to be associated to their specific Assets.  
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Figure 66: Multi-Device Representation (MDR) Architecture 

 

Figure 67: MDR Functionalities 

  

<subcomponent> 
Data API Services

<subcomponent> 
Multi-device Representation

<subcomponent> 
Format Converter

<user interface> 
Graphical Editor

<component> 
Cloud Storage

ID Functionalities Description 

MDR_F0
10 

Connect to Data 
API Services 

MDR has to connect to the Data API Services so that it can have access to 
the Assets data. 

MDR_F0
20 

Exchange Data 
with Data API 
Services 

With this functionality MDR will be able to receive data about the Assets 
and then return back specifications on how should this data be presented. 

MDR_F0
30 

Connect to 
Cloud Storage 

MDR has to connect to the Cloud Storage in order to be able to store and 
retrieve template files and device specifications in general. 

MDR_F0
40 

Exchange Data 
with Cloud 
Storage 

With this functionality MDR will be able to send template files and device 
specifications to the Cloud Storage and retrieve them from it. 

MDR_F0
50 

Execute 
Graphical Editor 

Executing the Graphical Editor allows MDR to build and store templates in 
Design-Time for use in Runtime.  

MDR_F0
60 

Fetch 
Templates 

The Graphical Editor will fetch templates from the Cloud Storage for the 
User to work with. 

MDR_F0
70 

Edit Template The Graphical Editor will allow the User to create, edit a specific template 
or delete it. 

MDR_F0
80 

Store Template The Graphical Editor will allow the sending of a template to the Cloud 
Storage and storing it there. 

MDR_F0
90 

Execute Format 
Converter 

Executing the Format Converter allows MDR to retrieve and apply 
templates in Runtime. 
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4.5.2.3 Use Cases 

The following figure contains a diagram with all the main use cases and the actors 
involved in them. 

4.5.2.3.1 Use Cases Diagram 
 

Multi-Device Representation

Data API ServicesMDR

 
Convert an Asset according to 

device specifications

MDRContent Provider

 

Design Asset Representation

 

Figure 68: MDR Use Cases 

4.5.2.3.2 Use Cases Description 
In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.5.2.3.2.1 Design Asset Representation 

 

MDRContent Provider

Cloud Storage

SaveTemplate()

Graphical Editor

 
 

Figure 69: Design Asset Representation Sequence Diagram 
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Figure 70: Design Asset Representation Use Case Description 

Use Case: MDR_F10 Name: Design Asset Representation 

Description The User (content owner) has to use MDR and consequently the Graphical 
Editor sub-component in order to specify templates for specific device types. 
The results of this process are stored into Cloud Storage for future use by MDR 
in run-time. 

Actors User, MDR 

Pre-conditions The Content Provider is logged in the Marketplace. 

Inputs Mouse and Keyboard input (while editing) 

Events sequence 1. MDR is launched by the Content Provider from inside Marketplace. 
2. Graphical Editor is launched by the MDR 
3. Template(s) are being processed (creating, editing or deleting) 
4. Template(s) are saved into Cloud Storage (CS_F020, CS_F030, CS_F040). 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Template files 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S185-1, S005, S164-1, S164-2 

Related User Interface MDR_MCK_010, MDR_MCK_020 
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Figure 71: Design Asset Representation User Interface 
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4.5.2.3.2.3 Convert Asset Representation 

 
 
 

MDRData API Services

Cloud Storage Format Converter 

 
Figure 72: Convert Asset Representation Sequence Diagram 

Figure 73: Convert Asset Representation Use Case Description 
 

Use Case: MDR_F20 Name: Convert Asset Representation 

Description At Runtime every Asset representation has to be converted into a suitable 
format for the device in use. This is done by calling MDR and having it 
consult the Format Converter. 

Actors Data API Services, MDR 

Pre-conditions Data API Services has been launched 

Inputs Assets 

Events sequence 1. Data API Services request a suitable format for an Asset from MDR ( 
DAS_F120) 

2. MDR requests a suitable format for an Asset by from Format Converter 
3. Format Converter requests a suitable format for an Asset from Cloud 

Storage (CS_F050). 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Template files 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S013, S139, S134 

Related User Interface  MDR_MCK_030 
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Figure 74: Convert Asset Representation User Interface 
 

4.5.2.4 External Components Interaction  

The Multi-Device Representation module will interact with two external components, which 
are the Data API Services and the Cloud Storage. The interactions vary depending on 
when (during Design- or Runtime). 

During Design-time, the Content Provider accesses MDR through Graphical Editor. The 
Graphical Editor, through the Format Converter, uses the Cloud Storage both as input and 
output source. It fetches existing templates from it, thus enabling the Content Provider to 
browse through them. Also, it can create, delete, or edit templates and store them into 
Cloud Storage. 

During Runtime, MDR interacts also with the Data API Services. MDR receives requests 
for suitable formats for Assets and, after consulting Cloud Storage, returns the result to the 
Data API Services. 

4.5.2.5 Conceptual Data Model  

MDR uses the Cloud Storage to store Graphical Editor’s output and to retrieve templates 
for Format Converter. So it will interact with the database structure described in Figure 
118: Cloud Storage Conceptual Data Model. 

4.5.2.6 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1)) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  + 
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Technical Up-to-Dateness / Appeal   ++ 

Open Source  ++ 

Non-Infecting  ++ 

Code-Quality  ++ 

Extensibility  +++ 

Community  ++ 

Performance / Scalability  ++ 

Reuse of existing developments  -/+ 

EU project origin  -- 

Platform (Portability)  ++ 

Open Standards Compliance  +++ 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 ++ 

Specific Parameters 

HTML5 Support Supporting HTML5 means support for a defining standard that is predicted to 
increase its popularity even more in the coming years. 

+++ 

CSS3 Support Supporting CSS3 means support for a defining standard and thus is highly 
desired. 

+++ 

Automatic Device Adaptability  A mechanism that facilitates the conversion of the content presentation 
according to the specific device on which it is presented. The required 
interference of the content owner with this mechanism has to be minimal. 
minimal 

+ 

Design- and Runtime Consistency By consistency it is meant that similar functions, concepts and terms will be 
used while developing for the Design- and Runtime components. 
Consistency will allow easier development, reference and maintenance.  

+ 

Ease of Development By prioritizing ease of development it is meant that a non-domain-specific 
solution will be preferred. This will probably mean an easier learning curve 
thus faster development and easier maintenance.   

+++ 

Figure 75: Multi-Device Representation Parameters to Take into Account 

4.6 Content Gateways 

The Content Gateways is the component in charge of data gathering from external data 
sources, including 3rd party systems. The objective is to implement strategies, tools and 
techniques to allow the easy integration of heterogeneous content sources into the SAM 
Platform. 

4.6.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Content Gateways component is split in several subcomponents and the logical 
connections that need to be established between them are represented in Figure 76: 
Content Gateway 

The most important functionalities that Content Gateways will cover are: 

 Allowing Actors to define the mapping between the data source structures and the data 
destination structures and store it in the Mapping Repository in order to  be used for 
further import or data access operations 

 Importing or linking the necessary information into the SAM Platform from Content 
Providers’ 3rd party systems 

 Extracting data from external resources, such as social media services or Wikipedia, 
implementing internal mechanisms such as API wrappers, web crawlers or scrapping 
techniques 
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Figure 76: Content Gateways 

Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

       <component>  

 Content Gateway

<user interface>

Semantic
Integrator

Editor

<subcomponent>

Semantic Services
Controller

<subcomponent>

Web Data
Extraction

<subcomponent>

Gateway 
Control

<external system>

3rd Party 
Systems

<external system>

External 
Resources

<component>

Semantic 
Services

<component>

Cloud
Storage

<component>

Interconnection Bus

<actor>

Content 
Broadcaster

<actor>

Content 
Broker

<component>

Syndicator

<subcomponent>

Mapping 
Repository

<user interface>

Mapping 
Repository

UI

ID Functionalities Description 

CG_F010 Importing 
Assets from 
Content 
Providers 

In order to import or link the necessary information into the SAM Platform, 
the different Content Providers may integrate or link the information in their 
3rd party systems through the gateways. The first time, the Semantic 
Integrator Editor component will be used in order to define the mapping 
between the sources structures and destination structures and this 
mapping will be stored and used by Mapping Repository in futures 
importations. If necessary (no specific data export features exists) a 
specific gateway client will be installed in a network with direct access (e.g. 
LAN) to the 3

rd
 party system. (CG_F020). Once the mapping  is created, it 

is necessary to create a new importation (CG_F030) in order to import and 
characterise the assets. Afterwards the Actor will be able to confirm the 
characterisation of the imported Assets by using the Asset Profiler 
(SS_F110). 

CG_F020 Creating 
Mapping  

In order to import data from 3
rd

 Party Systems into the specific asset 
description format, it will be necessary to define a format mapping. This 
mapping will be stored in the Mapping Repository to carry out further data 
import, synchronisation or linking activities. 

CG_F021 Importing 
Schema 

This functionality defines the importation of the different source data 
formats and destination schemas into the mapping tool. 

CG_F022 Saving Mapping 
in Repository 

This functionality is in charge of storing the different mapping information 
(schemas, transformation, etc) into the Mapping Repository in order to 
reuse (or share) it in for further activities 
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Figure 77: Content Gateways Functionalities 

The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces 

CG_F023 Comparing 
Schemas 

In order to create the mapping it is necessary to compare the different data 
format schemas imported and establish the mapping paths between the 
different source and destination data entities. Once the comparison is 
shown to the Content Provider, it will be able to manually update the maps 
or confirm the suggestions made by the tool (CG_F024)  

CG_F024 Semantic Links 

Suggestion 

This functionality is in charge of proposing semantic links to the Content 
Provider in order to accelerate the mapping definition step. The 
suggestions will be based on both semantic and syntactic data mining of 
the mappings already stored. 

CG_F030 Creating a new 
Importation 

This functionality provides the process to define a new data import in the 
SAM Platform. When defining an import process, it will be necessary (in 
most of the cases) to assign a mapping file(CG_F040), a workflow or both. 
Besides, a schedule can be associated for periodic imports and 
updates(CG_F060) 

CG_F040 Assigning 
mapping to an 
importation  

This functionality is in charge of assigning a mapping to the definition of a 
data importation process. This will allow using the assigned mapping to e.g. 
transform the input data into the internal SAM asset format.  

CG_F050 Editing 
importation 

 

Once the importation is created it is possible to update the different 
configuration options such as mapping, workflow, description, schedule, etc 
at any moment 

CG_F060 Scheduling 
Importation 
Execution 

This functionality covers the process to schedule the execution of an 
importation. For instance, if it is necessary to carry out a weekly data 
importation. By using this functionality, it is possible assign a specific day 
and time slot to execute the importation. 

CG_F100 Data Annotation 
and Semantic 
Characterisation  

This functionality allows the use of advanced techniques for data 
annotation and semantic characterisation of the imported data assets. This 
functionality will be provided by the Semantic Services component through 
SS_F110 Characterising Content functionality. 

CG_F110 Storing Assets 
in Cloud 
Storage 

Once the assets have been imported, annotated and characterised these 
are stored in the Cloud Storage for later usage. 

CG_F120 Executing 
workflows to 
import Complex 
data  

The Content Gateways will be able to use different services from the 
Interconnection Bus in order to describe and execute complex data import 
workflows.  

CG_F130 Extracting 
Information from 
External 
Resources 

This functionality implements the necessary methods to extract and/or link 
information from external resources (such as web pages) from the SAM 
Platform or from Syndicator. 

ID User Interfaces Description Mockup 
IDs 

CG_UI010 Semantic 
Integrator Editor 

The Semantic Integrator Editor is a user interface used by the 
Media Broadcasters and Information Brokers in order to define 
the mapping between the data source structures and the data 
destination structures. It will also suggest mappings based on 
the semantic entities inferred from the data source and data 
destination formats definitions (Database structure, XML 
schema, etc). For instance, in order to import an XML format into 
a Database, the Semantic Integrator Editor will propose the 

CG_ 
MCK 
_030 
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Figure 78: Content Gateways User Interfaces 

This section  describes the use cases necessary to implement the Content Gateways 
component 

4.6.1.1 Use Cases Diagram 

The following Figure 79 depicts the Content Gateways component use cases 

 

stakeholder with a mapping suggestion, which it can approve or 
edit. Once the map is developed and approved, it is stored in the 
Mapping Repository so that it can be used for further import or 
data access operations. 

CG_UI020 Mapping 
Repository UI 

The Mapping Repository will store the transformation maps and 
their definitions in the Cloud Storage in order for them to be 
reused. This component will have a cache memory to accelerate 
the process. Through this subcomponent, the information about 
the mapping purpose, its input and output data formats 
descriptions, etc. are available in the system. The Media 
Broadcasters and Information Brokers will be able to manage 
the transformation information through the Mapping Repository 
User Interface. 

CG_ 
MCK 
_010 
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Figure 79: Content Gateways Use Cases 

4.6.1.2 Use Cases Description 

In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.6.1.2.1 Creating Mapping  

 

Importing 

Assets 

Content Provider

Content Gateways

Syndicator

 
New Importation

 

Managing 

Mapping 

Repository

 

Creating Mapping 

«uses»

«uses»

External Systems

 

Extracting 

Information from 

External

 Resources

Semantic 

Services

Cloud 

Storage

Marketplace

Use Case: CG_F020 Name: Creating Mapping  

Description In order to import data from 3rd Party Systems into the specific asset description 
format, it will be necessary to define a format mapping. This mapping will be 
edited in the Mapping Editor, and stored in the Mapping Repository to carry out 
further data import, synchronisation or linking activities. 

Actors SAM Content Provider 

Pre-conditions The Content Provider should be logged in SAM Marketplace 

Inputs Data source format example or schema 
Data destination format example or schema 

Events sequence 1. Select a data source in the Map Editor(structured, semi-structured, non-
structured) 
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Figure 80: Creating Mapping Use Case Description 

 

 
Figure 81: Creating Mapping User Interface 

4.6.1.2.2 Creating a New Importation 
 

Use Case: CG_F030 Name: Creating a New Importation 

Description This functionality defines the process to create a new data importation in SAM 
Platform. In order to carry out the importation, in most of the cases will be 
necessary assign a mapping (CG_F040), workflow or both. Besides a schedule 
can be associated for periodic imports and updates (CG_F060) 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Content Provider have valid credentials 

Inputs Mapping definition, workflow definition or both 

Events sequence 1. Introduce the Description. 
2. [ALT_1] If it is necessary, Assigning mapping to an importation (CG_F040) 

2. Importing/Editing source Schema (CG_F021) 
3. Save source schema in Mapping Repository (CG_F022) 
4. Importing destination Schema (Asset format) (CG_F021) 
5. Map schema entities (manually, automatically or confirm suggested 

semantic links) (CG_F023) 
6. Save mapping definition in Mapping Repository (CG_F022) 
7. Generate mapping result (executable mapping) and save in Mapping 

Repository. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Mapping stored in Mapping Repository. 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S062-1, S062-2, S069-1, S-069-2, S096, S068, S018 

Related User Interface CG_ MCK _010 
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3. [ALT_2] If it is necessary Assign Workflow using Managing Workflow Editor 
(IB_140) 

4. Activate Importation. With this check is possible activate or deactivate 
automatically the importation.  

5. Set up Importation Schedule or alternatively it can be run manually 
(CG_F060) 

6. Save the definition of the import to the Cloud Storage 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Definition saved in the Cloud Storage 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S062-1, S062-2, S069-1, S-069-2, S096, S068, S018 

Related User Interface CG_ MCK _030 

Figure 82: Creating a New Importation Use Case Description 

 

 
Figure 83: Creating a New Importation User Interface 
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4.6.1.2.4 Importing Assets from Content Providers 
 

 
 

Figure 84: Importing Assets from Content Providers Use Case Diagram Description 

 
Use Case: CG_F010 Name: Importing Assets from Content Providers 

Description In order to import or link the necessary information into the SAM Platform, the 
different Content Providers may integrate or link the information in their 3rd party 
systems through the gateways. The first time, the Semantic Integrator Editor 
component will be used in order to define the mapping between the sources 
structures and destination structures. The mapping will be stored in the Mapping 
Repository for future usage. If no data export features exist in the external 
system, a specific gateway client will be installed to access to the 3rd party 
system. (CG_F020). Once the mapping is created, it is necessary to create a 
new importation process (CG_F030) in order to import and characterise the 
assets. Afterwards, the Actor will be able to confirm the characterisation 
(performed by the Semantic Services) by using the Asset Profiler (SS_F110). 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Importation definition created 

Inputs N/AN/A 

Events sequence 1. Import schedule triggered. Alternatively, the import can be run manually 
2. Execute mapping or workflow 
3. Data Annotation and Semantic Characterisation (CG_F100) 
4. Store in Cloud Storage (CG_110) 
5. Confirm the characterisation by using the Asset Profiler. (SS_120) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S062-1, S062-2, S069-1, S-069-2, S096, S068, S262-1, S018, S057, S151, 
S264-1 

Related User Interface CG_ MCK _040, CG_ MCK _020 

Figure 85: Importing Assets Use Case Description 

Content Provider
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Mapping 
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ImportAssets()
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Figure 86: Importing Assets User Interface 
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4.6.1.2.5 Extracting Information from Linked External Resources 
 

Use Case: CG_F130 Name: Extracting Information from Linked External Resources 

Description This functionality implements the necessary methods to extract information from 
external linked resources (such as web pages – non-structured data sources)  

Actors Syndicator component, Marketplace 

Pre-conditions Asset information is linked with an external resource 

Inputs Asset information 

Events sequence 1. Load the asset definition 
2. Extract information from the linked external resource 
3. Return the required information to the caller component 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S068, S018, S223, S045, S213, S262-4 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 87: Extracting Information from Linked External Resources Use Case Description 

4.6.2 External Components Interaction 

Content Providers will interact with Content Gateways component in order to integrate or 
link the information from their 3rd party systems. They will use the Semantic Integrator 
Editor in order to define the mapping between the sources structures and destination 
structures. In these importation processes, the Content Gateways will interact with the 
Semantic Services, which allows the use of advanced techniques for data annotation and 
semantic characterisation of the imported data assets. 

The Content Gateways will interact with the Interconnection Bus in order to describe and 
execute complex data import workflows. The Content Gateways component will also be 
able to provide mapping files to the Interconnection Bus through its internal mapping 
repository.  

The SAM Platform can extract and/or link information from external resources (such as 
web pages). The Web Data Extraction subcomponent will interact with these external 
resources to extract/link the information for further usage in the SAM Platform. 

Finally, the Syndicator will call the Content Gateways in order to retrieve data from 
external resources, such as specific web pages, Wikipedia, etc. 

4.6.3 Conceptual Data Model 

The Content Gateways component will use its own database model to manage the 
importations and the Mapping Repository. The following Figure 88: Content Gateways 
Data Model shows this conceptual data model. 
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Figure 88: Content Gateways Data Model 

4.6.4 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  + 

Technical Up-to-datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  + 

Non-Infecting  +++ 

Code-Quality  ++ 

Extensibility  +++ 

Community  + 

Performance / Scalability  +++ 

Reuse of existing developments  +++ 

EU project origin  -- 

Platform (Portability)  ++ 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +++ 

Specific Parameters 

Reliability in the Communication with 
External Services 

One of the most important features in Content Gateways component is the 
communication with External Services. Therefore, it is necessary take into 
account this parameter in order to provide a reliable communication with 
them. 
 
 

+++ 

Transformation based on standard In order to import data from 3
rd
 Party Systems into the specific asset 

description format, it will be necessary to define a format mapping and 
support different kind of transformations. This parameter evaluates the ability 
to support transformations between different kind of sources and 
destinations. 

+++ 

Workflow

Importation MappingSchedule

Workflow Steps

Source

Destination
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XML, CSV, RDF supported Following with the need of support different kind of transformations, the 
component should support different data types formats based on the most 
common data file structure: XML, CSV and RDF 

+++ 

Database, Web Service  access 
supported 

The Content Gateways component will use its own database model to 
manage the importations and the Mapping Repository. Therefore, it is very 
important take into account this parameter 

++ 

Allow semantic annotation of 
input/output formats. 

This parameter evaluates the ability to support semantic features linked to 
the mapping process and definition. 

++ 

Web Scrapping techniques supported An important functionality in Content Gateways component is to extract data 
from non-structured external resources, such as web sites. This parameter 
evaluates the ability of support internal mechanisms such as API wrappers, 
web crawlers or scrapping techniques. 

+ 

Figure 89: Content Gateways Parameters to Take into Account 

4.7 Context Control  

The Context Control component creates, maintains and provides an API to access a 
context model that describes the context in which the end users of SAM interact with the 
system and implements functionalities for automatically creating and managing contextual 
user communities based on the context models that are maintained for the user 
population. 

4.7.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Context Control component is split into several subcomponents. The logical 
connections that are to be established between them are represented in Figure 90: 
Context Control. 

The Context Control component: 

 The component receives and processes data provided to it from other relevant 
components in SAM, most notably the Dashboard and the social components. 

 The component analyses data that has received and uses relevant data to update 
context models for the user community members. 

 The component uses the created context models and other relevant data in order to 
create and maintain contextual communities of users. 
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Figure 90: Context Control 

The following functionalities have been defined for the Context Control component based 
on the general functionalities to be provided by the component and the user requirements 
specified in deliverable D2.3: 
 

<component>

Cloud Storage

<component>

Context Control

<subcomponent>

Community 
Structure Analyser

<subcomponent>

Community 
Manager

<subcomponent>

Data Listener 
Controller

<component>

Social 
Components

<component>

Syndicator

<component>

Dashboard

<subcomponent>

Context Manager

<component>

Semantic Services

<subcomponent>

Context Data 
Analyser

<subcomponent>

Community 
Actuator

Context Control Data Listeners

<subcomponent>

Content Data 
Listener

<subcomponent>

Social Data 
Listener

<subcomponent>

User Data 
Listener

ID Functionalities Description 

CC_F010 Process 
incoming 
message from 
component 

Incoming data from the Social Components or the Dashboard is analysed 
and the context models for the relevant users are updated and stored if 
necessary 

CC_F020 Update context 
model with 
analysed data 
processed by 
the Semantic 
Services 
component 

Incoming data from the Social Components are sent to the Semantic 
Services component for analysis and the context models for the relevant 
users are updated and stored if necessary 

CC_F030 Process 
Syndicator data 
request 

Requests from the Syndicator are processed and the relevant context model 
data are returned to the Syndicator for processing 

CC_F040 Update 
community 
composition 

When a context model of an active user is updated, the community structure 
of the system is analysed. If the analysis results in recommendations to 
change the current community structure, then the new community structure 
is created and used in the community actuator component to relay messages 
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Figure 91: Context Control Functionalities 

The aforementioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces: 

accordingly 

CC_F050 Transform data 
received from 
[SAM 
Component X] 

Converts data received by components into a unified representation format 
suitable for further processing within the component, e.g. by removing 
superfluous data when receiving information on which data is sent to a user 
from the Syndicator component; generally, by converting data from different 
input components into a unified internal data representation format 

CC_F060 Analyse 
incoming data  

Evaluates whether new data received should be discarded or should be used 
to update the context data model 

CC_F070 Carry out 
statistical and 
other complex 
analyses on 
incoming data 

Carries out data analyses that are more complex than simply adding input 
data to a context model, for instance statistical analyses using stored and 
newly added data; these data analyses are used when contextual 
parameters are better represented by statistical aggregates than by raw data 
received from components (e.g. usage frequencies of different widgets). 

CC_F080 Update Context 
Data Model 

Changes a context data model with updated information which replaces 
previously represented information 

CC_F090 Retrieve 
relevant context 
data model data 

Retrieves those elements of one or more context data models that are 
required in order to satisfy a request coming from a component 

CC_F100 Analyse context 
models to 
determine 
community 
structure 
changes 

Determines whether updates made to context model(s) result in community 
structure changes 

CC_F110 Determine 
community 
structure 
changes to 
effect 

Computes the assignments of users to new and existing dynamic social 
communities that are to be used 

CC_F120 Store 
community 
membership 
information in 
memory 

Updates the actuator component with the latest community membership data 

ID User 
Interfaces 

Description Mockup 
IDs 

CC_UI10 Contextual 
Communities 
membership 
view 

A view where users can join contextual communities that they 
have been invited to and can leave contextual communities that 
they have joined. 

CC_MC
K_010 
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Figure 92: Context Control User Interfaces 

 

 

4.7.2 Use Cases 

This subsection describes the Use Case of the Context Control component. 

4.7.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 

The following figure shows the Use Case diagram for the Context Control component. 
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Figure 93: Context Control Use Cases 

4.7.2.2 Use Cases Description 

The following tables and diagrams describe the main use cases for the component as 
UML sequence diagrams. 

4.7.2.2.1 Process Incoming Message from Component 
 

 

Figure 94: Process Incoming Message from Component Sequence Diagram 
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Use Case: CC_F010 Name: Process Incoming Message from Component 

Description Incoming data from the Social Components or the Dashboard is analysed and 
the context models for the relevant users are updated and stored if necessary. 

Actors [SAM Component X], either a SAM Dashboard or the SAM Social Components 

Pre-conditions Messages can be received via the Interconnection Bus 

Inputs Data from [SAM Component X] 

Events sequence 1. [SAM Component X] sends message 
2. Message is received and transformed by the respective listener (CC_F050) 
3. Message is forwarded to the DataListenerController 
4. Message is forwarded to the ContextManager 
5. Message is processed by the ContextManager (CC_F060) 
6. If message requires specific advanced data analysis, then process message 

in ContextDataAnalyser which returns analysis output (CC_F070) 
7. Update data model in the ContextManager (CC_F080) 
8. If data model requires update of the persisted data model, then update data 

model in CloudStorage (CS_F040) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S013, S092-1, S092-2, S-109-1, S-236, S001 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 95: Process Incoming Message from Component Sequence Diagram 

4.7.2.2.2 Update Context Model 
 

 

Figure 96: Update Context Model Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: CC_F020 Name: Update Context Model 

Description Incoming data from the Social Components are sent to the Semantic Services 
component for analysis and the context models for the relevant users are 
updated and stored if necessary. 

Actors [SAM Component X], either a SAM Dashboard or the SAM Social Components 

Pre-conditions Messages can be received via the Interconnection Bus 

Inputs Data from [SAM Component X] 

Events sequence 1. [SAM Component X] sends message 
2. Message is received and transformed by the respective listener (CC_F050) 
3. Message is forwarded to the DataListenerController 

[SAM Component X]

[Component X] 
Data Listener

Data Listener 
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Context Manager

sendData()

submit()

process() If requiresAnalysis() 
then analyseInput()

Context Data 
Analyser

Semantic 
Services

analysis outcome

Cloud Storage

If requiresAnalysis() 
then analyseInput()
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4. Message is forwarded to the ContextManager 
5. Message is processed by the ContextManager (CC_F060) 
6. If message requires specific advanced data analysis, then process message 

in ContextDataAnalyser which returns analysis output (CC_F070) 
7. If message requires semantic analysis, then process message in 

SemanticServices, which returns analysis output (SS_F130 and SS_F170) 
8. Update data model in the ContextManager (CC_F080) 
9. If data model requires update of the persisted data model, then update data 

model in CloudStorage (CS_F040) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S013, S109-1 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 97: Process Incoming Message from Component Sequence Diagram 

4.7.2.2.3 Process Syndicator Data Request 
 

 

Figure 98: Process Syndicator Data Request Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: CC_F030 Name: Process Syndicator Data Request 

Description Requests from the Syndicator are processed and the relevant context model 
data are returned to the Syndicator for processing. 

Actors Syndicator 

Pre-conditions Messages can be received via the Interconnection Bus 

Inputs Syndicator data request 

Events sequence 1. Syndicator requests data (DAS_F070) 
2. ContextManager retrieves relevant context data model data from Cloud 

Storage (CC_F090) 
3. ContextManager returns relevant context model data to Syndicator 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Response data to be used by Syndicator 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S013, S030-2 

Related User Interface N/A 

Syndicator

Context Manager Cloud Storage

requestData()

retrieveModel()

return model

return model
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Figure 99: Process Incoming Message from Component Sequence Diagram 

4.7.2.2.4 Update Community Composition 
 

 

Figure 100: Update Community Composition Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: CC_F040 Name: Update Community Composition 

Description When a context model of an active user is updated, the community structure of 
the system is analysed. If the analysis results in recommendations to change the 
current community structure, then the new community structure is created and 
used in the community actuator component to relay messages accordingly. 

Actors [SAM Component X], either a SAM Dashboard or the SAM Social Components 

Pre-conditions Messages can be received via the Interconnection Bus 

Inputs Data from [SAM Component X] 

Events sequence 1. [SAM Component X] sends message 
2. Message is received and transformed by the respective listener (CC_F050) 
3. Message is forwarded to the DataListenerController 
4. Message is forwarded to the ContextManager 
5. Message is processed by the ContextManager (CC_F060) 
6. If message analysis indicates a possible update to community composition, 

then process message in CommunityStructureAnalyser (CC_F100) 
7. Process CommunityStructureAnalyser to determine effective community 

changes (CC_F110) 
8. Store updated community models in Cloud Storage (CS_F040) 
9. Update live dynamic community structure in Community Actuator (CC_F120) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S124, S271-1, S098-1, S098-2, S109-1 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 101: Process Incoming Message from Component Sequence Diagram 

4.7.3 External Component Interaction 

The Context Control component receives input data from the Social Components and the 
Dashboard. It can request that the Semantic Services component processes data. It may 
call the Dashboard to offer users to join communities. It may interact with the Social 
Components in order to route messages that have been sent to a dynamic community to 
the members of the respective dynamic community. It may be called by the Syndicator 
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[Component X] 
Data Listener

Data Listener 
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submit()

process() If updateCommunity()
then process()

Community 
Structure 
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Community 
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process()
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when the Syndicator retrieves data contained in the context model. It uses the Cloud 
Storage component to persist context model data. 

4.7.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Context Control component mainly manages context model data and data relevant for 
the management of dynamic communities. Figure 102 depicts this conceptual data model. 

 

 

Figure 102: Context Control Component Conceptual Data Model 

4.7.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +/- 

Regularly Updated  --- 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  +++ 

Open Source  +/- 

Non-Infecting  +/- 

Code-Quality  +/- 

Extensibility  +/- 

Community  +/- 

Performance / Scalability  + 

Reuse of existing developments  +/- 

EU project origin  +/- 

Platform (Portability)  +/- 

Open Standards Compliance  +/- 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +/- 

Specific Parameters 

Correct representation of context data in 
user context models 

Appropriate representation of all required information in user context models 
is a prerequisite for all functionalities supported by context data 

+++ 

Appropriateness of assignment of 
persons to communities 
 

Appropriate assignment of persons to suitable user communities is essential 
so that users are assigned to all communities that interest them but also only 
to communities that interest them in terms of assignment precision and 
completeness of community selection recall 

+++ 

Settings

Component Context Models
Community 

Models
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Timeliness of data processing Near-time processing of data that is received in order to provide suitably 
dynamic social community creation and modification 

++ 

Structuredness of context 
representation format 

Context representation in a structured manner so that parts of context 
models can be returned to address information needs rather than having to 
always return a complete context model of a user 

+ 

Accessibility of context model subsets A suitable API or a suitable query language for accessing subsets of context 
models is required so that other components of the SAM Platform can 
access the data they require efficiently 

+ 

Figure 103: Context Control Parameters to Take into Account 

4.8 Cloud Storage 

The Cloud Storage is the central storage point of all data in the SAM Platform which have 
to be stored persistently. 

4.8.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Cloud Storage is split in several subcomponents and the logical connections that need 
to be established between them are represented in Figure 104. 

The Cloud Storage: 

 The Cloud Storage will offer persistent storage for all SAM components. These 
components will have access to different types of data storage systems, so the data 
will be saved in the best possible manner. Therefore the Cloud Storage is the central 
storage point of all data in the SAM Platform. 

 The Cloud Storage will support different types of databases, such as NoSQL, semantic, 
binary and relational. These databases can be added to the Cloud Storage as required 
using the DB Management user interface. 

 The Cloud Storage will also provide concrete implementations of API Wrapper for 
different target platforms in order to easily access functionality provided. 
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Figure 104: Cloud Storage Architecture 

Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

<component>

Cloud Storage

<component>

[SAM Component X]

<database>

Meta- & 
Configuration 

Data

<subcomponent>

Storage Facade
<subcomponent>

Storage Nexus

<subcomponent>

Storage 
Management

<subcomponent>

Storage Wrapper
<User Interface>

DB Management

<subcomponent>

External Databases

<database>

Semantic
<database>

NoSQL
<database>

Binary
<database>

SQL
<database>

Other

<component>

Identity and 
Security Services

ID Functionalities Description 

CS_F010 General Message 
Handling 

This functionality will provide the general message handling, which 
includes the authentication and authorisation. 

CS_F020 Create Bucket This functionality will provide the storage of data in so called 
Buckets. If a component would like to store data, they first have to 
create a Bucket. 

CS_F030 Delete Bucket This functionality will provide the deletion of a Bucket. 

CS_F040 CRUD Operations for 
Data Objects 

This functionality will merge different database operations. CRUD 
Operations (Create, Read, Update and Delete) will be available to 
manipulate the data contained in Buckets. 

CS_F041 Modify Database 
Configuration 

This functionality will provide the administrator with the possibility to 
add new or edit and delete existing Wrapper configurations. A 
Wrapper configuration contains attributes (credentials, source url and 
other data) which are necessary to build up a connection to existing 
databases. 

CS_F050 Request Message The Request Message functionality will be accessed in order to 
control the requests submission to the CS.  Different interaction 
types (e.g. synchronous, asynchronous) will be supported. 

CS_F060 Add Sender-
Message to Heap 

This functionality will add the received message to the heap. 
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CS_F070 Authenticate Sender This functionality will make a request to the Storage Nexus 
subcomponent to authenticate the sender. 

CS_F080 Execute Message This functionality will send the authenticated message to the Storage 
Nexus subcomponent to further processing. 

CS_F090 Unpack Message This functionality will extract the message so it can be processed by 
the Storage Nexus subcomponent. 

CS_F100 Check if Sender acts 
as surrogate  

This functionality will check if the sender of the message is acting as 
a surrogate, e.g. another user, a different component, etc…. 

CS_F110 Is Sender authorised This functionality will check if the sender is authorised to perform this 
action by calling the Storage Management subcomponent. 

CS_F120 Is User authorised This functionality will check if the user is authorised to perform this 
action. 

CS_F130 Change User This functionality will change the user if the sender is acting as a 
surrogate. 

CS_F140 Process Request This functionality will execute the request contained in the message. 

CS_F150 Pack Result 
Message 

This functionality will pack the result message so it can be send by 
the Storage Facade subcomponent. 

CS_F160 Remove Message 
from Heap 

This functionality will remove the message from the heap. 

CS_F170 Create Bucket This functionality will provide the creation of Buckets. If data should 
be saved in a new Bucket or will be saved for a specific user for the 
first time, this function will be used. 

CS_F180 Get Bucket for User This functionality will ask the Storage Management subcomponent 
for an existing Bucket and its ID. 

CS_F190 Check if User has 
Bucket 

The subcomponent has to check if the user already owns a Bucket 
with the provided parameters. 

CS_F200 Create Bucket for 
User 

This functionality will create a Bucket for a specific user where data 
can be stored. 

CS_F210 Create Bucket This functionality will create a Bucket where data can be stored. 

CS_F220 Delete Bucket for 
User 

This functionality will delete a Bucket for a specific user. 

CS_F230 Delete Bucket This functionality will delete a Bucket with the specified ID. 

.CS_F250 Get All Wrapper for 
Bucket ID 

This functionality will search Wrapper on the basis of the provided 
Bucket ID. The search will be provided by the Storage Management 
subcomponent. 

CS_F260 Search Wrapper for 
Bucket ID 

This functionality will delete The Storage Wrapper subcomponent will 
be able to receive a list of Wrappers which will be then deleted by 
CS_F220. 

CS_F270 Delete Wrappers This functionality will delete a Wrapper based on the provided 
parameters. 

CS_F280 Delete Wrapper This functionality will return the corresponding Wrapper for the data 
type of the Data Object. 

CS_F290 Get Wrapper for 
Data Type 

This functionality will forward the Data Object to the Storage 
Wrapper subcomponent and execute contained operation (Create, 
Read, Update or Delete). 
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Figure 105: Cloud Storage Functionalities 

The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces 

Figure 106: Cloud Storage User Interfaces 

4.8.2 Use Cases 

Described in this section are the use cases necessary to implement the Cloud Storage. 

4.8.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 

In the following figure it is possible to see the component use case diagram where the 
different actors interact with the Cloud Storage. 

. 

CS_F300 CRUD Data Object This functionality will return the corresponding data type Wrapper 
which is necessary to execute the Data Object. 

CS_F310 Choose Data Type 
Wrapper 

This functionality will start the execution of the Data Object and 
return its results. 

CS_F320 Call to Database This functionality will enable the Administrator to alter Wrapper 
configurations. A Wrapper configuration contains all information 
necessary to build up a connection to an existing database. 

CS_F330 Request Wrapper 
Modification 

This functionality will submit the modification of Wrapper 
configuration in the Storage Management subcomponent and to the 
Storage Wrapper subcomponent. 

CS_F340 Modify Wrapper 
Configuration 

This functionality will execute Wrapper modifications regarding the 
Storage Management subcomponent and containing objects. 

CS_F350 Execute Wrapper 
Modification 

This functionality will execute Wrapper modifications regarding the 
Storage Wrapper subcomponent and containing objects. 

CS_F360 Execute Modification This functionality will provide the general message handling, which 
includes the authentication and authorization. 

ID User Interfaces Description Mockup 
IDs 

CS_UI010 
DB Management 
View 

User interface, which enables the administrator to configure 
databases, buckets and the therein-saved data 

CS_MC
K_010 
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Figure 107: Cloud Storage Use Cases 

4.8.2.2 Use Cases Description 

In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.8.2.2.1 General Message Handling 
 

[SAM Component X]

 

General Message 
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Create Bucket

 

Delete Bucket
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Administrator
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Figure 108: General Message Handling Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: CS_F010 Name: General Message Handling 

Description This use case deals with the general message handling of the Cloud 
Storage. SAM components can send requests to the Cloud Storage for 
different reasons. Received requests will be checked for authentication and 
authorisation of the sender and then, if authorised, processed. 

Actors SAM Component, Identity and Security Services 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs Message to handle 

Events sequence 1. Request message (CS_F050) 
2. Add message to heap (CS_F060) 
3. Authenticate sender (CS_F070) 
4. Authenticate client (ISS_F010) 
5. Execute message (CS_F080) 
6. Unpack message (CS_F090) 
7. Check if Sender acts as surrogate (CS_F100) 
8. Is Sender authorised (CS_F110) 
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Change User
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9. Is User authorised (CS_F120) 
10. Change User (CS_F130) 
11. Process request (CS_F140) 
12. Pack result message (CS_F150) 
13. Remove message from heap (CS_F160) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Response Message 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S151 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 109: General Message Handling Use Case Description 

4.8.2.2.2 Create Bucket 
 

   

Figure 110: Create Bucket Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: CS_F020 Name: Create Bucket 

Description This use case deals with the creation of Buckets. 

Actors SAM Component 

Pre-conditions Sender is authenticated and authorised 

Inputs User, Datatype 

Events sequence 1. Create bucket (CS_F170) 
2. Get bucket for user (CS_F180) 
3. Check if user already has a bucket (CS_F190) 
4. Create bucket for user (CS_F200) 
5. Create bucket (CS_F210) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Bucket ID 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S151 

Related User 
Interface 

CS_UI010 

Nexus
Storage 

Management

Bucket

Get Bucket for User

Create Bucket

Check if User has Bucket

Create Bucket for User

Create Bucket

Bucket ID
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Figure 111: Create Bucket Use Case Description 

4.8.2.2.3 Delete Bucket 
 

   

Figure 112: Delete Bucket Sequence Diagram 

Use Case: CS_F030 Name: Delete Bucket 

Description The use case deals with the deletion of Buckets. When deleting a Bucket the 
connected Wrapper has to be deleted too. 

Actors SAM Component 

Pre-conditions Sender is authenticated and authorised 

Inputs User, Bucket ID 

Events sequence 1. Delete bucket for user (CS_F220) 
2. Get bucket for user (CS_F180) 
3. Check if user has a bucket (CS_F190) 
4. Delete bucket (CS_F230) 
5. Get all wrappers with bucket id (CS_F250) 
6. Search all wrappers with bucket id (CS_F260) 
7. Delete wrappers with bucket id (CS_F270) 
8. Delete wrapper (CS_F280) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Bucket ID 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S151 

Related User 
Interface 

CS_UI010 

Nexus
Storage 

Management

Delete Bucket

Bucket ID

Storage Wrapper

Delete Bucket for User

Bucket

Get Bucket for User

Check if User has Bucket

Delete Bucket

Get All Wrapper for Bucket ID

Search Wrapper for Bucket ID

Wrappers

Delete Wrappers

Delete Wrapper

Bucket ID
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Figure 113: Delete Bucket Use Case Description 

4.8.2.2.4 CRUD Operations for Data Objects 
 

   

Figure 114: CRUD Operations for Data Objects Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: CS_F40 Name: CRUD Operations for Data Objects 

Description All four CRUD operations (Create, Read, Update, Delete) following the same 
principle. After the Nexus receives the operation request, the bucket and the 
wrapper for the operation are identified. Finally, the operation is executed 
with the help of the fitting Storage Wrapper. 

Actors SAM Component 

Pre-conditions Sender is authenticated and authorised 

Inputs CRUD Data Object 

Events sequence 1. Get Bucket for User (CS_F180) 
2. Get Wrapper for Data Type (CS_F290) 
3. CRUD Data Object (CS_300) 
4. Choose Data Type Wrapper (CS_F310) 
5. Process CRUD Data Object and Call to Database(CS_F320) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Data Objects 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S151 

Related User 
Interface 

N/A 

Figure 115: CRUD Operations for Data Objects Use Case Description 

4.8.2.2.5 Modify Database Configuration 
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Figure 116: Modify Database Configuration Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: CS_F041 Name: Modify Database Configuration 

Description In this use case the administrator can add new or edit/delete existing wrapper 
configurations. A wrapper configurations contains credentials, source url and 
other data which is necessary to build up a connection to existing databases. 

Actors Administrator 

Pre-conditions Administrator has sufficient user rights and is logged in. 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Administrator uses the user interface to request a modification in a 
wrapper configuration (CS_F330) 

2. The subcomponent Storage Management will be called to make 
necessary changes to the Wrapper configurations (CS_F340, CS_F350) 

3. The subcomponent Storage Wrapper has also to be called to make 
necessary changes to running Database Wrapper (CS_F340, CS_F360) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S151 

Related User 
Interface 

CS_UI010 

Figure 117: Modify Database Configuration Use Case Description 

4.8.3 External Components Interaction 

The Cloud Storage will interact with all SAM components which have to store data 
persistently or need access to stored data. SAM components will be enabled to request 
and store different types of data. Therefore the Cloud Storage will provide different storage 
types so that data can be saved in an optimum way. 

The data will be stored in Buckets whose access can be managed in a way that other 
SAM components can use the Buckets/data too. 

Nexus
Storage 
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Storage Wrapper

ModifyWrapperConf()

ModifyWrapperConf()

ExecuteModification()

ExecuteWrapperModification()

Administrator

RequestWrapperModification()
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4.8.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Cloud Storage uses an own database model to manage the communication between 
the different actors. In the following figure it is possible to see the conceptual data model. 

 

Figure 118: Cloud Storage Conceptual Data Model 

4.8.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  +/- 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  + 

Non-Infecting  + 

Code-Quality  ++ 

Extensibility  +++ 

Community  - 

Performance / Scalability  +++ 

Reuse of existing developments  +/- 

EU project origin  --- 

Platform (Portability)  + 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for 
all platforms) 

 ++ 

Specific Parameters 

Availability For a component which is an elementary part of the system, it is very 
important to have a high availability. 

++ 

Reliable Access Rights When storing data from different sources with different restrictions, it is 
essential that only permitted actors can access this data. This is very 
important especially in business environments. 

+++ 

SQL support (relational storage) SQL will enable users to write CRUD queries for relational database 
management systems. . CRUD queries are the basic interaction with 
the Data Buckets. 

+++ 

SparQL support (Semantic storage) SparQL will enable users to write easier queries for semantic database 
management systems. 

+++ 

Backup To retrieve lost data it is important for storage systems to be able to 
easily create backups of the stored data. 

+/- 

Buckets Entry Data

Users Component Databases
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ACID compliant ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) are properties to 
make sure that database transactions are reliable. 

+++ 

CRUD operations CRUD operations (Create, Read, Update, Delete) are the basic 
functions for storage systems. They are essential for a working storage 
system and need to be implemented. 

+++ 

Figure 119: Cloud Storage Parameters to Take into Account 

4.9 Brand and Consumer Protection 

The Brand and Consumer Protection (BCP5) component will be responsible for addressing 
aspects related to Asset content such as brand protection mechanism and inappropriate 
content filtering. 

4.9.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

This component will apply content protection filters with the purpose of avoiding that 
unexpected content could affect both brands and End Users integrity. 

The BCP component: 

 It applies filters to address brand protection mechanism; owners should have the 
possibility to protect their brands from unauthorised use. 

 Theses filters will serve to address inappropriate content filtering; consumer should be 
protected also from being harmed by unexpected content (e.g., access to adult content 
should only be possible in acceptable way).  

 SAM Platform Manager uses the BCP Rules Editor in order to create and modify all 
those necessary rules that the SAM Platform needs to filter the inappropriate content. 
 

All procedures of this component follow deliverable D2.5 Brand and Consumer Integrity 
guidelines. Figure 120 shows different subcomponents and the logical connections that 
have to be established between them. 

 

Figure 120: Brand and Consumer Protection 

                                            
5
 http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Brand_and_Consumer_Protection 
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Based on the description provided above, and the requirements defined in the deliverable 
D2.3, the following functionalities have been identified: 

Figure 121: Brand and Consumer Protection Functionalities 

The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces 

Figure 122: Brand and Consumer Protection User Interfaces 

4.9.2 Use Cases 

In this section are described the use cases necessary to implement the Brand and 
Consumer Protection component 

4.9.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 

The following figures and tables show the component use case diagram where the 
different actors interact and where the main functionalities can be seen.  

ID Functionalities Description 

BCP_F010 Managing rules This functionality provides a module to create, edit and store the rules that 
the SAM Platform needs to filter the inappropriate content. In addition, a 
user interface is offered to manage these rules by using visual tools. 

BCP_F020 Creating rules It allows creating new rules and also enabling or disabling them for a 
further use into the SAM Platform. 

BCP_F040 Editing rules It allows editing the rules and also enabling or disabling them for a further 
use into the SAM Platform. 

BCP_F050 Updating rules It allows updating and modifying the rules definitions. 

BCP_F060 Deleting rules Provides the information for the definitive deletion of specific rules, which 
will be removed from the Cloud Storage. 

BCP_F070 Providing 
feedback of the 
actions 

Provides feedback indicating whether an action has been successfully 
done or not.  

BCP_F080 Loading rules It allows loading a set of rules depending on an Asset Provider identifier 
which represents the current Asset Provider actor. BCP Rules Manager will 
be the component in charge. 

BCP_F090 Selecting rules It allows selecting rules from the Cloud Storage. 

BCP_F100 Storing rules It allows storing new rules as well as the updating existing rules into the 
Cloud Storage. 

BCP_F110 Filtering 
Content 

This functionality offers a mechanism to filter Content based on rules 
established into the SAM Platform. This means executing the filtering 
functionality over all incoming Assets and Content demanded by those 
components that deliver Assets to the Users. 

ID User 
Interfaces 

Description Mockup IDs 

BCP_UI1 BCP Rules 
Editor  

A user interface where the SAM rules will be listed. 
Also, this interface allows editing and deleting the 
current rules, as well as creating new ones. 

BCP_ MCK _020 
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Figure 123: Brand and Consumer Protection Use Cases 

 

4.9.2.2 Use Cases Description 

In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.9.2.2.1 Managing Rules 
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Figure 124: Managing Rules Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: BCP_F010 Name: Managing Rules 

Description It provides a user interface which is used by SAM Protection Managers to 
create, edit (including disable or enable) and delete the rules that are used to 
filter and protect both SAM Brands and SAM End Users. Also, by using the BCP 
Rules Manager as an internal service, rules will be automatically transcribed into 
a formal language (from the BCP Rules Editor). Also, it will provide creation and 
edition functionalities to manage these rules. 

Actors Protection Manager (i.e. Content Provider and Platform Administrator) 

Pre-conditions The Protection Manager should be logged in to the Administration tools. 

Inputs  For creating new rules the input is empty. 

 For editing existing rules the inputs are the rule identifiers related to the 
logged Protection Manager. 

 For deleting existing rules the input are the rule identifiers related to the 
logged Protection Manager. 

 

Events sequence 1. [ALT]For creating new rules the Protection Manager acts over BCP Rules 
Editor (BCP_F010). 

2. The information of the new rules is provided through the BCP Rules Editor 
(BCP_F020). 

3. New business objects that represent the new rules are created. 
4. The storing functionality is invoked for the persistence of the rules into the 

Cloud Storage (BCP_F100). 

CreateRule()

Protection Manager

BCP Rules 

Manager
BCP Rules Editor

StoreRules()

Cloud Storage

EditRule()

SelectRules()

LoadRules()

StoreRules()

UpdateRules()

DeleteRule()

OPT

OPT

OPT
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5. A feedback is sent back notifying the success of the action of creating the 
new rules (BCP_F070). 

 
1. [ATL]For updating rules the Protection Manager acts over BCP Rules Editor 

to (BCP_F010). 
2. The BCP Rules Editor loads stored rules querying to BCP Rules Manager 

(BCP_F080). 
a. The BCP Rules Manager selects the stored rules from Cloud 

Storage (BCP_F090). 
3. The loaded rules are edited (BCP_F040) through the BCP Rules Editor and 

updated through BCP Rules Manager (BCP_F050). 
4. The BCP Rules Manager stores the updated Rules into the Cloud Storage 

(BCP_F100). 
5. A feedback is sent notifying the success of the action of updating the new 

rules (BCP_F070). 
 

1. [ALT]For deleting rules the Protection Manager acts over BCP Rules Editor 
(BCP_F010). 

2. The BCP Rules Editor obtains the identifiers of the rules for the deletion 
process and then the deletion action is invoked (BCP_F060). 

3. BCP Rules Manager is invoked to execute the deletion of the specific rules. 
4. The BCP Rules Manager ensures the non-persistence in the Cloud Storage 

of the involved rules. 
5. A feedback is sent notifying the success of the action of deleting the new 

rules (BCP_F070). 
 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs For creating, updating and deleting rules the output is a collection of rules which 
have been affected.  

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S078-1, S078-3, S078-4, S204 

Related User Interface BCP_UI1   

Figure 125: Managing Rules Use Case Description 
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Figure 126: Rules Editor User Interface 

4.9.2.2.2 Filtering Content 
 

   

Figure 127: Filtering Content Sequence Diagram 
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Use Case: BCP_F110 Name: Filtering Content 

Description This uses the required rules to filter on demand those Assets and 
related content indicated by the BCP Actor. The Content Filter 
subcomponent will be able to approve only those Contents and Assets 
that satisfy the enabled rules. 

Actors BCP Actor (i.e., Syndicator and Context Control) 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs Assets 

Events sequence 1. The BCP Actor invokes the filtering of Content by the Content Filter 

subcomponent (BCP_F110) 

2. The Content Filter sends an invocation to load the active rules 

through  the BCP Rules Manager (BCP_F080) 

a. The BCP Rules Manager selects the stored rules from the 

Cloud Storage (BCP_F090). 

3. Assets are returned to the BCP Actor including a label to indicate 

the approbation or not of the incoming Assets. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  Assets annotated as approved or disapproved 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S125, S125-1, S078-1, S078-3, S078-4, S161-1, S161-2, S161-3, 
S161-4, S204 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 128: Filtering Content Use Case Description 

4.9.3 External Components Interaction 

As part of Brand and Consumer Protection component there are some subcomponents 
such as BCP Rules Editor, BCP Rules Manager and Content Filter which support specific 
functionalities to deal with protection issues. To that end, they need to interact with other 
components to setup, store, and apply content protection filters in the SAM Platform. 
Media Broadcasters, Asset Providers and Information Brokers will be able to use the BCP 
Rules Editor interface to create and enable their own brand or audience protection rules. 
The BCP Rules Editor will interact with the BCP Rules Manager in order to submit 
commands to create, update, delete and select the filtering rules, as well as controlling the 
consistency and structure of the rules and their storage in the Cloud Storage. The BCP 
Rules Manager will be able to provide the stored rules not only to the BCP Rules Editor, 
but also to the Content Filter. Consequently, the Content Filter will receive from the 
Marketplace and Syndicator different contents and related Assets to be filtered, providing 
as a response only those contents and Assets that satisfy all the rules. 

4.9.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Brand and Consumer Protection component uses its own database model to manage 
the communication between the different actors. The following figure shows this 
conceptual data model. 
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Consumer RuleBrand Rule

Rule

Asset

Filtered Asset Conponent

 

Figure 129: Brand and Consumer Protection Conceptual Data Model 

4.9.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

Parameter 
 

Description Importance (--
- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  -/+ 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  -/+ 

Non-Infecting  + 

Code-Quality  + 

Extensibility  + 

Community  + 

Performance / scalability  + 

Reuse of existing developments  ++ 

EU project origin  -- 

Platform (Portability)  + 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +++ 

Specific Parameters 

Filtering Applying of a set of BCP rules for avoiding deliver unexpected Assets 
and Contents that could harm Brands and End Users. For addressing 
this task the text matching techniques will be applied in order to match 
Assets and Contents with the filtering rules. 
 
 

+++ 
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Text matching It provides a comparison between two a pair of texts for establishing the 
matching degree among them. Rules can be considered as part of text 
matching technology which can use alignments at lexical level and 
semantic level, so the Part of Speech Tagging, syntactic analysis and 
semantic analysis are necessary for addressing this task. 

++ 

Part of Speech Tagging It is the process of marking up a word in a text as corresponding to a 
particular part of speech, establishing the relationship with adjacent and 
related words in a phrase, sentence, or paragraph. A simple vision of 
this process consists of the identification of words as nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, adverbs, etc. This element is important for addressing text 
matching, since it is a basic step in the identification of words and 
phrases and their grammatical categories, information that is required to 
create wide-coverage rules for text matching. 
 

++ 

Lexical analysis This process allows converting a sequence of characters into a 
sequence of tokens, i.e. meaningful character strings. These tokens are 
a basic step necessary for text matching. 

+ 

Semantic Analysis
6
 Application of linguistic and computational analysis of the text in order to 

identify the meaning of the text and each word involved. This element is 
important for addressing text matching, since semantic variations such 
as synonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms help to expand and create 
more general rules to increase the coverage for matching. 

--+ 

Figure 130: Brand and Consumer Protection Parameters to Take into Account. 

4.10 Identity and Security Services 

The Identity and Security Services component protects the platform against unauthorised 
usage and focuses in particular on the protection of SAM users and assets across 
federated SAM Platform instances. 

4.10.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Identity and Security Services component consists of several subcomponents. The 
logical connections that are to be established between them are represented in Figure 
131: Identity and Security Services. 

The Identity and Security Services component: 

 It handles user authentication and uses an authentication token to maintain 
authentication session information. 

 The component provides functionalities for user access authorisation to services and 
data available in the SAM Platform. 

 It allows other SAM components to access these functionalities through an API. 
 

                                            
6
 http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Semantic_Analysis 
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Figure 131: Identity and Security Services 

The following functionalities have been defined for the Identity and Security Services 
component based on the general functionalities to be provided by the component and the 
user requirements specified in deliverable D2.3: 
 

<component>

Identity and Security Services

<subcomponent>

Policy 
Administration 

Point

<subcomponent>

User Identity 
Manager

<external service>

OpenID Provider

<subcomponent>

Policy Decision 
Point

<component>

[SAM Component X]

<subcomponent>

Policy Retrieval 
Point

<subcomponent>

Certificate 
Manager

<external service>

Validation 
Authority

<subcomponent>

Cypher Service

<subcomponent>

System Identity 
Manager

ID Functionalities Description 

ISS_F010 Authenticate 
user 

This functionality validates supplied credentials and returns a 
authentication token or a success flag if the authentication attempt is 
successful, or a flag indicating failure if it has not been successful. 

ISS_F020 Validate user 
token 

This functionality validates a supplied user token and returns a success 
flag if the authentication attempt is successful or a flag indicating failure if 
it has not been successful. 

ISS_F030 Evaluate access 
request 

This functionality evaluates an access request against an access control 
policy repository and returns a flag to indicate success or failure. 

ISS_F040 Manage access 
control policies 

This functionality allows administrator users to create, read, update and 
delete access control policies. 
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Figure 132: Identity and Security Services Functionalities 

The aforementioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces: 

Figure 133: Identity and Security Services User Interfaces 

Note that since an external system is used to handle some aspects of user identity 
management, some functionalities, notably the registration of user accounts and changing 
passwords, is not part of the functional requirements as it is already available through the 
aforementioned third-party system. 

4.10.2 Use Cases 

This subsection describes the Use Cases of the Identity and Security Services component. 

4.10.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 

The following figure shows the Use Case diagram for the Identity and Security Services 
component. 

ISS_F050 Determine 
completeness 
and transform 
credentials 

This functionality carries out basic sanity checks on submitted credentials 
and transforms them so that they can be submitted to an OpenID 
provider. 

ISS_F060 Evaluate user 
credentials 

This functionality evaluates submitted user credentials against a 
repository of user credentials available to the OpenID Provider. 

ISS_F070 Handle OpenID 
response to 
authentication 
request 

This functionality translates an authentication request response received 
by the OpenID Provider into a response suitable for the SAM Dashboard. 

ISS_F080 Process user 
token 

This functionality carries out basic sanity checks on a submitted user 
token and transforms it so that it can be submitted to an OpenID provider. 

ISS_F090 Evaluate user 
token 

This functionality evaluates a submitted user token against a set of valid 
user tokens issued by the OpenID Provider. 

ISS_F100 Determine 
applicable 
access control 
policy 

This functionality processes a request by extracting relevant properties of 
a request and determining which is the appropriate access control policy 
to apply to it 

ISS_F110 Evaluate access 
control policy 

This functionality evaluates the conditions in an access control policy 
against the properties extracted from the request to be evaluated. 

ISS_F120 Update policies This functionality updates the relevant policy with the change submitted 
for processing by the system. 

ID User 
Interfaces 

Description Mockup 
IDs 

ISS_UI10 User login 
widget 

A login widget where users enter their login and password 
credentials, submit them for authentication and receive feedback 
concerning success or failure of authentication. The widget also 
contains a link to a third-party user interface for registration and 
changing passwords. 

ISS_ 
MCK_01
0  
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Figure 134: Identity and Security Services Use Cases 

4.10.2.2 Use Cases Description 

The following tables and UML diagrams describe the main use cases for the component. 

4.10.2.2.1 Login 
 

 

Figure 135: Login Sequence Diagram 

 

[SAM Component X]

End User

 

Login

 

Authenticate 
Token

 

Authorise 
Access Request

Identity and Security Services

SAM Platform 
Administrator

 

Manage Access 
Control Policy

 

Verify User 
Identity

<<generalisation>>

<<generalisation>>
OpenID Provider

Dashboard

User Identity 
Manager

login()

evaluateCredentials()

evaluation result

If success
then ‘SUCCESS’
else ‘FAILURE’

OpenID Provider
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Use Case: ISS_F010 Name: Login 

Description This functionality validates supplied credentials and returns an authentication 
token or a success flag if the authentication attempt is successful or a flag 
indicating failure if it has not been successful. 

Actors Dashboard 

Pre-conditions Communication via the Interconnection Bus is functional 

Inputs Login credentials 

Events sequence 1. User uses Dashboard to submit credentials for authentication 
2. User Identity Manager processes credentials (ISS_F050) 
3. User Identity Manager requests evaluation from OpenID Provider  
4. OpenID Provider evaluates request and returns evaluation outcome 

(ISS_F060) 
5. User Identity Manager processes evaluation outcome and returns result to 

Dashboard (ISS_F070) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Evaluation result message 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  For successful evaluation a user account with the submitted credentials must be 
known to the OpenID Provider 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S207 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 136: Login Sequence Diagram 

4.10.2.2.2 Validate User Token 
 

 
Figure 137: Validate User Token Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: ISS_F020 Name: Validate User Token 

Description This functionality validates a supplied user token and returns a success flag if 
the authentication attempt is successful or a flag indicating failure if it has not 
been successful. 

Actors [SAM Component X] 

Pre-conditions Communication via the Interconnection Bus is functional 

Inputs User data and token required for validation 

Events sequence 1. [SAM Component X] submits token for validation 
2. User Identity Manager processes token (ISS_F080) 
3. User Identity Manager requests evaluation from OpenID Provider 
4. OpenID Provider evaluates request and returns evaluation outcome 

[SAM Component X]

User Identity 
Manager

validateToken()

evaluateToken()

evaluation result

If success
then ‘SUCCESS’
else ‘FAILURE’

OpenID Provider
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(ISS_F090) 
5. User Identity Manager processes evaluation outcome and returns result to 

[SAM Component X] (ISS_F070) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Evaluation result message 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S207  

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 138: Validate User Token Sequence Diagram 

4.10.2.2.3 Evaluate Access Request 
 

 
 

Figure 139: Evaluate Access Request Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: ISS_F030 Name: Evaluate Access Request 

Description This functionality evaluates an access request against an access control policy 
repository and returns a flag to indicate success or failure. 

Actors [SAM Component X] 

Pre-conditions Communication via the Interconnection Bus is functional 

Inputs Message to transfer, destination component, any supplemental information 
required to evaluate access request (e.g. user identity and session token) 

Events sequence 1. [SAM Component X] submits access request for evaluation 
2. Policy Decision Point processes request (ISS_F100) 
3. Policy Decision Point retrieves policies from Policy Retrieval Point 
4. Policy Decision Point evaluates policies and returns result (ISS_F110) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Evaluation result message 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S057, S253  

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 140: Evaluate Access Request Sequence Diagram 

4.10.2.2.4 Manage Access Control Policy 
 

[SAM Component X]

Policy Evaluation 
Point

Policy Retrieval
Point

evaluate()

retrievePolicies()

policies

If success
then ‘PERMIT’
else ‘DENY’
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Figure 141: Manage Access Control Policy Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: ISS_F040 Name: Manage Access Control Policy 

Description This functionality allows administrator users to create, read, update and delete 
access control policies. 

Actors SAM Platform Administrator 

Pre-conditions Communication via the Interconnection Bus is functional 

Inputs Message to transfer, destination component 

Events sequence 1. SAM Platform administrator submits a policy change 
2. Policy Administration Point retrieves policies 
3. Policy Administration Point updates relevant policies (ISS_F120) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S057 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 142: Manage Access Control Policy Sequence Diagram 

4.10.3 External Component Interaction 

The Identity and Security Services component interacts with SAM components that use its 
interfaces and with an external OpenID server that manages user identity data. 

4.10.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Identity and Security Services component uses external systems to store user data 
and access control policy data.   Figure 143 depicts a conceptual data model. 

 

SAM Platform 
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Policy 
Administration 

Point
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policies

updatePolicy()
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  Figure 143: Identity and Security Services Conceptual Data Model 

4.10.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are:  

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  +/- 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  +/- 

Open Source  +/- 

Non-Infecting  +/- 

Code-Quality  +/- 

Extensibility  + 

Community  +/- 

Performance / Scalability  + 

Reuse of existing developments  +++ 

EU project origin  --- 

Platform (Portability)  +/- 

Open Standards Compliance  ++ 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +++ 

Specific Parameters 

Protection of user credentials User credentials must be protected from interception and from being 
accessed when stored in order to protect the usefulness of the component 

+++ 

Support for basic user profile data Key-value string pair storage of user attributes should be supported by the 
component so that some basic user data can be represented as part of the 
user profile. 

+/- 

Independence of security component 
functionalities 

The security component must function independently from other SAM 
components to avoid creating security issues that would be caused by this. 

+ 

Support for authentication outside of the 
SAM environment 

The component should support authentication of components that are not 
accessing the component through SAM, e.g. in order to support access after 
authentication only for 2

nd
 Screen Dashboards. 

+ 

Use of open standards for 
authentication and authorisation 

Use established open standards for authentication (OpenID, SAML) and 
authorisation (XACML, OAuth) where possible so that existing and tested 
security approaches and software libraries can be used. 

++ 

Figure 144: Identity and Security Services Parameters to Take into Account 

Settings

Component
Access Control 

Policies
User Data
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4.11 Marketplace 

The Marketplace offers an area where content user and resellers can find different content 
Assets that are published in the platform by Content Providers. These Assets could be 
obtained free of charge or not, depending on what has been defined for each content 
provider and their corresponding assets. 

4.11.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Marketplace component is split in several subcomponents and the logical connections 
that need to be established between them are represented in Figure 145. 

The most important functionalities that Marketplace will cover are: 

 Providing an area where Information Brokers and Content Providers can publish and 
access existing Assets (use/enrich/buy/sell) 

 The Marketplace will be the main User Interface for the business user roles such as the 
Content Providers, Content Brokers and 3rd party Software Providers. It will provide a 
unified interface to access to the main editors in SAM (such as Linker, Ontology Editor, 
etc). 

 From the Marketplace, it is also possible to browse and extract information from 
different Marketplace instances. The information and services in the different instances 
can be provided to the Linker as well, in order to compose more complex or different 
Assets. 

  

 

Figure 145: Marketplace 
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Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

ID Functionalitie
s 

Description 

MKT_F010 Buying Assets 
and Services 

This functionality is in charge of defining the necessary process to acquire 
assets and services. The Actors will use the Marketplace UI to find the 
required information and add it in a shopping cart. Once added they will 
have the possibility to pay for them through a payment window. 

MKT_F020 Publishing 
Assets and 
Services 

This functionality is in charge of defining the necessary process to publish 
assets and services. Once the Actor considers that the Asset or Service 
can be showed in the Marketplace to be acquired for other people, they 
would publish it through the Marketplace UI. The Actor has also the 
possibility of federate the content in the publishing process. 

MKT_F021 Registering 
Services 

When composing complex assets, the content providers can also include 
existing services as a new kind of asset, embeddable into content to 
provide a richer experience. These services can be, e.g. social 
recommendation plugins, shopping cart plug-ins, rating plug-ins and more. 
Therefore it is necessary to register these services in the Marketplace 
providing their definition and parameters.  

MKT_F030 Searching 
Assets and 
Services 

In order to find assets and services to carry out the functions related with 
them (Edit, Link, Sell, Publish, Acquire, etc) the Marketplace will support 
this functionality to facilitate to find them. 

MKT_F040 Providing 
Business 
Rules to 
Syndicate 

The Syndicator will use the Marketplace in order to extract the business 
rules information to be able to syndicate the correct information. For this 
reason the Marketplace should define this functionality to provide this 
information to the Syndicator. 

MKT_F140 Adding Assets 
and Services 
to Shopping 
Cart 

Once the Actors have decided which asset or service want, they should 
add it in the Shopping Cart. This functionality is in charge of covering this 
process to add assets and services in the shopping Cart 

MKT_F050 Shopping Cart 
Payments 

In order to buy the information contained in the Shopping Cart one more 
step  is necessary. This functionality is in charge of defining the process to 
pay the assets and services acquired. To carry out this operation the 
Marketplace UI will show a specific window that contains a summary about 
the assets and services acquired and the different systems to pay (PayPal, 
Credit Card, etc.). 

MKT_F060 Extracting 
information 
from 
Marketplace 
Instances 

This functionality provides methods to find and extract information from 
different marketplace instances. The information and services in the 
different instances can be provided to the Linker as well, in order to 
compose more complex or different assets. 

MKT_F070 Login in 
Marketplace 

This functionality will be used to validate the user credentials in order to get 
access to the Marketplace UI. It will validate the credentials using Identity 
and Security Services functionalities. 

MKT_F080 Registering 
User in 
Marketplace 

In order to obtain user credentials to access the Marketplace UI it is 
necessary to apply for them. This functionality is in charge of implementing 
the necessary steps to register a user in the Marketplace. These steps will 
be filling a form with personal information (user, password, email, etc.) and 
validating the information in the SAM Platform. 

MKT_F090 Reminder 
User Access 

This functionality is in charge of covering the necessary steps to recover 
the credentials to access in the Marketplace. The steps can be filling a form 
and give back an email with the credentials once the information has been 
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Figure 146: Marketplace Functionalities 

The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces 

validated. 

MKT_F100 Defining 
Business 
Rules 

This functionality is used to define the specific business rules implementing 
the different business models, thought to potentially monetise the published 
asset. For instances, the assets could be obtained free of charge or not, 
depending on what has been defined for each content provider and their 
corresponding assets. 

MKT_F110 Getting Assets 
from Cloud 
Storage 

The assets (or their links) published in the Marketplace are stored in the 
Cloud Storage and this functionality provides the Marketplace with the 
ability to store and retrieve information from it 

MKT_F120 Discovering 
Assets from 
Semantic 
Services 

Asset and Service Manager will use this functionality to discover assets 
based on semantic searches. Semantic Services will give back the 
discovered assets. 

MKT_F130 Selling Assets 
and Services 

This functionality is in charge of defining the process necessary to sell 
assets and services. Defining Business Rules, see the usage history, 
comment and rate the acquired asset. 

MKT_F140 Adding Assets 
and Services 
to Shopping 
Cart 

This functionality is in charge of defining the process necessary to add 
assets and services to the shopping Cart 

MKT_F150 Providing 
Framework 
Access 

This functionality is in charge of supporting access to a framework in order 
to provide a low-effort environment for app developers and Content 
Providers. 

ID User 
Interfaces 

Description Mockup 
IDs 

MKT_UI010 Marketplace 
UI 

This user interface provides the necessary interface to 
search/enrich/buy assets and services that Content 
Broadcasters, Content Brokers or Software Providers may need. 
This interface provides also access to the Business Rules 
Manager User Interface, Linker UI, Content Gateways UI, and 
Analytics UI. 

MKP_M
CK_030 

MKT_UI020 Login in 
Marketplace 

To access in Marketplace it is necessary to have the necessary 
credentials and therefore it is also necessary a user interface to 
introduce it. 

MKP_M
CK_050 

MKT_UI030 Register User 
in 
Marketplace 

This user interface provides the necessary entry point in order to 
get the credentials. 

MKP_M
CK_040 

MKT_UI040 Reminder 
User Access 

This user interface provides the necessary entry point in order to 
get a credentials reminder.  

MKP_M
CK_060 

MKT_UI050 Add to 
Shopping Cart  

This user interface allows adding any asset or service in the 
shopping cart. 

MKP_M
CK_030 

MKT_UI060 Shopping Cart 
Order 

In order to view a summary of the order before doing the 
payment it is necessary define a user interface to cover this 
interaction.  

MKP_M
CK_010 

MKT_UI070 Shopping Cart 
Payment 

This  user interface will provide access to  the different payment 
methods available in order to realise the payment and finalise 
the buy. 

MKP_M
CK_070 
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Figure 147: Marketplace User Interfaces 

4.11.2 Use Cases 

The use cases needed to implement the Marketplace component are described in this 
section. 

 

 

Figure 148: Marketplace User Cases 

4.11.2.1 Use Cases Description 

In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 
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4.11.2.1.2 Login in Marketplace 
 

Use Case: MKT_F070 Name: Login in Marketplace 

Description In order to get access to the Marketplace it is necessary to validate the 
credentials using Identity and Security Services 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions N/A  

Inputs Introduce Credentials (user and password) 

Events sequence 1. Validate Credentials (ISS_F010). 
2. The step 1 returns, from Identity and Security Services component, an 

authentication token or a success flag if the authentication attempt is 
successful or a flag indicating failure if it has not been successful. 

3. If the flag indicate success then go to Home Marketplace 
4. Else Show Message Error. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S224  

Related User Interface MKP_MCK_050 

Figure 149: Login in Marketplace Use Case 

 

 

Figure 150: Login in Marketplace User Interface 

4.11.2.1.3 Register in Marketplace 
 

Use Case: MKT_F080 Name: Registering in Marketplace 

Description In order to be registered in Marketplace it is necessary introduce the following 
information: user name, password, email, company and sector. 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions N/A 
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Inputs User information 

Events sequence 1. Introduce the information filling the form. 
2. Send register information. 
3. Evaluate Access Request (ISS_F030) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs User registered 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

N/A 

Related User Interface MKP_MCK_040 

Figure 151: Registering in Marketplace Use Case 

 

Figure 152: Registering in Marketplace User Interface 

4.11.2.1.4 Password Reminding in Marketplace 
 

Use Case: MKT_F090 Name: Password Reminding in Marketplace 

Description Use Case to define how a user can recover the credentials. 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs Email information 

Events sequence 1. Fill the form. 
2. Check the information 
3. Send email with the credentials. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

N/A 

Related User Interface MKP_MCK_060 

Figure 153: Password Reminding in Marketplace Use Case 
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4.11.2.1.6 Searching Assets and Services 
 

 
Figure 154: Searching Assets and Services Sequence Diagram 

Use Case: MKT_F030 Name: Searching Assets and Services 

Description In order to find assets and services to carry out the functions related with them 
(Edit, Link, Sell, Publish, Acquire, etc.) the Marketplace will support this 
functionality to facilitate to find them. 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Login in Marketplace (MKT_F070) 

Inputs Searching parameters 

Events sequence 1. Validate searching parameters. 
2. Providing Brand and Consumer Rules (MKT_F040) 
3. Discovering assets (MKT_F120) 
4. Getting Assets from Cloud Storage (MKT_F110) 
5. Getting Assets from Federated Instances (MKT_F060) 

Extension Points The Following functionalities are extensions of Filtering Assets and Services 
1. Most Sold Assets. Display the top list of most sold assets 
2. Most Popular Assets. Display the top list of most visited assets 
3. List of Related Assets. Display a List of Assets related to a selected Asset 
4. List of Acquired Assets. Display the list of user acquired assets  
5. List of Uploaded Assets. Display the list of SAM uploaded assets 
6. Alerted of newly available media assets 

Outputs List of assets and services 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S157, S030-1, S030-2, S161-1, S113, S148, S045, S251-2, S249, S174, S262-
1, S247, S250-1, S262-4, S212-2 

Related User Interface MKP_MCK_030 

Figure 155: Searching Assets and Services Use Case 
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4.11.2.1.7 Registering Services 
 

Use Case: MKT_F021 Name: Registering Services 

Description When composing complex assets, the content providers can also include 
existing services as a new kind of asset, embeddable into content to provide a 
richer experience. These services can be, e.g. social recommendation plugins, 
buy buttons, rating plug-ins and more. Therefore it is necessary register these 
services in the Marketplace providing their definition and parameters. 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Login in Marketplace (MKT_F070) 

Inputs Service definition information 

Events sequence 1. New service definition option 
2. Introduce Parameters (URL, product identifier, account in the service) 
3. Save information in Cloud Storage 

Outputs New Service as a kind of Asset 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

N/A 

Related User Interface MKP_MCK_090 

Figure 156: Registering Services Use Case 

 

Figure 157: New Service User Interface 

4.11.2.1.8 Publishing Assets and Services 
 

Use Case: MKT_F020 Name: Publishing Assets and Services 

Description This functionality is in charge of defining the necessary process to publish 
assets and services. Once the Actor considers that the Asset or Service can be 
shown in the Marketplace to be acquired by other people, they would publish it 
through the Marketplace UI. The Actor has also the possibility to federate the 
content in the publishing process. 
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Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Asset exists and not published. 

Inputs Selected Asset. 

Events sequence 1. Information about the selected asset is shown (MKT_F030) 
2. Actor clicks on the “Publish” button 
3. [ALT]. User selects from the list of SAM federated instances in order to 

provide federated access to this asset. 
4. Update Cloud Storage 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Confirmation Message 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S185-1, S057, S151, S149, S013, S184, S066 

Related User Interface MKP_MCK_030 

 

Figure 158: Publishing Assets and Services Use Case 

 

Figure 159: Publishing Assets and Services User Interface 

4.11.2.1.9 Selling Assets and Services 
 

Use Case: MKT_F130 Name: Selling Assets and Services 

Description This functionality is in charge of defining the process necessary to sell assets 
and services. Defining Business Rules to see the usage history comment and 
rate the acquired asset. 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Selected Asset. 
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Inputs Selected Asset. 

Events sequence 1. Searching Asset or Service. Listing Acquired Assets (MKT_F030) 
2. Click on “Sell” button 
3. Configuring Sales Information. 

a. General. General Asset information. It is possible Edit this 
information using the Asset Profiler (SS_F120) 

b. Distribution. Define the different Business Models (price for number 
of clicks, payment methods accepted, etc.) 

c. Usage. History about the usage of the Asset. 
d. Save configuration. 
e. Comment and rate the asset.  

4. Publishing Assets and Services (MKT_F020) 
5. Update Cloud Storage 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S161-2, S161-4, S021, S015, S264-2, S041, S180-1, S180-2 

Related User Interface MKP_MCK_080, MKP_MCK_090 

Figure 160: Selling Assets and Services Use Case 

 

 

Figure 161: Selling Assets and Services User Interface 

4.11.2.1.10 Adding Assets and Services to Shopping Cart 
 

Use Case: MKT_F140 Name: Adding Assets and Services to Shopping Cart 

Description This functionality is in charge of defining the process necessary to add assets 
and services to the shopping Cart 
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Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Selected Asset. 

Inputs Selected Asset. 

Events sequence 1. Searching Asset or Service. (MKT_F030) 
2. Click on “Add” button 
3. Update Shopping Cart 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

 

Related User Interface MKP_MCK_010 

Figure 162: Adding Assets and Services to Shopping Cart Use Case 

 

Figure 163: Adding Assets and Services to Shopping Cart User Interface 

4.11.2.1.11 Buying Assets and Services 
 

Use Case: MKT_F020 Name: Buying Assets and Services 

Description This functionality is in charge of defining the process necessary to buy assets 
and services 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Configure Shopping Cart. (MKT_F140) 
2. Click on “Buy” button 
3. Check Shopping Cart Payment (MKP_MCK_070) 
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4. Connect with Payment System 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Confirmation Message 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S095 

Related User Interface MKP_MCK_070 

Figure 164: Buying Assets and Services Use Case 

 

Figure 165: Buying Assets and Services User Interface 

4.11.3 External Components Interaction 

Media Broadcasters, Information Brokers and Software Providers will use the Marketplace 
to find assets and services and compose complex assets based on other assets and 
services. The user credentials to use the Marketplace will be validated using the Identity 
and Security Services component. 

They will be able to access the Linker from the Marketplace in order to compose these 
complex assets, link services to assets and/or edit the assets themselves. The assets 
published in the Marketplace are stored or linked in the Cloud Storage, therefore 
Marketplace will use Cloud Storage to store and retrieve the necessary information. The 
Marketplace will also use Semantic Services to discover assets based on semantic 
searches. Semantic Services will give back the discovered assets. 

From the Marketplace, it is also possible to browse and extract information from different 
Marketplace instances. The information and services in the different instances can be 
provided to the Linker as well, in order to compose more complex or different assets. 

Finally, the Syndicator component uses the assets published in the Marketplace to 
syndicate them to the End Users in their devices through the Dashboard component. 
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4.11.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The diagram depicted in Figure 166 describes the conceptual data model in the 
Marketplace component based on the description of the different use cases.  

 

 

Figure 166. Marketplace Conceptual Data Model 

4.11.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are: 

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  + 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  + 

Non-Infecting  ++ 

Code-Quality  + 

Extensibility  +++ 

Community  + 

Performance / Scalability  ++ 

Reuse of existing developments  ++ 

EU project origin  -- 

Platform (Portability)  +++ 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +++ 

Asset Bussiness Rules

Shopping Cart Payments

Prices

Usage_HistoryUserAsset Type Service Parameters

Sales Information

Comments

Rates
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Specific Parameters 

HTML / JS based (Client-Side 
technology) 

The technology should be mostly focused in the Client Side offering support 
to the latest HTML5 and CSS3 features and providing an asynchronous 
communication with the Server Side, 

+++ 

Friendly User Interface It is necessary a technology to facilitate the development of friendly and 
cutting edge user interfaces. 

+++ 

Testable  The technology should be easily testable, taking into account that the tests 
are a critical issue in the Client Side applications. This technology should 
provide tools to carry out Unit Test. 

+++ 

Pattern Design focused The technology should incorporate features to support the main Patter 
Designs such as MVC (Model-View-Controller), MVVM(Model-View-
ViewModel) or DI(Dependency Injection) 

++ 

Compatible with noSQL systems It is necessary take into account the need to connect with noSQL Systems in 
order to store and retrieve information in SAM Platform. Therefore, the 
technology should support connections with noSQL systems such as 
MongoDB or ElasticSearch. 

++ 

Figure 167: Marketplace Parameters to Take into Account 

4.12  Linker  

The Linker component will have the role of aggregating and composing SAM assets based 
on the preferences of the content provider. In that sense, the content provider will be able 
to enrich its assets with additional information coming from other assets, web or social 
network sources. The linking process is expected to allow the content provider to define 
easily but also effectively all aspects of the new, composite asset covering among others 
the aspects of asset time-line, audience types, delivery channels etc. This component will 
produce new assets, annotated and enriched with information from various sources so as 
to create a rich 2nd screen experience for the SAM end users. 

4.12.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Linker component, consisting both from GUI elements and services, as presented in 
the following figure, will provide several key features to the content providers for creating 
complex assets. More specifically: 

 The main feature of this component is the creation and editing of asset compositions so 
as to define what additional content will be syndicated, when and to whom. As part of 
this process content providers will be able to search for related assets through specific 
keywords and criteria.  

 The GUI of the Linker will also support “on-the-fly” preview of the asset composition 
which is under production and finally, the Linker will produce the description document 
for the asset that is produced following the asset description language defined in SAM. 

 The Linker will allow content providers to load and configure modules which enable the 
manipulation of the respective content types as part of their asset linking project. To 
this direction the Linker component will not be limited to support specific content types, 
but it can be extended to additional ones through these modules or the creation of new 
ones. 
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Figure 168: Linker Architecture Overview 

Based on the analysis of the user and technical requirements, the following list of 
functionalities has been identified. 

<component>

Linker

<subcomponent>

Linker Services

<user interface>

Linker GUI <subcomponent>

Asset Enablers

<subcomponent>

Web Content 

<subcomponent>

Social 

<subcomponent>

Wikipedia 

<subcomponent>

Asset Loader

<component>

Cloud Storage
<component>

Marketplace

<subcomponent>

Module X 

<component>

Semantic Services

<user interface>

Asset Preview

<user interface>

Asset Search

<user interface>

Asset Module 
Configurator

<user interface>

Asset Editor

<subcomponent>

Linking Project 
Manager

<actor>

<actor>

Media
Broadcaster

<actor>

Information
Broker

ID Functionalities Description 

LINK_F
010 

Linking Project Management The Linker will allow for creation of a new linking project. The 
generic characteristics of this project will be defined, such as 
the selection of the main asset which will be enriched as part 
of this process. Also the Linker will support storing and 
loading of a project for reediting. The result of this project will 
be a new asset composition which will be published in the 
Marketplace. 

LINK_F
020 

Module Selection / Configuration This functionality is required so as to allow the operation of 
the Linker based on the requirements of the particular linking 
project. To this direction, the Linker will use modules for each 
asset type, which will undertake the manipulation and 
representation of the specific asset type during editing. 

LINK_F
030 

Asset Search The Asset Search functionality will allow for locating assets 
based the on keywords and criteria of the Linker user. 

LINK_F
040 

Asset Editing This is the core functionality of the Linker. The Linker user 
will be able to orchestrate the various assets that will be part 
of the linking projects and define in detail the various 
parameters for each one of the linked assets.  Part of asset 
editing is the publication of the composed asset to the cloud 
storage and marketplace. This includes the validation of the 
linking parameters so as to be flawlessly and effectively 
syndicated by the SAM Platform. 

LINK_F
045 

Asset Timeline Editing As part of the editing functionality the Linker will also provide 
extensive editing of the timeline of the composition for all 
assets which require and support it. 
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Figure 169: Linker Functionalities 

The fore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces: 

Figure 170: Linker User Interfaces 

4.12.2 Use Cases 

In this section the use cases necessary to create implement the Linker component are 
described. 

4.12.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 

The following figure depicts the Linker component use cases: 

LINK_F
050 

Asset Preview The editing process will be supported by a preview 
functionality for the live preview of the linking project using 
the respective MDRepresenation themes. 

ID User Interfaces Description Mockup 
IDs 

LINK_U
I010 

Linking Project 
Management 

Through this UI element the linking project will be created, 
saved and loaded. 

LINK_MC
K_010 

LINK 
_UI020 

Module selection / 
configuration 

This UI element will allow for the selection and configuration of 
the modules that are required for the manipulation of the 
assets types which will be used in the linking project. 

LINK_MC
K_20 

LINK 
_UI030 

Asset Search A UI form will realise the Asset Search functionality. Through 
this form the Linker users will be able to pose specific criteria 
for discovering relevant assets. 

LINK_MC
K_030 

LINK 
_UI040 

Asset Editing The Asset Editing UI subcomponents will allow the Linker user 
to perform the effective composition of assets. 

LINK_MC
K_030 

LINK 
_UI045 

Asset Timeline 
Editing 

The Asset Timeline Editing UI subcomponents will allow the 
Linker user to perform the composition of assets related to the 
time of execution of a media resource. This action includes the 
definition of the different parameters required as part of this 
process (e.g. what, when, how).  

LINK_MC
K_040 

LINK 
_UI050 

Asset Preview The Asset Preview UI will realise the preview functionality for 
the composed asset using the respective Multi Device 
Representation themes. 

LINK_MC
K_050 
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Figure 171: Linker Use Cases 

4.12.2.1.1 Use Cases Description 

In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.12.2.1.2 Linking Project Management 
 

 
Figure 172: Linking Project Management Sequence Diagram 
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Use Case: LINK-F010 Name: Linking Project Management 

Description Management of linking project (creation, load, save) 

Actors Content Provider, Cloud Storage, SAM Marketplace 

Pre-conditions Actor logged-in 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Content Provider creates a new project. 
2. Asset Editor informs Linking Project Manager for the new project. 
 
1. Content Provider loads a project. 
2. Asset Editor asks Linking Project Manager for to load a project. 
3. Linking Project Manager loads the project from Cloud Storage 

(CS_F040). 
 
1. Content Provider creates a new project. 
2. Asset Editor informs Linking Project Manager to save the project. 
3. The linking project is saved in the Cloud Storage (CS_F040). 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Project created, loaded, saved 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S088, S173, S025 

Related User Interface LINK_UI010 

Figure 173: Linking Project Management Use Case Description 

 

 

Figure 174: Linking Project Management User Interface 
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4.12.2.1.3 Module Selection/Configuration 
 

   
Figure 175: Module Selection/Configuration Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: LINK-F020 Name: Module Selection/Configuration 

Description This functionality is required so as to allow the operation of the Linker 
based on the requirements of the particular linking project. The Linker 
will use modules for each asset type. 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Actor log-in 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Find the relevant module. 
2. Load the module parameters. 
3. Configure module. 
4. Load the module elements for Linker GUI. 
5. Load the module elements for Linker Services. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  The module GUI elements are loaded 

 The module service elements are loaded 

Post-conditions N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S182, S030, S045, S254, S255, S266, S267, S258, S246, S265 

Related User Interface LINK _UI020 

Figure 176: Module Selection/Configuration Use Case 
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Figure 177: Module Selection/Configuration User Interface 
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4.12.2.1.5 Asset Search 
 
 

 
Figure 178: Asset Search Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: LINK-F030 Name: Asset Search 

Description The Asset Search functionality will allow for discovering assets based 
on the search criteria provided by the Linker user (e.g. keywords) 

Actors Content Provider, Semantic Services 

Pre-conditions  Actor log-in 

 The respective module for the specific asset type that will be 
searched is loaded 

Inputs Search criteria 

Events sequence 1. Linker user inputs the search criteria. 
2. Relay the query to Asset Loader and search for assets. 
3. Ask Semantic Services to search for assets (SS_F134). 
4. Get list of discovered assets. 
5. Ask Marketplace for assets availability/authorization (MKT_F010). 
6. Get Cloud Storage reference for loading the available assets. 
7. Load assets from Cloud Storage (MKT_F110). 
8. Present the asset in the GUI 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  List of discovered assets available in the GUI 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S157 

Related User Interface LINK _UI030 

Figure 179: Asset Search Use Case 
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Figure 180: Asset Search User Interface 
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4.12.2.1.7 Asset Editing 
 

 
Figure 181: Asset Editing Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: LINK-F040 Name: Asset Editing 

Description This is the core functionality of the Linker. The Linker user will be able 
to orchestrate the various assets that will be part of the linking projects 
and define in detail the various parameters for each one of the linked 
assets. 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions  Actor log-in 

 The respective module for the specific asset type that will be 
searched is load 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Content Provider Searches for assets (LINK _F030). 
2. Each asset is loaded and available in the GUI. 
3. Each asset is configured and linked to the main asset. 
4. The asset composition is previewed (LINK_F050). 
5. Save asset composition (LINK_F010). 
6. Validate asset composition (LINK_F010). 
7. Generate asset composition description (LINK_F010). 
8. Store asset in the Cloud Storage (CS_F040). 
9. Publish asset in the Marketplace (MKT_F020). 

Extension Points  Asset Timeline Editing (LINK_F045) 

 Asset Preview 

Outputs Asset composition description 

Post-conditions Asset is published in the Marketplace 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S013, S088, S173, S184, S182, S045, S217, S185-1, S005, S204, 
S092-1, S239-2, S239-3, S086-1, S034-1, S092-2, S247, S249, S250-
1, S228-1, S228-2, S215-1, S225, S262-4, S248, S087 

Related User Interface LINK _UI030, LINK _UI040, LINK _UI050 

Figure 182: Asset Editing Use Case 
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Figure 183: Asset Time Line Editing User Interface 
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Figure 184: Asset Preview User Interface 

4.12.3 Component Interaction 

The user of Linker is the Content Provider, who exploits this component of the SAM 
Platform in order to create and edit Asset Compositions. The process is initiated by loading 
the asset modules for the effective view and editing of the asset types to be linked. In this 
way, the Linker environment is adapted to the requirements of the particular linking project. 
For instance, if the particular linking project requires linking of Wikipedia and YouTube 
content, the respective modules will be used so as Linker environment to be able to 
manipulate and configure the content as part of the new composite asset. The Content 
Provider is able to load the main asset in the Linker environment and search for relevant 
assets through the respective subcomponents. The main interaction during loading of 
content is related to the Semantic Services, which interpret the user’s search query and 
find the respective assets to be loaded from the Marketplace and Cloud Storage. As soon 
as the Linker user makes the composition it is able to preview it by using the Multi-Device 
Representation features. If the user is satisfied with the result, the Linking Project Manager 
creates the asset composition in a format compliant with the Asset Description language of 
SAM. Finally, the Linking Project Manager relays the created asset for storage and 
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annotation with the business parameters to the Cloud Storage and Marketplace 
respectively. 

4.12.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The diagram depicted in Figure 185 describes the conceptual data model for the Linker 
component based on the description of the different use cases.  

  

Figure 185: Linker Conceptual Data Model 

4.12.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are: 
 
 
 
Parameter 
 

Description Importance (--- +/- 
+++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  + 

Technical Up-to-Dateness / Appeal  +++ 

Open Source  + 

Non-Infecting  + 

Code-Quality  + 

Extensibility  +++ 

Community  - 

Performance / Scalability  ++ 

Reuse of existing developments  + 

EU project origin  - 

Platform (Portability)  - 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for 
all platforms) 

 - 

Linking Info Asset

Semantic InfoSecurity/Privacy

Marketpl. InfoOwnership Info

Linking Project
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Specific Parameters 

Linker Usability Linker as a tool and also the linking process in general should be 
highly usable and user friendly for the content providers. 

+++ 

Linker Assets Support The Linker should support as many asset types as possible to cover 
the linking requirements of the modern content providers. 

++ 

Linker Responsiveness Linker UI should respond fast to user commands during editing and 
preview of assets. 

++ 

Linker Preview Quality The preview feature of Linker should provide an experience and look 
‘n feel be very close to the real MDRepresentation of the end-user. 

+ 

Linker Design Since the Linker will be used by content providers the design should 
be modern and follow the current trends in the area. 

+ 

Figure 186: Linker Parameters to take into account 

4.13 Analytics 

Analytics is the component in charge of providing business related reports to the different 
stakeholders. These reports will be based on business intelligence approaches (BI 
component) and advanced social mining techniques (Social Mining component) such as 
social graph analysis and natural language processing. The general design is depicted in 
the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 187: Analytics Component Diagram 

The main functionalities that this component will support will be the following: 

 Providing the interfaces in order to define and generate reports based on Business 
Intelligence tools already existing 
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 Processing raw information stored in the Cloud Storage by the different components 
(especially Syndicator and Social Components) about social interaction, assets usage, 
status, etc. 

 Providing not only quantitative, but also qualitative feedback through techniques such 
as sentiment analysis, trend extraction and statistics. 

 
The Social Mining (see 4.13.1) and Business Intelligence (see 4.13.2) functionalities, that 
compose the Analytics functionalities, are explained in the next subsections.   

 

4.13.1  Social Mining 

The Social Mining7 is a subcomponent of the Analytics component, which will facilitate the 
discovery of user preferences and sentiments while using the SAM Platform with respect 
to the content prosumed.  

4.13.1.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Social Mining subcomponent is split in several subcomponents. The logical 
connections that need to be established between them are represented in Figure 188. 

The Social Mining subcomponent: 

 As part of the Analytics component, this subcomponent will retrieve User Generated 
Content (UGC, e.g., user comments) from the Cloud Storage for further analysis. 

 UGC will be analysed from a quantitative and qualitative point of view, using advanced 
data mining and semantic techniques provided by the Semantic Services component.  

 This subcomponent will make use of semantic and sentiment analysis features 
extracted from user comments to provide advanced reports by means of the Business 
Intelligence subcomponent.  

 

 

 

                                            
7
 http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Business_Intelligence_and_Social_Mining 
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<component>
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Characterisation 
Controller
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Sentiment 
Analysis 

Controller

<subcomponent>

Social Mining 
Controller

<component>
Cloud Storage

 

Figure 188: Social Mining 

Based on the description provided above, and the requirements defined in the deliverable 
D2.3, the following functionalities have been identified: 

Figure 189: Social Mining Functionalities 

4.13.1.2 Use Cases 

The Use Cases necessary for the implementation of the Semantic Services component 
are described in this section. 

ID Functionalities Description 
SM_F010 Processing social 

data 
It allows extracting sentiment and semantic features from UGC. 

SM_F020 Sending queries 
and analysis 
commands 

It sends queries to the Social Mining Controller to be used for extracting 
UGC from the Cloud Storage, and also it sends analysis commands to 
prepare processing analysis such as characterisation and sentiment analysis 
over the retrieved Content. 

SM_F030 Querying UGC It executes queries in order to retrieve UGC from the Cloud Storage. 

SM_F040 Extracting 
semantic features 

It provides commands to control the semantic analysis provided by the 
Semantic Services. 

SM_F050 Characterising 
Content 

It allows extracting semantic features from UGC. 

SM_F060 Extracting 
sentiment 
features 

It provides commands to control the semantic analysis functionality provided 
by the Semantic Services. 

SM_F070 Analysing 
sentiment on 
Content 

It allows extracting sentiment analysis features from UGC. 

SM_F080 Summarising 
Content 

It allows providing a summary from a set of UGC. This summary consists of 
filtering UGCs keeping only the most representative ones as subset of the 
entire set processed. 
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4.13.1.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 
The following figure shows the component use case diagram where the different actors 
interact to apply semantic and sentiment analysis techniques. In this figure the main 
functionality can be seen. 

  

Social Mining

 

Processing Social 
Data

Business Intelligence

 

Getting Semantic 
Features

 

Getting Sentiment 
Analysis Features

 

Getting Summary

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

 

Figure 190: Social Mining Use Case 

 

4.13.1.2.2 Use Cases Description 
In the following tables, the main use case for the component is described. 

4.13.1.2.2.1 Processing Social Data 
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ExtractSemanticFeatures()

Social Mining 
Controller

ExtractSentimentFeatures()

Characterisation 
Controller

Sentiment Analysis 
Controller

SendQueriesAndAnalysisCommands()

Characterise()

AnalyseSentiment()

Business Intelligence

QueryUserGeneratedContent()

Cloud Storage Semantic Services

SendQueriesAndSummariseContent()

QueryUserGeneratedContent()

GetSummary()

Figure 191: Processing Social Data Sequence Diagram 

Use Case: SM_F010 Name: Processing Social Data 

Description This functionality makes use of semantic and sentiment features extracted from 
user comments to provide advanced reports by means of the Business 
Intelligence subcomponent. In addition, a filtering of large quantity of UGCs can 
be done by applying automatic summarisation technologies.  

Actors Business Intelligence 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs  For extracting semantic and sentiment analysis features form content the 
inputs will be: 

 Queries (these queries will be used to retrieve specific UGC from the 
Cloud Storage). 

 Analysis techniques (e.g. characterisation, sentiment analysis).  

 Resource types (e.g. keyword list, Asset metadata and ontology labels 
to be used as data sources). 

 For summarising content the inputs will be: 

 Queries (these queries will be used to retrieve specific UGC from the 
Cloud Storage). 

 Compression Ratio (a number which indicates the desired reduction 
percentage of the text). 

Events sequence 1. The Business Intelligence subcomponent invokes the processing of Social 
Data (SM_F010) for applying the following functionalities: Getting semantic 
features, Getting sentiment analysis features and Getting summary. For this 
purpose, it sends queries and commands to the Social Mining Controller to 
start the analysis process (SM_F020). 

2. The Social Mining Controller processes the queries for retrieving UGC from 
the Cloud Storage (SM_F030). 

3. Once obtained the UGC, the following functionalities are executed: 
a. Getting Semantic Features: it takes place when the input is analysed for 

its semantic characterisation using the function 
SendQueryAndAnalysisCommands(). 
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b. Getting Sentiment Analysis Features: it takes place when sentiment 
analysis techniques are applied to the input using the function 
SendQueryAndAnalysisCommands(). 

c. Getting summary: the executed function in this case is 
SendQueryAndSummariseContent().  

4. All the outputs of these use cases are sent to the Business Intelligence as a 
unique information package. 

 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  For the extraction of semantic features from content, a structured package 
will be delivered which contains a collection of semantic features including 
the following information: 

 Keywords (i.e. representative words identifying entities, events, actions, 
etc.). 

 Asset metadata (i.e. labels that represents Asset features). 

 Ontology labels (i.e. labels that represents Ontology entities and 
instances). 

 

 For the extraction of the sentiment analysis features form content a 
structured package will be delivered which contains a collection of sentiment 
features including the following information: 

 Sentiment polarities (i.e., a collection of texts that represent positive, 
negative, objective and neutral sentiment classes). 

 Sentiment intensity scores (i.e., a collection of float numbers that 
represent the score value of the corresponding sentiment polarities). 

 Emotion labels such as “fear”, “sad”, “joy”, etc. 
 

 For the summarisation action the output is a text summarised representing 
the most descriptive UGCs. 

 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S078-1, S078-3, S078-4, S087, S172, S169-1, S169-2, S011-1, S256, S227, 
S153 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 192: Processing Social Data Use Case Description 

4.13.1.2.2.2 Getting Semantic Features 

 

Use Case: SM_F040 Name: Getting Semantic Features 

Description This functionality makes use of semantic features extracted from user comments 
by using characterisation services to provide advanced reports by means of the 
Business Intelligence subcomponent.  

Actors Social Mining Controller 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs  UGC (i.e. text) 

 Information sources  (e.g. keyword lists, Asset metadata and ontology 
labels). 

Events sequence 1. This use case is executed when characterisation is the parameter of the 
input analysis techniques. Thus, the Social Mining Controller invokes the 
Characterisation Controller sending as parameter the UGC to be structured 
and subsequently characterised (SM_F040). 

2. The Characterisation Controller invokes the characterising functionalities of 
the Semantic Services component. For that, UGC is sent as a parameter 
after being cleaned and split into subsets to be further analysed by the 
Semantic Services component. Furthermore, the information sources used 
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in the characterisation process are also identified by a parameter 
(SM_F050).  

3. The Social Mining Controller receives a collection of semantic features 
structured in information packages. 
 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  A structured package will be delivered which contains a collection of 
semantic features including the following information: 

 Keywords (i.e. representative words identifying entities, events, actions, 
etc.),  

 Asset metadata (i.e. labels that represents Asset features), 

 Ontology labels (i.e. labels that represents Ontology entities and 
instances). 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S078-1, S078-3, S078-4, S087, S172, S169-1, S169-2, S011-1, S256, S227 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 193: Getting Semantic Features Use Case Description 

4.13.1.2.2.3 Getting Sentiment Analysis Features 

 

Use Case: SM_F060 Name: Getting Sentiment Analysis Features 

Description This functionality makes use of sentiment features extracted from user 
comments to provide advanced reports.  

Actors Social Mining Controller 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs  UGC (i.e. text) 

 Information sources (e.g. keyword list, Asset metadata and ontology labels). 

Events sequence 1. This use case is executed when sentiment analysis is the parameter of the 
input analysis techniques. Thus, the Social Mining Controller invokes the 
Sentiment Analysis Controller sending as a parameter the retrieved UGC to 
be structured and subsequently analysed (SM_F060). 

2. Social Mining Controller invokes the sentiment analysis functionalities of the 
Semantic Services. For that, UGC is sent as a parameter after being 
cleaned and split into formal passages to be further analysed by the 
Semantic Services component. 

3. Furthermore, the information sources to be used for the analysis process are 
identified by a parameter (SM_F070). 

4. The Social Mining Controller receives a collection of sentiment analysis 
features structured in information packages. 

 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  Sentiment polarities (i.e., a collection of labels that represent positive, 
negative, objective and neutral sentiments), 

 Sentiment intensity scores (i.e., a collection of float numbers that represent 
the score value of the corresponding sentiment polarities), 

 Emotion labels such as “fear”, “sad”, “joy”, etc. 
 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S078-1, S078-3, S078-4, S087, S172, S169-1, S169-2, S011-1, S256, S227 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 194: Getting Sentiment Analysis Features Use Case Description 
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4.13.1.2.2.4 Getting Summary 

 

Use Case: SM_F080 Name: Getting Summary 

Description The filtering of large quantity of UGCs can be done by applying automatic 
summarisation technologies by means of this functionality.  

Actors Social Mining Controller 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs  Queries (used to retrieve specific UGC from the Cloud Storage). 

 Compression Ratio (a number which indicates the desired percentage of 
reduction of the text). 

Events sequence 1. The Social Mining Controller invokes the Sentiment Analysis Controller 
sending as a parameter the retrieved UGC as well as a number indicating 
the compression ratio of the resulting summary (SM_F080). 

2. The same invocation is done by the Sentiment Analysis Controller invoking 
the Semantic Services component. 

3. As a result a summary is returned and delivered to the Sentiment Analysis 
Controller. 

 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs  For the summarisation action the output is a text summarised representing 
the most descriptive UGCs. 

 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S078-1, S078-3, S078-4, S087, S172, S169-1, S169-2, S153 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 195: Getting Summary Use Case Description 

4.13.1.3 External Components Interaction 

The overall process, where different components and subcomponents will be involved, will 
be executed as follows. Triggered by the Business Intelligence subcomponent, the Social 
Mining Controller will receive queries to retrieve UGC from the Cloud Storage. 
Consequently, Social Mining controller will invoke commands to extract semantic and 
sentiment analysis features form the Characterisation and Sentiment Analysis services 
respectively. To this end, the Social Mining Controller invoke the Characterisation and the 
Sentiment Analysis Controllers. These two subcomponents will interact directly with the 
Semantic Service in order to obtain the expected semantic and sentiment analysis data. 
Once the feedback is obtained from the Semantic Services, the retrieved information will 
be composed as specific packages and sent to the Business Intelligence subcomponent, 
so that it can be used for reporting to the Content Providers. 

4.13.1.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Social Mining component uses its own database model to manage the communication 
between the different actors. The following figure shows this conceptual data model. 
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Figure 196: Social Mining Conceptual Data Model 

4.13.1.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are: 
 

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  -/+ 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  -/+ 

Non-Infecting  + 

Code-Quality  + 

Extensibility  + 

Community  + 

Performance / Scalability  + 

Reuse of existing developments  ++ 

EU project origin  -- 

Platform (Portability)  + 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +++ 

Specific Parameters 

Support Semantic related data formats Data structured in a standard format which contains a collection of 
semantic information such as: keywords, Asset metadata, and ontology 
labels. 

+++ 

Asset metadata support These are labels that represent Asset’s features at model level. For 
example, class declarations or templates which should be implemented to 
create Asset instances. This metadata can also include some nametags of 
specific Assets.  

+++ 
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Ontology support The Ontology labels consist of a set of labels that represent ontology 
meta-descriptions and instances. These labels are described through a 
semantic relation with each other allowing in this way a semantic 
navigation. 

++ 

Sentiment Analysis features Data structured in a standard format which contains a collection of 
sentiment information such as: sentiment polarities, sentiment intensity 
scores, and emotion labels.  

+++ 

Sentiment polarities support Consist of a collection of labels that represent positive, negative, objective 
and neutral sentiment classes. 

+++ 

Sentiment intensity scores support Consist of a collection of float numbers that represent the score value of 
the corresponding sentiment polarities. 

++ 

Emotion labels support Consist of a collection of text that involves emotion labels such as “fear”, 
“sad”, “joy”, etc. that represent the emotion state expressed in a text. 

+ 

Figure 197: Social Mining Parameters to Take into Account 

4.13.2 Business Intelligence 

In this section, the functionalities and interfaces to carry out the quantitative and qualitative 
analysis needed to provide business related reports to the End Users are defined. 
Business Intelligence (BI) subcomponent is in charge of providing BI reports to the 
different stakeholders, so that they can make decisions on the basis of  the reports 
provided. 

4.13.2.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Business Intelligence subcomponent is split in several subcomponents and the logical 
connections that need to be established between them are represented in the following 
diagram.  

The main functionalities are: 

 Providing a graphical interface to help the Actors defining the BI reports and visualising 
them. 

 Implementing the mechanism to manage and analyse the information in the Cloud 
Storage in order to build these reports 

 Interacting with Social Mining component in order to provide sentiment analysis 
information using advanced data mining and semantic techniques 
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Figure 198: Business Intelligence Diagram 

Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

<subcomponent>

Business 
Intelligence<subcomponent>

ETL
<subcomponent>

Data Warehouse

<user interface>

Report Manager
<subcomponent>

Data Mining

<subcomponent>

Social Mining

<component>

Cloud Storage

Actors

<actor>

Information
Broker

<actor>

Media
Broadcaster

ID Functionalities Description 

BI_F010 Creating New 
Report 

This functionality defines the necessary steps to create a report. Once 
logged in the system, the Actor can define the BI report, selecting the data 
fields and filters desired. These data fields can be selected from a 
navigation area in the user interface and will be extracted from the Data 
Warehouse. This information will be generated during the Mine Data 
process (BI_F100). After that, the Actor can execute the report in order to 
obtain the results (BI_F110) and view the information using one of the 
different kind of views (Data grid, Charts, etc.) that the user interface offers 
(BI_UI010). Once the Actor has the final version of the report, it can be 
saved in the Cloud Storage storing the report definition information.  

BI_F020 Managing 
Reports 

The Actor can Edit or Save the report definition and Export or Print the 
report information. In case that the Actor is editing the report, the changed 
definition information will be stored in Cloud Storage through the Save 
option. On the other hand, the Actor can export the report information in 
different formats (PDF, XML, HTML, etc.). Finally, in case of printing the 
report information, the Actor can configure different options such as size, 
orientation, etc. 

BI_F030 Extracting 
information 

This process implements the ETL process (Extract, Transform and Load) in 
order to load the raw information into the data warehouse and transform it 
into a star schema. This information will be extracted from the Cloud 
Storage (CS_F040) and Social Mining components (SM_F010). 
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Figure 199: Business Intelligence Functionalities 

The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interface 

Figure 200: Business Intelligence User Interfaces 

4.13.2.1.1 Use Cases 
The Use Cases needed for the implementation of the Semantic Services component are 
described in the following sections. 

4.13.2.1.2 Use Cases Diagram 
 
In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

 

BI_F100 Mine Data The objective of this functionality is to use the information stored during the 
“Extracting information” process (BI_F030) and transform it into an 
understandable structure to be used by the Report Manager (BI_F010, 
BI_F020). Data mining involves six common classes of tasks: Anomaly 
detection, Association rule learning, Clustering, Classification, Regression 
and Summarisation. 

BI_F110 Executing 
Report  

This functionality defines the process to execute the reports. The process 
will generate the report information from the Data Warehouse, based on 
the reports definition received. 

ID User 
Interfaces 

Description Mockup 
IDs 

BI_UI010 Analytics UI This user interface provides the functionalities to help the user to 
define and visualise the BI reports. Through this graphical 
interface, it is possible to describe and check which data fields 
are available to define the BI reports (BI_F010) and execute it 
(BI_F110). Finally, it allows the stakeholders to access and 
browse these reports, once they have been generated or 
updated. 

AN_ 
MCK 
_010 
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Figure 201: Business Intelligence Use Cases 

4.13.2.1.3 Use Cases Description 
In the following tables, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.13.2.1.3.1 Creating New Report 

 
Use Case: BI_F010 Name: Creating New Report 

Description This functionality defines the necessary steps to create a report. Once logged in 
to the system, the Actor can define the BI report, selecting the data fields and 
filters desired. These data fields can be selected from a navigation area in the 
user interface and will be extracted from the Data Warehouse. This information 
will be generated during the Mine Data process (BI_F100). After that, the Actor 
can execute the report in order to obtain the results (BI_F110) and view the 
information using one of the different kind of views (Data grid, Charts, etc.) that 
the user interface offers (BI_UI010). Once the Actor has the final version of the 
report, it can be saved in the Cloud Storage storing the report definition 
information.    

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Actors logged in the system 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Click on the New Report button. 
2. Select the data fields and filters 
3. Execute Report (BI_F110) 
4. View Measures or Charts 
5. Click on the Save Report button 
6. Save the report definition in Cloud Storage. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs The report definition is saved in Cloud Storage (columns, filters, query, etc.) 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S169-1, S169-2, S091-2, S256, S268-2, S011-1, S227  

Related User Interface BI_UI010 
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Figure 202: Creating New Report Use Case Description 

 

Figure 203: Creating New Report User Interface 

4.13.2.1.3.2 Managing Reports 

 
Use Case: BI_F020 Name: Managing Reports 

Description The Actor can Edit or Save the report definition and Export or Print the report 
information. In case that the Actor is editing the report, the changed definition 
information will be stored in Cloud Storage through the Save option. On the 
other hand, the Actor can export the report information in different formats (PDF, 
XML, HTML, etc.). Finally, in case of printing the report information, the Actor 
can configure different options such as size, orientation, etc. 

Actors Content Provider 

Pre-conditions Actors logged in the system 

Inputs Id Report 

Events sequence 1. The user select one of the following actions: 
a. [ALT] Edit. Select a report from the report list in the user interface 

(BI_UI010). Once it is selected, the report information will be 
displayed and the Actor will be able of change the report definition. 

b. [ALT] Save. If the Actor makes some changes in the report 
definition, these changes can be saved in Cloud Storage using 
“Save” option. 

c. [ALT] Export. If the Actor wants to export the report information in 
different formats (PDF, XML, HTML, etc.), the Actor can click on the 
Export option and select the specific format and the mode of saving 
it.  

i. Save in local path  
ii. or Print 

d. [ALT] Print. If the Actor wants to print the report information, the 
Actor can click on the Print option and select the specific 
configuration (Orientation, Paper Size, etc.) 

Extension Points N/A 
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Outputs  Save. The report definition is updated in Cloud Storage (columns, filters, 
query, etc.)  

 Export. Report information in the specific format selected 

 Print. Report information is printed, based on the specific configuration 
(Orientation, Paper Size, etc.) 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S169-1, S169-2, S091-2, S256, S268-2, S011-1 

Related User Interface BI_UI010 

Figure 204: Managing Reports Use Case Description 

4.13.2.1.3.3 Mine Data 

 
Use Case: BI_F100 Name: Mine Data 

Description The objective of this functionality is to use the information stored during the 
“Extracting information” process (BI_F030) and transform it into an 
understandable structure to be used by the Report Manager(BI_F010, BI_F020).  

Actors Social Mining, Content Provider, Data Warehouse 

Pre-conditions N/A 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Extracting Information (BI_F030) 
2. Send the information to the Social Mining subcomponent (SM_F010) 
3. Use the ETL subcomponent to add the results to the Data Warehouse.  

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S153 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 205: Mine Data Use Case Description 

4.13.2.1.3.4 Executing Report 

 
Use Case: BI_F110 Name: Executing Report 

Description This functionality defines the process to execute the reports. The process will 
generate the report information from the Data Warehouse, based on the reports 
definition received. 

Actors Creating New Report and Managing Reports 

Pre-conditions Receiving a report definition  

Inputs Report Id 

Events sequence 1. Executing the report query in Data warehouse 
2. Displaying the report information in the user interface. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Report Information 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S169-1, S169-2, S091-2, S256, S268-2, S011-1, S255 

Related User Interface BI_UI010 

Figure 206: Executing Report 
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4.13.2.2 External Components Interaction 

BI subcomponent will interact with the SAM Cloud Storage and Social Mining in order to 
analyse the data and additionally to store the reports configuration. The information from 
the Cloud Storage and from the Social Mining is imported in the extraction process using 
the ETL subcomponent. The Social Mining subcomponent will provide semantic and 
sentiment analysis features for the BI.  

4.13.2.3 Conceptual Data Model 

Business Intelligence component will manage two data stores, the Cloud Storage and the 
Data Warehouse, both containing a wide amount of tables and structures. The reports 
definition and the raw information stored during the SAM activity will be extracted from 
Cloud Storage. The conceptual data model that covers the reports definition is depicted in 
the following figure.  

 

Figure 207: Report Definition Data Model 

After the Extracting information process (BI_F030) the Data Warehouse will contain, in a 
structured data model, the raw information extracted from Cloud Storage. This data model 
will be defined in later documents; however, an example can be seen in the following 
figure (Figure 208: Data Warehouse Data Model).  
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Figure 208: Data Warehouse Data Model 

4.13.2.4 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are: 
 
Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  + 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  + 

Non-Infecting  ++ 

Code-Quality  + 

Extensibility  +++ 

Community  + 

Performance / Scalability  ++ 

Reuse of existing developments  ++ 

EU project origin  -- 

Platform (Portability)  +++ 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 +++ 

Specific Parameters 

-code
-date
-geographic area
-user
-amount 1
-description

Data_Warehouse_Facts

-code
-description

Code_Dimension

-day
-week
-month
-year

Date_Dimension

-area
-region
-country
-description

Geographic_Dimension

-id
-name
-address

User_Dimension
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Intuitive User Interface Providing an intuitive user interface to create reports and manage reports 
(edit, export, save, print, etc.), display measures or charts and define filters. 

+++ 

Graphical Analytics Providing features to navigate through the data. For instance, clicking on 
data items to drill-down into the details, filtering or one click graphs 

+++ 

Advanced Report Support Reports help users convert data into knowledge allowing a better 
understanding about the report analysis. These reports should offer for 
instance: drill down and reports or apply analysis such as moving averages 
and regression to highlight trends in data. 

+++ 

Multiple Data Formats Export  Presenting information in different ways. This feature allows users to output 
the reports in a wide variety of formats (Excel, PDF, HTML, etc.) 

+++ 

Geographical Data Support This parameter represents the ability to visualise data in geographical 
formats. For instance, sales per region. 

+ 

Ad hoc reporting It is possible to create your own ad hoc reports and execute them 
immediately without to store then in the Cloud Storage 

+++ 

Ad hoc data analyse One of the most important capabilities of the modern BI is the opportunity to 
analyse data “on the fly” without to create the complex reports 

+++ 

Figure 209: Business Intelligence Parameters to Take into Account 

4.14 Dashboard 

4.14.1 Generic Dashboard 

The Generic Dashboard consists of the subcomponents that 1st and 2nd Screen share. On 
the 1st Screen, the Generic Dashboard will typically show a specialised widget that 
displays the main video. On top of that, on both screens, it can show various widgets with 
related information relevant to the video that is playing on the 1st Screen. 

4.14.1.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Generic Dashboard component is split in several subcomponents and the logical 
connections that need to be established between them are represented in Figure 210. 

The Generic Dashboard: 

 The Generic Dashboard holds a collection of common elements that the 1st and 2nd 
Screen components will use. 

 Through the Dashboard Control and the Widget Manager, metadata is distributed to 
the appropriate widgets and across the 1st and 2nd Screen Dashboard. 

 The Generic Dashboard interacts with the Social Components, the Syndicator, the 
Identity and Security Services and an external video source. 
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Figure 210: Generic Dashboard 

Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

ID Functionalities Description 

GD_F001 Receive content from 
Syndicator 

The main functionality of the Generic Dashboard is to receive content 
(metadata, pictures, videos, taglines, etc.) from the Syndicator and 
distribute this information to the appropriate widgets.  

GD_F002 Send and Receive 
content from Social 
Components 

The Generic Dashboard connects to the Social Components to receive 
information from social network, amongst contributing to these 
networks, joining them and adding friends to your own social 
community.  

GD_F003 Stream video from 
Video Source 

This use case describes how to play a video in the 1
st
 Screen 

component from a video source.  

GD_F004 Edit SAM Settings When a user wants to change SAM settings such as 
enabling/disabling e-commerce, ads, usage statistics or geolocation, a 
few components are activated and process these settings. The End 
User will use personal views to control the scope of related content as 
well as the nature of the content, i.e. the End User can request to see 
a sub-section of the editorially provided set that fits their preferences, 
that relates to their social community context or listed programmes of 
interest. 

GD_F010 Time ID Update To be able to do receive the right information from the syndicator, the 
video ID and time should be known and used as parameters to fetch 
the right related information from the Syndicator. In the end it will be 
the Widget Manager that will receive this information and distribute it 
further to the widgets. The ID and time shall only be updated when 
necessary, iI.e. when a new video is started or when a new timestamp 
in the video is selected by the user (e.g. when the user fast-forwards 
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or rewinds the video) 

GD_F020 Syndicator.GetRelate
dInfo 

The Syndicator fetches and prepares related information based on the 
ID and time that were shared by the Generic Dashboard.  

GD_F021 SocialComponents.G
etRelatedInfo 

The Social Components fetch and prepare social content based on the 
ID and time that were shared by the Generic Dashboard.  It involves 
supplying social information as posting user information onto social 
network, as well as joining Dynamically Created Communities, 
relevant to the video through specialised widgets 

GD_F030 PackageRelatedInfo This process packages the data in order to send it in a network-
efficient way. The Syndicator knows the ‘script’ of related data, so it 
can package this data and send it all in one go (which is done with the  
GD_F040. This function exists on both the Social Components as well 
as the Syndicator. 

GD_F040 Syndicator.SendRela
tedInfo 

This function will send the packaged related information from the 
Syndicator to the Widget Manager of the Generic Dashboard. 

GD_F041 SocialComponents.S
endRelatedInfo 

This function will send the packaged related information from Social 
Components to the Widget Manager of the Generic Dashboard. 

GD_F050 Syndicator.UnPacka
geRelatedInfo 

Before the bundle of packaged syndicated information can be read, it 
needs to be unpacked through by the means of this function. 

GD_F051 SocialComponents.U
nPackageRelatedInf
o 

Before the bundle of packaged social information can be read, it needs 
to be unpacked through by the means of this function. 

GD_F060 ProcessInfo The information that is received from the Syndicator can be read out 
and processed, i.e. it can be recognised which related information is 
applicable to which widget and the timestamp can be compared with 
the current timestamp that the Widget Manager has knowledge of. The 
packaged information may be coming from the Social Components or 
from the Syndicator. The Widget Manager will know how to interpret 
the different types and send the processed information later towards 
the appropriate widgets.  

GD_F070 UpdateWidgetNotific
ation 

This is one of the main functions the Widget Manager needs to 
provide. It will update the relevant widget, at the right time, with related 
information, e.g. A Google Maps widget will get the geolocation at the 
time the maps information is useful for the End User and will only 
update at that specific time. 

GD_F080 UpdateWidget The Widget will update itself as soon as it receives the related 
information from the Widget Manager. The kind of information can be 
either just ‘related’ information or social information, dependent on the 
widget that is updated. 

GD_F090 CollapseWhenConsu
med 

When there is no more information to show to the End User, the 
widget will collapse after a certain timeout. 

GD_F100 SendSocialCompone
ntsURI 

This function will send the URI that will be necessary for the widget to 
communicate with this particular social component. Basically, the URI 
defines where the social network is located and thus how to contact it. 

GD_F110 FetchFeed This function requests a feed of social information starting from a URI. 

GD_F120 SendFeed This function gets the feed of information of the Social Components. 

GD_F130 PostSocialMedia This is called when the user creates a post or shares media on a 
social network in a specific specialised social widget. It will get 
communicated to the Social Components, which will handle it further. 
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Figure 211: Generic Dashboard Functionalities 

The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces 

Figure 212: Generic Dashboard User Interfaces 

GD_F140 JoinDynamic Create

dCommunity 

This function gets called when a user joins a Dynamic Created 
Community. The user is able to join such communities through 
specialised social widgets. 

GD_F150 RequestVideoList This function gets called by the Video Viewer subcomponent to get the 
list of available videos on the Video Source  

GD_F160 SendVideoList By executing this functionality, the Video Source sends the list of 
available videos to the Video Viewer subcomponent. 

GD_F170 SelectVideo Whenever the user selects a video, this functionality gets called so 
that the system can be informed about the current media. 

GD_F180
F180 

RequestStream After the user selected a video by using SelectVideo, a video stream 
gets requested from the Video Source by using the function 
RequestStream. 

GD_F190
F190 

SendStream The Video Source responds to the Video Viewer by sending a URL to 
the Video Viewer, which can be used to stream the video. 

GD_F200
F200 

PlayStream A video that is being played on the SAM Platform comes from a 
specific Video Source. This is one of the main functionalities the 
Generic Dashboard serves. When PlayStream is called with a specific 
video URL as parameter, the Video Viewer will prepare itself to stream 
the video (e.g.buffering) and then start streaming it. 

GD_F210 ViewSAMSettings This call is made from the 1
st
 or 2

nd
 Screen component in order to 

show and edit the SAM settings. 

GD_F220 ShowSAMSettings This will make the SAM settings visible as a UI element. 

GD_F230 SaveSAMSettings This will save the SAM settings. 

GD_F240 ToggleEcommerce This will enable/disable e-commerce. 

GD_F250 ToggleAds This will enable/disable advertisements. 

GD_F260 ToggleUsageStatistic
s 

This will enable/disable usage statistics. 

GD_F270 ToggleLocation This will enable/disable the geolocation. 

GD_F280 Update Device 
Specifications 

This will send the Device Specifications to the Generic Dashboard, 
which will distribute it further towards the Identity and Security 
Services. 

ID User Interfaces Description Mockup 
IDs 

1SC_UI
2 

Dashboard -
Widgets 

Widgets will be represented on the 1
st
 Screen and 2

nd
 Screen 

devices, through the Generic Dashboard (visualised by the 
Dashboard Viewer). 

GD_MC
K_010 
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4.14.1.2 Use Cases  

The use cases needed to implement the Generic Dashboard component are described in 
the following section. 

4.14.1.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 
In the following figure, it is shown the component Use Case diagram.  

Generic Dashboard

Generic Dashboard

 

Receive content 

from social network

 

Send content to social 
network

 

Play video stream

 

Receive related 

information

Social Components

Syndicator

 

Visualize related 

content

End User

Video Source

 

Store userdata

Identity and Security Services

 

Manage widgets 
properties

Widget

 

Video Element Widget

Widget Manager

 

Visualize social 

content

End UserVideo Element Social Widget

Video Viewer

 

Figure 213: Generic Dashboard Use Cases 
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4.14.1.2.3  Use Cases Description 
In the following diagrams and tables, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.14.1.2.3.1 Receive Content from Syndicator 

 

SAM Component – 

Video element

Dashboard 

Controller
Widget Manager

SAM Component – 

Widget

UpdateIDTime()
UpdateIDTime()

SendRelatedInfo()

Syndicator

UpdateIDTime()

GetRelatedInfo()

PackageRelatedInfo()

UnPackageRelatedInfo()
ProcessInfo()

UpdateWidgetNotification(...)

UpdateWidgetNotification(...)

CollapseWhenConsumed()

UpdateWidget()

UpdateWidget()

 Figure 214: Receive content from Syndicator Sequence Diagram. 

 
Use Case: GD_F001 Name: Receive Content from Syndicator 

Description This is the core functionality of the Generic Dashboard. By receiving content 
from the Syndicator, the Widgets can visualise this information in an attractive 
way.  

Actors The SAM Components Video element and Widget 

Pre-conditions The Dashboard is opened on both the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Screen devices. ID, time of the 

video should be known by the video element and related information or 
metadata should be available for this video at the Syndicator. 

Inputs ID, time, metadata 

Events sequence 1. Video Element sends ID and time of video to Dashboard Controller 

(GD_F010) when a new video is started or when a new timestamp in the 

video is selected by the user (e.g. when the user fast-forwards or rewinds 

the video). 

2. Dashboard Controller routes ID and time to Widget Manager (GD_F010) 

3. Widget Manager uses ID and time to request content from Syndicator 

(GD_F010). 

4. Syndicator uses the ID and time for fetching the right related information 

(GD_F020), bundles it (GD_F030) and sends it back to the Widget Manager 

(GD_F040). 

5. Widget Manager receives a bundle of related information, relevant to the 

video clip that is playing. The Widget Manager unpacks it (GD_F050) and 

processes it (GD_F060). 

6. Widget Manager sends the related information to the appropriate widget at 
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the right time (GD_F070). The timeliness of the information is decided up 

front and is available together with the package of related information. This 

allows to some information at a specific time. 

7. Widget displays the content in a visually attractive way (GD_F080). Because 

these widgets are visualised on a Generic Dashboard, they can be shown 

on the 1
st
 or 2

nd
 Screen. This ensures a similar user experience across 

devices. 

8. Widget collapses after a period that no new content was received 

(GD_F090). 

 

Note: the widgets themselves can come from a specific brand so that this brand 

can create a branded environment through their own widgets (S103-2 and S245-

2).  

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Visualised Metadata content within widgets 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S084, S096, S139, S275, S048-2, S059-1, S103-2, S245-2, (S218), (S013), 
(S207), (S238),  (S220-1), S241 

Figure 215: Receive content from Syndicator Use Case Description 

 

 

Figure 216: Receive content from Syndicator User Interface 
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4.14.1.2.3.3 Send and Receive Content from Social Components  

 

SAM Component – 

Video element

Dashboard 

Controller
Widget Manager

SAM Component – 

(Social) Widget

UpdateIDTime()
UpdateIDTime()

SendRelatedInfo()

Social 

Components

UpdateIDTime()

GetRelatedInfo()

PackageRelatedInfo()

PackageRelatedInfo()
ProcessInfo()

Send Social Components URI
(possibly Dynamic Created Community)

PostSocialMedia()

FetchFeed()

SendFeed()

PostSocialMedia()

JoinDynamic
CreatedCummunity()JoinDynamic

CreatedCummunity()

SendFeed()

 

Figure 217: Send and Receive Content from Social Components Sequence Diagram 

Use Case: GD_F002 Name: Send and Receive Content from Social Components 

Description This part describes how social content is being made visible on the 
Dashboard through the widgets. As soon as the ID and time of the 
current video are known, the Social Components can check for relevant 
social content and create dynamic communities (through the Context 
Control, described in Section 4.7) 

Actors Video Element and Social Widget component 

Pre-conditions Social information is available for the video being watched. The 1
st
 

Screen and 2
nd

 Screen Dashboard are linked up. 

Inputs ID, time, social feed, Dynamically Created Community 
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Events sequence 1. Video Element sends ID and time of video to Dashboard Controller 

(GD_F010) when a new video is started or a playing video gets fast-

forwarded or rewarded. 

2. Dashboard Controller routes ID and time to Widget Manager 

(GD_F010). 

3. Widget Manager uses ID and time to request content from Social 

Components (GD_F010). 

4. The Social Components uses the ID and time for fetching the right 

social content (SCs_F190 & GD_F021), bundles it (GD_F030) and 

sends it back to the Widget Manager (GD_F041). 

5. The Widget Manager unpacks the bundle (GD_F050), processes it 

(GD_F060), extracts the URI and sends this to the appropriate 

social widget (GD_F070). 

6. The Social Widget uses the URI to fetch a social feed, relevant to 

the content being watched. Because these widgets are visualised 

on a Generic Dashboard, they can be shown on the 1
st
 or 2

nd
 

Screen. This ensures a similar user experience across devices. 

7. After the feed is being sent from the Social Components to the 

Social Widget, the user can 

a. read the feed 

b. post his own social information. This post is then being 

directed to the Social Components and handled there 

internally. 

c. join a Dynamically Created Social Community. In this case 

there is communication towards the Social Components, 

which redirect the correct feed to the Social Widget. 

d. tag contents in the video’s which can be used in  the 

Dynamic Social Communities 

e. invite new friends to join a personal Dynamic Social 

Community  

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Social feed 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S088, S096, S098, S115, S201, S271, S065, (S001), (S074), (S238), 
(S208), S092-1, S241 

Figure 218: Send and Receive Content from Social Components Use Case Description 
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4.14.1.2.3.5 Stream video from Video Source 

External system – 

Video source

SAM Component – 

Video Viewer

PlayStream(XY.mp4)

SendVideoList()

RequestVideoList()

RequestStream(XY.mp4)

SendStream(XY.mp4)

SelectVideo()

 

Figure 219: Stream Video from Video Source Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: GD_F003 Name: Stream Video from Video Source 

Description In order to play a video, the video needs to be fetched from a video 
source. 

Actors Video Viewer and Video Source 

Pre-conditions A video list is available at the Video Source and includes at least 1 
video. The file of the video itself is also available on the Video Source 
side. 

Inputs Video list, video file, and a user selection of video file 

Events sequence 1. Video Viewer request a list of video files available at the video 

Source (GD_FC150) 

2. Video Source sends video list (GD_FC160) 

3. User selects video (GD_FC170) 

4. Video gets requested on Video Source (GD_FC180) 

5. Video-URL gets sent by Video Source (GD_FC190) 

6. Video is being streamed from Video Source by the use of a Video-

URL from the Video Source (GD_FC200) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Video-URL, streamed video 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S143 

Related User Interface 1SD_MCK_010 

Figure 220: Stream video from Video Source Use Case Description 

4.14.1.2.3.6 Edit SAM Settings 
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1
st

 Screen or 2
nd

 Screen

Dashboard Viewer

ViewSAMSettings()

ShowSAMSettings()

Widget Workspace 
Manager

ViewSAMSettings()

ToggleEcommerce(boolean)

ToggleAds(boolean)

ToggleUsageStatistics(boolean)

ToggleLocation(boolean)

SaveSAMSettings()

UpdateWidget(newSettings)

Widget Manager

SAM Component – 

(Social) Widget

UpdateWidget(...)

Generic Dashboard

ViewSAMSettings()

End User

Visualise Settings

Enable/disable E-commerce

Enable/disable Advertisements

Enable/disable Usage statistics

Enable/disable Location service

 

Figure 221: Edit SAM Settings Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: GD_F004 Name: Edit SAM Settings 

Description The Dashboard provides a way for the user to save his settings. 

Actors The end user (through 1
st
 or 2

nd
 Screen) and the Generic Dashboard to 

edit and save the settings 

Pre-conditions N.A. 

Inputs Preferable SAM settings are known by the user 

Events sequence 1. User presses “SAM Settings” on the Generic Dashboard, 

represented on his 1
st
 or 2

nd
 Screen device (not drawn in the 

sequence diagram). 

2. This command (GD_F210) gets handled by the Dashboard Viewer, 

which forwards it to the Generic Dashboard component on the 

applicable device. 

3. The Generic Dashboard forwards the call to its Widget Workspace 

Manager which will show the SAM settings as a UI element 

(GD_F220). 

4. In these settings the user can now choose to 

a. enable/disable e-commerce (GD_F240) 

b. enable/disable advertisements (GD_F250) 

c. enable/disable usage statistics (GD_F260) 

d. enable/disable geolocation (GD_F270) 

5. The SAM Settings will be saved (GD_F230) and will then be used  

a. to update the widgets (GD_F080) 

b. to be used as parameters when asking for new content to 
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the syndicator or social components. (e.g. geolocation) (not 

shown in this diagram) 

Outputs New SAM Settings values 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S144, S141-2, S083-1, S118-1, S044 

Related User Interface 1SD_MCK_020 

Figure 222: Edit SAM Settings Use Case Description 

4.14.1.3 External Components Interaction 

The Generic Dashboard will visually represent the information available in the Social 
Components and Syndicator. This will be done by using Widgets.  

The Generic Dashboard component will be used as a generic component that holds the 
common components of the 1st Screen and 2nd Screen. The Generic Dashboard is 
adapted to the device, by using the Configuration/Device Manager. Meanwhile, a user’s 
profile and settings are maintained by a user account, through interaction with the Identity 
and Security Services and Cloud Storage, in order to manage the user account and 
preferences 

In the case of the 1st Screen device, the Video Viewer of the Generic Dashboard will be 
enabled. This subcomponent displays the video, either streamed from a local source or 
(optionally) streamed from a remote video server. 

The Generic Dashboard will also provide messaging between widgets from one 
Dashboard to another through the Dashboard Control and through the Inter-Device 
Communication, which is explained in more detail in Section 4.14.4. 

4.14.1.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Generic Dashboard component uses its own data structures. In the following figure it 
is possible to see the conceptual data model. 
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Settings

Social Information

Content

User
Session

Credentials

Device

-ID
-Type

Widget

  

 Figure 223: Generic Dashboard Conceptual Data Model 

4.14.1.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are: 
 
Parameter Description Importance  

(--- +/- +++) 
Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  + 

Regularly Updated  + 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  + 

Non-Infecting  - 

Code-Quality  ++ 

Extensibility  ++ 

Community  + 

Performance / Scalability  + 

Reuse of existing developments  ++ 

EU project origin  - 

Platform (Portability)  +++ 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability  
(easy integration for all platforms) 

 ++ 

Specific Parameters 

Timeliness of related content The time it takes for widgets to be updated and for the Inter-Widget 
Communication will affect the user’s experience and thus needs to 
be low. 

++ 
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Configurability The widgets can be configured by the Widget Workspace Manager 
to suit the user’s needs (e.g. size, presence of a certain widget, 
etc.). Widgets are ideal components for such configurability. 

+++ 

Low development threshold When SAM is being applied on a wider scale, widgets need to be 
made by 3

rd
 party developers. In order to make the platform viable 

for them, it needs to have a low development threshold. 

+ 

Network load The related information needs to get packed such that all the 
content can be send in one go (to the Widget Manager) to reduce a 
big amount of network messages.   

++ 

Reusability The Generic Dashboard component will be used on both 1
st
 and 2

nd
 

Screen devices, so it needs to be easy to integrate in these 
components. 

+ 

Figure 224: Generic Dashboard Parameters to Take into Account 

4.14.2 1st Screen 

The 1st Screen will be responsible for displaying the Generic Dashboard component and 
its content on a 1st Screen device. On the 1st Screen device, the main video will be seen. It 
also exists the possibly of showing some widgets (providing related information) 
accompanying the video. 

4.14.2.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The 1st Screen component is split in several subcomponents and the logical connections 
that need to be established between them are represented in Figure 225. 

The 1st Screen component: 

 The 1st Screen consists visually of a component to represent the main video. This 
component is made visible through the Dashboard Viewer, which will show the video 
by the use of the Video Viewer subcomponent embedded in the Generic Dashboard. 
On the 1st Screen, the Video Viewer will be enabled. 

 It will be able to discover the 2nd Screen device and trigger a launch component to 
launch the Dashboard Viewer, which is present on the 2nd Screen device.  

 The 1st Screen also includes ways to communicate with the 2nd Screen device, through 
the Inter-Device Communication component. Optionally, the 1st Screen includes ways 
to synchronise content by means of external systems, like Automatic Content 
Recognition (ACR). 
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Figure 225: 1st Screen 

Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

ID Functionalities Description 

1SC_F001 Discovery and Launch 
of the 2

nd
 Screen 

Dashboard 

To have a good user experience, the user shall be able to launch 
his 2

nd
 Screen Dashboard from his 1

st
 Screen device. In order to 

do this, there should be a Discovery and Launch mechanism in 
place. 

1SC_F002 1
st
  Screen to 2

nd
 Screen 

Communication 
The 1

st
 to 2

nd
 Screen Communication is an essential part for a 

reliable, Dashboard to Dashboard communication. It ensures 
lower network bandwidth usage (especially important when 
multiple SAM Platforms are active at the same time) and lower 
latency for better user experience. In this use case a widget on 
the 1

st
 Screen sends a message to a widget on the 2

nd
 Screen.  

1SC_F003 Provide 1
st
 Screen 

Device Specifications 
1

st
 Screen content should be adapted to the end user’s device. To 

achieve this, the 1
st
 Screen component must provide the device 

specifications to the Generic Dashboard component.  

1SC_F004 Show Notifications for 
Available 2

nd
  Screen 

Content 

When a SAM-enabled video element is started on the 1
st
 Screen, 

all connected 2
nd

 Screens should be notified so the End Users 
can react and consume the additional content.  

1SC_F010 Discover This functionality will initialise a discovery request from the 
Dashboard Viewer towards the 1

st
 Screen Launcher. 

1SC_F020 Search 2
nd

 Screen This will send out of discovery request on the network in order to 
discover 2

nd
 Screen devices. 
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The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces 

1SC_F030 Launcher.Response When a 2
nd

 Screen device is found (i.e. a 2
nd

 Screen Launcher 
component is found), it will respond by sending a Response to the 
1

st
 Screen Launcher 

1SC_F040 Get Service Endpoints This will give the identification necessary to contact the 2
nd

 
Screen device directly. This functionality will enable the Inter-
Device communication connection between the two devices.  

1SC_F050 Launch The launch funtionality is triggered from from the 1
st
 Screen 

Launcher and towards the 2
nd

 Screen launcher to indicate that the 
2

nd
 Screen Dashboard Viewer should be launched on the 2

nd
 

Screen. 

1SC_F060 OnLaunched OnLaunched is a funtionality that confirms a successful launch of 
the 2

nd
 Screen Dashboard Viewer. It acts as an acknowledgement 

and needs to be implemented in the respective Dashboard 
Viewer  and Launcher subcomponents of both devices. 

1SC_F070 2
nd

 Screen Not Found This is a notification, occurring in the case not a single 2
nd

 Screen 
Launcher component was discovered through the network. 

1SC_F080 Check 2
nd

 Screen 
Connection 

This method is present for the widgets to check whether or not a 
2

nd
 Screen is connected to the 1

st
 Screen device. Essentially, it is 

the Dashboard Controller that is always aware whether or not a 
2

nd
 Screen is still present, so this status can be fetched by other 

Generic Dashboard subcomponents. 

1SC_F090 2
nd

 Screen Connected This is a notification that a 2
nd

 Screen is indeed connected, such 
that communication towards this 2

nd
 Screen makes sense. 

1SC_F100 Send Widget Message Its goal is to send a message to another widget, on a 2
nd

 Screen 
Dashboard. The message contains a specifiable payload. 

1SC_F110 Buffer Message This function is used by the Inter-Device Communication. In the 
Inter-Device Communication subcomponents, messages will be 
buffered by using this method (and a buffer) before being sent out 
across the socket, towards the 2

nd
 Screen device. 

1SC_F120 Write To Socket This function is used to write to the Inter-Device Communication 
channel to which the 1

st
 and 2

nd
 Screen devices has access.  

1SC_F130 Read Socket The Inter-Device Communication components on both the 1
st
 and 

2
nd

 Screen have this functionality. It is used to read data from the 
communication channel. 

1SC_F140 Widget Response This is a feedback function used for the widget on the 2
nd

 Screen 
to communicate back to its companion widget on the 1

st
 Screen 

that it received a message. Optionally, this Widget Response can 
hold its own a payload for the widget on the 1

st
 Screen. 

1SC_F150 Provide Device 
Specifications 

It is important to show 1
st
 Screen or 2

nd
 Screen content adapted 

to the user’s device. To achieve this, the device specifications 
have to be submitted to the Generic Dashboard component. 

1SC_F160 Gather Device 
Specification 

This call gathers the specifications of the 1
st
 Screen device, e.g. 

resolution of the 1
st
 Screen device.  

ID User 
Interfaces 

Description Mockup 
IDs 

1SC_UI1 Dashboard - 
Video Viewer 

The Video Viewer is the main element on the first screen and will 
display the video. 

1SD_MC
K_010 
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Figure 226: 1st Screen User Interfaces 

4.14.2.2 Use Cases 

The use cases necessary to implement the 1st Screen component are described in the 
following sections. 

4.14.2.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 
In the following figure, the 1st Screen component use case diagram is shown.  

 

1st Screen

1
st

 Screen

 

Discover 2
nd

 Screen

 

Show Notifications for 

Available 2nd Screen 

Content

1st Screen

2
nd

 Screen

2nd Screen

1
st

 Screen Generic Dashboard

 

Provide Device 

Specifications

1
st

 Screen

 

Interdevice communication

2
nd

 Screen

 

Figure 227: 1st Screen Use Cases 

1SC_UI2 Dashboard -
Widgets 

Widgets will be represented on the 1
st
 Screen devices, through 

the Generic Dashboard (visualised by the Dashboard Viewer).  
GD_MC
K_010 
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4.14.2.2.2 Use Cases Description 
In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.14.2.2.2.1 Discovery and Launch of the 2nd Screen Dashboard 

 

SAM Component – 

Dashboard Viewer

1st Screen

1st Screen Launcher

SAM Component – 

Dashboard Viewer

2nd Screen

Discover()

If (true) Response()

Launcher on 2nd 
Screen

Search2ndScreen()

GetServiceEndpoints()

Launch()

OnLaunched()
OnLaunched()

OnLaunched()

Launch()

2ndScreenNotFound

alt

alt

If (false) 2ndScreenNotFound

 

Figure 228: Discovery and Launch of the 2nd Screen Dashboard Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: 1SC_F001 Name: Discovery and Launch of the 2
nd

 Screen Dashboard 

Description To have a good user experience, the user shall be able to launch his 2
nd

 
Screen Dashboard from his 1

st
 Screen device. In order to do this, there 

should be a Discovery and Launch mechanism in place. This sequence 
diagram explains exactly that. 

Actors Dashboard Viewer subcomponent on the 1
st
 and the 2

nd
 Screen 

Pre-conditions Both devices are connected to the same network 

Inputs User initiates discovery request from the 1
st
 Screen device. 

Events sequence 1. The Dashboard Viewer on the 1
st
 Screen sends a Discover command 

to the 1
st
 Screen Launcher (1SC_F010) 

2. The 1
st
 Screen Launcher searches for 2

nd
 Screen Launchers. 

(1SC_F020) 

a. If the 2
nd

 Screen is found: 

i. A Response is given to the 1
st
 Screen Launcher 

(1SC_F030) and 
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ii. The service points are fetched and received 

(1SC_F040). 

iii. A Launch command will be issued towards the 2
nd

 

Screen Launcher (1SC_F050), which launches the 

Dashboard Viewer on the 2
nd

 Screen. After the 

Dashboard is launched, an OnLaunched notification 

will be communicated from the Dashboard Viewer on 

the 2
nd

 Screen to the Dashboard Viewer on the 1
st
 

Screen(1SC_F060)  

b. If a 2
nd

 Screen is not found, a 2ndScreenNotFound 

(1SC_F070) notification will be issued back to the Dashboard 

Viewer 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs The two devices are now connected unless discovery failed. 

Post-conditions N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S031  

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 229: Discovery and Launch of the 2nd Screen Dashboard Use Case Description 

 

4.14.2.2.2.2 1st Screen to 2nd Screen Communication 

 

 

Figure 230: 1st Screen to 2nd Screen Communication Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: 1SC_F002 Name: 1
st

  Screen to 2
nd

 Screen Communication 

Description The 1
st
 to 2

nd
 Screen Communication is an essential part for a reliable, 

Dashboard-to-Dashboard communication. It ensures lower network 
bandwidth usage (especially important when multiple SAM Platforms 
are active at the same time) and lower latency for better user 
experience. In this use case a widget on the 1

st
 Screen sends a 

message to a widget on the 2
nd

 Screen 

Actors Widget on the 1
st
 Screen and a Widget on the 2

nd
 Screen 

Pre-conditions 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Screen are connected  

Inputs N/A 

SAM Component – 

Widget 1
st

 Screen

Dashboard Viewer 
(1st Screen)

Widget Manager
(1st Screen)

SAM Component – 

Widget 2
nd

 Screen

BufferMsg(msg)

Dashboard Viewer 
(2nd Screen)

Widget Manager
(2nd Screen)

Dashboard Control
(1st Screen)

Dashboard Control
(2nd Screen)

Inter-Device 
Communication – 

2nd Screen

Inter-Device 
Communication –

1st Screen

Check2ndScreenConnection()

2ndScreenConnected()

SendWidgetMsg(...)
SendWidgetMsg(...)

SendWidgetMsg(...) SendWidgetMsg(...)

WriteToSocket(…) ReadSocket()

SendWidgetMsg(...)
SendWidgetMsg(...)

SendWidgetMsg(...)
SendWidgetMsg(...)

2ndScreenConnected()

Check2ndScreenConnection()

WidgetResponse(...)WidgetResponse(...) WidgetResponse(...)WriteToSocket(…)
WidgetResponse(...)

WidgetResponse(...)

WidgetResponse(...)

WidgetResponse(...)

ReadSocket()
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Events sequence 1. First the widget will communicate with the Dashboard Controller 

(through the Widget Manager), to check whether a 2
nd

 Screen 

Dashboard is available or not. (1SC_F080) 

2. If a 2
nd

 Screen is connected (1SC_F090): 

a. The widget will send a message to the Widget Manager 

(1SC_F100).  

b. This message (1SC_F100) will be sent from the Widget to 

the Inter-Device Communication (1
st
 Screen), through the 

Widget Manager, Dashboard Control and Dashboard 

Viewer. 

c. In the Inter-Device Communication (1
st
 Screen), the 

message will be buffered (1SC_F110) and then written 

(1SC_F120) to a socket on the Inter-Device Communication 

of 2
nd

 Screen device, where it will be read out (1SC_F130). 

d. The message (1SC_F100) is then relayed from the Inter-

Device Communication (2
nd

 Screen) to the Dashboard 

Viewer, Dashboard Control and Widget Manager until it 

reaches the widget on the 2
nd

 Screen in the end. 

e. After the message is received, the 2
nd

 Screen Widget sends 

a response (1SC_F140) to the 1
st
 Screen Widget by 

following the opposite path as the one described before. 

3. Else (i.e. a 2
nd

 Screen device not connected) a discovery 

(Search2ndScreen) will be initiated (1SC_F20) as per Use Case 

1SC_F001. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Message arrived at the Widget on the 2
nd

 Screen 

Post-conditions N/A 

Related Unique Story Numbers S105, S102-1, S150, S050 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 231: 1st Screen to 2nd Screen Communication Use Case Description 

4.14.2.2.2.3 Provide 1st Screen Device Specifications 

 

1
st

 Screen

Device Controller

Generic Dashboard

ProvideDeviceSpecs()

GatherDeviceSpecs()

Dashboard 

Viewer

UpdateDeviceSpecs()

UpdateDeviceSpecs()

 

Figure 232: Provide 1st Screen Device Specifications Sequence Diagram 
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Use Case: 1SC_F003 Name: Provide 1
st

 Screen Device Specifications 

Description 1
st
 Screen content should be adapted to the end user’s device. To achieve this, 

the 1
st
 Screen component must provide the device specifications to the Generic 

Dashboard component. 

Actors 1
st
 Screen, Generic Dashboard 

Pre-conditions 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Screen are connected  

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. The 1
st
 Screen Provides the device specifications to the Device Controller 

(1SC_F150) 

2. Gather device specifications on the 1
st
 Screen device (1SC_F160) 

3. Route device specifications to the Generic Dashboard component 

(GD_F280). 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Device Specifications available for the Generic Dashboard to be handled further 

Post-conditions N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

N/A 

Related User Interface 1SD_MCK_010 

Figure 233: Provide 1st Screen Device Specifications Use Case Description 

4.14.2.3 External Components Interaction 

Through the 1st Screen interaction, the End User can interact with the 1st Screen.  

The Dashboard Viewer will be launched once the 2nd Screen device has discovered the 1st 
Screen over the network by using its 2nd Screen Launcher subcomponent. To connect both 
devices, the 2nd Screen Launcher first has to discover the 1st Screen and then issue a 
launch command. The 1st Screen Launcher will then on his turn launch the Dashboard 
Viewer on the 1st Screen. After the discovery and launch of both Dashboard Viewer 
subcomponents, the 1st and 2nd Screen can communicate through the Inter-Device 
Communication subcomponents. 

Lastly, there is an optional interaction with an external ACR system (not developed in the 
project) which can enable advanced synchronisation between the different Generic 
Dashboards by using tools and services provided by 3rd parties. 

4.14.2.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Generic Dashboard component uses its own data structures. In the following figure it 
is possible to see the conceptual data model. 

. 
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Session

2nd Screen

1st Screen Settings

  

Figure 234: 1st Screen Conceptual Data Model 

4.14.2.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are: 

 

Parameter 
 

Description Importance (--
- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (Description of the Generic parameters can be found in Section 4.1)) 

Maturity & Stability  +++ 

Regularly Updated  +/- 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  +/- 

Non-Infecting  + 

Code-Quality  +++ 

Extensibility  ++ 

Community  - 

Performance / Scalability  ++ 

Reuse of existing developments  ++ 

EU project origin  +/- 

Platform (Portability)  + 

Open Standards Compliance  - 

Interoperability (easy integration for all 
platforms) 

 ++ 

Specific Parameters 

Easy navigation This parameter evaluates the need of straight-forward D-pad 
navigation (i.e. using Up, Down, Left, Right keys), striped down to the 
bare minimum to improve user experience. The technology used for 
the 1

st
  Screen component should allow this kind of navigation.  

++ 
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Network load / Direct Communication Being able to send messages over a local network instead of through 
the internet reduces the overall network load of the SAM Platform. 
Therefore a direct communication method is used for Inter-Device 
Communication. 

++ 

Responsiveness When a user is interacting with her1
st
 Screen device, it needs to be 

very responsive.  
+ 

Connection success rate When a 1
st
 Screen discovers a 2

nd
 Screen (or vice versa), setting up a 

connection should always be successful.  
+++ 

Connection setup time The time it takes to setup a connection between a 1
st
 Screen and a 

2
nd

 Screen device needs to be low. 
+ 

Figure 235: 1st Screen Parameters to Take into Account 

4.14.3 2nd Screen 

The 2nd Screen will be responsible for displaying the Generic Dashboard component and 
its content on a 2nd Screen device. The content will depend on the video the user is 
consuming on his 1st Screen device at that moment in time. 

4.14.3.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The 2nd Screen component (2SC) is split in several subcomponents and the logical 
connections that need to be established between them are represented in Figure 236. 

The 2nd Screen component: 

 The 2SC will act as a container for the Generic Dashboard component. 

 The 2SC will also contain the Inter-Device-Communication, which will enable the 
communication between widgets and the 1st Screen component and this component. 

 The 2SC will enable the detection of the 1st Screen component and notifications. 
 

Figure 236: 2nd Screen Architecture 
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Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

Figure 237: 2nd Screen Functionalities 

ID Functionalities Description 

2SC_F010 Find 1
st
 Screen 2

nd
 Screen applications will be able to search for active 1

st
 Screen 

Dashboard in the local network. 

2SC_F020 Show Notifications 
for Available 2

nd
 

Screen Content 

When a SAM-enabled video element on the 1
st
 Screen was started, 

notifications on every connected 2
nd

 Screen will be shown to remind 
the user that 2

nd
 Screen content is available for consumption. 

2SC_F030 Provide Device 
Specifications 

It is important to show 2
nd

 Screen content adapted to the user’s 
device. To achieve these device specifications has to be submitted 
to the Generic Dashboard component. 

2SC_F040 Synchronise with 
Video Element 

To display content adapted to the actual video and its progress the 
Generic Dashboard component requires the id and the current time. 
The id and the timestamp shall only be updated when necessary, i.e. 
when a new video is started or when a new timestamp in the video is 
selected by the user (e.g. when the user fast-forwards or rewinds the 
video). 

2SC_F050 Start 1
st
 Screen 

Search 
This functionality will trigger the search for available 1

st
 Screen 

components. 

2SC_F060 Search 1
st
 Screen This functionality will search for available 1

st
 Screen components and 

register or return 

2SC_F080 Connect To 1
st
 

Screen 
This functionality will start the connection process between the 2

nd
 

Screen and a 1
st
 Screen component. 

2SC_F090 Connect This functionality will establish a connection between a 1
st
 Screen 

and the 2
nd

 Screen component. 

2SC_F100 Provide Connection 
Data 

This functionality will provide the connection details and needed data 
to the Dashboard Viewer subcomponent. 

2SC_F110 Provide GPS 
Coordinates 

This functionality will provide GPS coordinates. This data will be 
used by the Generic Dashboard and connected components. 

2SC_F120 Request GPS 
Coordinates 

This functionality will start a request for GPS coordinates to the 
Dashboard Viewer subcomponent. 

2SC_F130 Get Current GPS 
Coordinates 

This functionality will return the GPS coordinates from the Device 
Controller subcomponent. 

2SC_F140 Update GPS 
Coordinates 

This functionality will update the stored GPS coordinates to the 
current ones. 

2SC_F150 Show Notification This functionality will show notifications to the user of the 2
nd

 Screen 
device. 

2SC_F160 Gather Device 
Specifications 

This functionality will read the specifications of the current device for 
further processing. 

2SC_F170 Receive message 
from Inter-Device-
Communication 

This functionality will enable the Dashboard Viewer subcomponent to 
receive messages from the Inter-Device-Communication. 

2SC_F180 Route message 
between Dashboard 
Viewer and Voice 
Dialogue 

This functionality will enable the communication between the 
Dashboard Viewer subcomponent and the Voice Dialogue 
subcomponent in both directions. The Dashboard Viewer will receive 
messages from and send messages to the Generic Dashboard 
which will be sent by the Voice Dialogue. 
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The afore-mentioned functionalities imply the need for the following user interfaces 

Figure 238: 2nd Screen User Interfaces 

4.14.3.2 Use Cases 

In this section are described the use cases necessary to implement the 2nd Screen 
component. 

4.14.3.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 
 

In the following figure it is possible to see the component use case diagram where the 
different actors interact to send a message. 

 

Figure 239: 2nd Screen Use Cases 

2nd Screen

2nd Screen

 

Find 1st Screen

 

Show Notifications for 

Available 2nd Screen 

Content

1st Screen

1st Screen

2nd Screen

2nd Screen Generic Dashboard

 

Provide Device 

Specifications

 

Connect to 1st Screen

2nd Screen Generic Dashboard

 

Provide GPS Coordinates

ID User 
Interfaces 

Description Mockup 
IDs 

2SC_UI010 2
nd

 Screen 
Application 

This user interface will display the Dashboard Component 
and its content. Additionally 2

nd
 Screen Application accesses 

specific settings and characteristics in the device (e.g. GPS), 
which are needed to fulfil the 2

nd
 Screen functionalities. 

2SD_MC
K_010 
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4.14.3.2.2 Use Cases Description 
In the following tables and diagrams, the main use cases for the component are described. 

4.14.3.2.2.1 Find 1st Screen 

 

 

Figure 240: Find 1st Screen Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: 2SC_F010 Name: Find 1

st
 Screen 

Description It is necessary to build  a connection between 1
st
 Screen and 2

nd
 Screen 

components so they can be synced. For this case the 2
nd

 Screen Launcher 
subcomponent will offer a search using the local network based on a DIAL-
like approach. 

Actors 2
nd

 Screen, 1
st
 Screen 

Pre-conditions Both actors are in the same local network 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Start search for 1
st
 Screen (2SC_F050) 

2. Searching for 1
st
 Screen (2SC_F060) 

3. If 1
st
 Screens has been found 
a. Get service endpoints(1SC_F040) 

4. Return results 

 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs List of available 1
st
 Screens in the local network and the registration 

information 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S084, S105, S248 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 241: Find 1st Screen Use Case Description 

  

2nd Screen

2nd Screen 

Launcher

1st Screen

Start1stScreenSearch()

Search1stScreen()

alt [found]

[not found]

GetServiceEndpoints()
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4.14.3.2.2.3 Connect to 1st Screen 

 

 

Figure 242: Connect to 1st Screen Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: 2SC_F080 Name: Connect to 1

st
 Screen 

Description After the search for 1
st
 Screens in the local network, the End user can 

connect to an available 1
st
 Screen. 

Actors 2
nd

 Screen, 1
st
 Screen 

Pre-conditions Both actors are in the same local network, 1
st
 Screen service endpoints are 

known by the 2
nd

 Screen 

Inputs List with 1
st
 Screen connection details 

Events sequence 1. Connect to 1
st
 Screen (2SD_F080) 

2. If list with 1
st
 Screens is not empty 

a. Connection will be establish (2SD_F090) 
b. Provide connection data to the Dashboard Viewer 

subcomponent(2SD_F100) 
3. Return status 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Status if connected or not 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S084, S105, S248 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 243: Connect to 1st Screen Use Case Description 

  

2nd Screen

2nd Screen 

Launcher

1st Screen

ConnectTo1stScreen()

alt [1st Screen list not empty]

[1st Screen list empty]

Connect()

Dashboard 

Viewer
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4.14.3.2.2.5 Show Notifications for Available 2nd Screen Content 

 

 

Figure 244: Show Notifications for Available 2nd Screen Content Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: 2SC_F20 Name: Show Notifications for Available 2nd Screen Content 

Description When a SAM-enabled video element is started on the 1
st
 Screen, all 

connected 2
nd

 Screens should be notified so the End users can react and 
consume the additional content. 

Actors 1
st
 Screen, 2

nd
 Screen 

Pre-conditions Both actors are available for connection and can be discovered 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Start SAM-enabled video (GD_F003) 
2. Distribute notifications (1SC_F004) 
3. Show notification on 2

nd
 Screen device. (2SC_F150) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

N/A 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 245: Show Notifications for Available 2nd Screen Content Use Case Description 

  

1st Screen

2nd Screen 

Launcher

StartSAMEnabledVideo()

DistributeNotification()

ShowNotification()
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4.14.3.2.2.7 Provide Device Specifications 

 

 

Figure 246: Provide Device Specifications Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: 2SC_F30 Name: Provide Device Specifications 

Description 2
nd

 Screen content should be adapted to the end user’s device. To achieve 
this 2

nd
 Screen component must provide the device specifications to the 

Generic Dashboard component. 

Actors 2
nd

 Screen, Generic Dashboard 

Pre-conditions 2
nd

 Screen connected to the Generic Dashboard 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Gather device specifications (2SC_F160) 
2. Route device specifications to the Generic Dashboard component 

(GD_F280) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Device specifications 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

N/A 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 247: Provide Device Specifications Use Case Description 

  

2nd Screen

Device Controller
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4.14.3.2.2.9 Provide GPS Coordinates 

 

 

Figure 248: Provide GPS Coordinates Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: 2SC_F110 Name: Provide GPS Coordinates 

Description This functionality will provide GPS coordinates. This data will be used by the 
Generic Dashboard and connected components. 

Actors Generic Dashboard 

Pre-conditions GPS sensor available 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. Request GPS coordinates from 2
nd

 Screen (2SC_F120) 
2. Get current GPS coordinates from device (2SC_F130) 
3. Update GPS coordinates (2SC_F140) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs GPS coordinates 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

N/A 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 249: Provide GPS Coordinates Use Case Description 

4.14.3.3 External Components Interaction 

The 2nd Screen component will interact with the following SAM components and external 
systems: 1st Screen component, Generic Dashboard component, 2nd Screen Interaction 
and the optional external system ACR (Automatic Content Recognition). 

The Generic Dashboard component will contain additional content connected to the 
consumed video element, which will be synchronised with the 1st Screen component using 
the Inter-Device-Communication subcomponent. The 1st Screen component will discover, 
show notifications and launch available 2nd Screen. The optional external system ACR can 
provide a synchronisation using Automatic Content Recognition. 

4.14.3.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The 2nd Screen component uses an own database model to manage the communication 
between the different actors. In the following figure it is possible to see the conceptual data 
model. 

Generic Dashboard

Dashboard 

Viewer

RequestGPSCoords()

UpdateGPSCoords()

Device 

Controller

GetCurrentGPSCoords()

GPS Coords

GPS Coords
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Figure 250: 2nd Screen Conceptual Data Model 

Web Component Caches 

The web component used to display the Dashboard will not be implemented in the scope 
of SAM, instead a standard web component will be used. This web component will store 
cached files (e. g. HTML, CSS, JS, font files, media files, cookies, etc.) within the 
application domain of the 2nd Screen. 

Settings 

User settings, and configuration values will be stored by a mechanism offered in the 
mobile OS APIs.  

Notification Buffer 

Notifications can be sent to the 2nd Screen and be shown to the user. In order to have 
these notifications not be lost, they will be stored locally. Depending on the mobile 
operating system, this might be handled by the host OS. 

Analytics Store 

Analytics data that publishers will be interested in can either be stored in the Dashboards 
data store or in the 2nd Screen data store. Depending on the implementation of the 
Dashboard, data from the 2nd Screen has to be fed into this data pool. As this is rather 
complex data, an SQL based storage system is preferable. 

Media Cache 

Showing videos files with a bigger size and handing over voice data to the voice 
interaction component makes the use of a file cache necessary that gets cleaned when the 
file-sizes of the cached files rise over a pre-set amount. 

4.14.3.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The 2nd Screen has several specific parameters to take into account: 

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  ++ 

Regularly Updated  +/- 

Component Cache/Buffer

Settings

Web Component CachesAnalytics Store

Media Cache

Notification Buffer
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Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  +/- 

Non-Infecting  ++ 

Code-Quality  ++ 

Extensibility  + 

Community  - 

Performance / Scalability  +++ 

Reuse of existing developments  + 

EU project origin  --- 

Platform (Portability)  ++ 

Open Standards Compliance  +/- 

Interoperability (easy integration for 
all platforms) 

 + 

Specific Parameters 

Usability The user interface should be easy to use by the end users. Options 
and actions should be easy to locate and obvious to use, 

++ 

Access to device specifications and 
sensors 

It is important to be able to read out the device specifications like 
screen resolution and to access build-in sensors like a GPS sensor 

+++ 

Mobile support It is essential that the used technology will support mobile devices so 
our End Users can use their phones and tablets as a 2

nd
 Screen. 

+++ 

Mobile OS APIs 
 

To concentrate on the business application code, it is important that 
the OS of the tablet and its APIs care for basic functionality like 
delivering updates, making stack traces from exceptions available to 
developers, and handling app switching and other standard OS 
features. 

++ 

WebBrowser component support Providing a good API or library for the WebBrowser component needed 
for the Dashboard representation is crucial, as the Dashboard 
component needs a deep technical integration with the 2

nd
 Screen. 

+++ 

Figure 251: 2nd Screen Parameters to Take into Account 

4.14.4 Inter-Device-Communication 

The Inter-Device-Communication component will provide communication between the 1st 
Screen and 2nd Screen components regarding the Generic Dashboard, which will be 
contained by the Dashboard Viewer subcomponents in each screen. 

4.14.4.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Inter-Device-Communication component (IDC) persists of one subcomponent and the 
logical connections that need to be established between it and its connected components 
which are represented in Figure 252. 

The Inter-Device-Communication will: 

 The Inter-Device-Communication will enable the communication between a 1st Screen 
and the Dashboard Viewer subcomponent contained by its 2nd Screen component 

 The Inter-Device-Communication will enable the communication between one 1st 
Screen and multiple 2nd Screen components (1-to-n). 
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Figure 252: Inter-Device-Communication Architecture 

Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

Figure 253: Inter-Device-Communication Functionalities 

The Inter-Device-Communication does not need a user interface to provide the afore-
mentioned functionalities. 

4.14.4.2 Use Cases 

In this section are described the use cases necessary to implement the Inter-Device-
Communication component. 

4.14.4.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 
In the following figure it is possible to see the component use case diagram where the 
communication between this component and the 1st Screen is visible. 

  

<component>

2nd Screen
<subcomponent>

Inter-Device- 
Communication-2nd 

Screen

<subcomponent>

Communication 
Controller

<component>

1st Screen

<subcomponent>

Dashboard
Viewer

<subcomponent>

Generic 
Dashboard

ID Functionalities Description 

IDC_F001 Route message from 
1

st
 Screen to 

Dashboard Viewer 

This functionality will enable the communication based on messages 
from the 1

st
 Screen to the Dashboard Viewer subcomponent located 

in the 2
nd

 Screen. 

IDC_F002 Route message from 
Dashboard Viewer to 
1

st
 Screen 

This functionality will enable the communication based on messages 
from the Dashboard Viewer subcomponent located in the 2

nd
 Screen 

to the 1
st
 Screen. 

IDC_F010 Connect This component will connect to the Inter-Device-Communication 
component on the 1

st
 Screen, so it needs to build up a connection 

first. 

IDC_F020 Disconnect If the connection has to be closed, this function will be called to 
provide a safe disconnect. 

IDC_F030 Send message to 
Inter-Device-
Communication 

This functionality will provide the transmission of messages from 1
st
 

Screen or 2
nd

 Screen component to another device. To process 
these messages this component needs to receive the message first 
and forward them to the Dashboard Viewer subcomponent. 

IDC_F040 Send message to 
Communication 
Controller 

This functionality will provide the communication between the 
Dashboard Viewer and the Communication Controller 
subcomponents. 
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Figure 254: Inter-Device-Communication Use Cases 

4.14.4.2.1.1 Route Message from 1st Screen to Dashboard Viewer 

 

  

  

Figure 255: Route Message from 1st Screen to Dashboard Viewer Sequence Diagram 

 
Use Case: IDC_F001 Name: Route Message from 1st Screen to Dashboard Viewer 

Description This use case describes the routing of messages from the 1
st
 Screen to the 

Dashboard Viewer. 

Actors 1
st
 Screen and Dashboard Viewer 

Pre-conditions Service point of 2
nd

 Screen is known 

Inputs Message 

Events sequence 1. Send message from 1
st
 Screen component to Inter-Device-Communication 

subcomponent (IDC_F030) 
2. Forward message to Dashboard Viewer subcomponent (2SC_F170) 
3. Disconnect from 2

nd
 Screen component if needed (IDC_F020) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Inter-Device-Communication

 

Route message from 1st 

Screen to Dashboard 

Viewer

1st Screen

 

Route message from 

Dashboard Viewer to 1st 

Screen

1st Screen

Dashboard 

Viewer

Dashboard 

Viewer

1st Screen

Communication 

Controller

SendMessageToIDC()

ForwardMessageToDV()

Dashboard 

Viewer

Disconnect()

opt [CloseConnection]
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Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S035, S084, S105, S139, S228-1, S228-2, S248, S275 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 256: Route Message from 1st Screen to Dashboard Viewer Use Case Description 

4.14.4.2.1.2 Route Message from Dashboard Viewer to 1st Screen 

 

    

Figure 257: Route Message from Dashboard Viewer to 1st Screen Sequence Diagram 

  
Use Case: IDC_F002 Name: Route Message from Dashboard Viewer to 1st Screen 

Description This use case describes the routing of messages from the Dashboard Viewer to 
the 1

st
 Screen. 

Actors 1
st
 Screen and Dashboard Viewer 

Pre-conditions Service point of 1
st
 Screen is known 

Inputs Message 

Events sequence 1. Send message to the Communication Controller (IDC_F040) 
2. Connect to 1

st
 Screen if needed (IDC_F010) 

3. Forward message to 1
st
 Screen (1SC_F002) 

4. Disconnect from 1
st
 Screen if needed (IDC_F020) 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S035, S084, S105, S139, S228-1, S228-2, S248, S275 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 258: Route Message from Dashboard Viewer to 1st Screen Use Case Description 

4.14.4.3 External Components Interaction 

The Inter-Device-Communication will interact with the 1st Screen component. Messages 
with context information will be routed to the Generic Dashboard by using the Dashboard 
Viewer subcomponent.  

Communication 

Controller

SendWSMessage()

ForwardWSMessage()

Dashboard 

Viewer

Disconnect()

1st Screen

opt

Connect()

[Disconnected]

opt [CloseConnection]
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4.14.4.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Inter-Device-Communication component uses an own database model to manage the 
communication between the different actors. In the following figure it is possible to see the 
conceptual data model. 

 
Figure 259: Inter-Device-Communication Conceptual Data Model 

4.14.4.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

The following table describes the different parameters (generic and specific to the 
component) and its importance for the technology selection at the technical specification. 
These parameters are: 
 

Parameter 
 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (A description of the Generic Parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  ++ 

Regularly Updated  +/- 

Technical Up-to-Datedness / Appeal  ++ 

Open Source  +/- 

Non-Infecting  + 

Code-Quality  ++ 

Extensibility  +/- 

Community  +/- 

Performance / Scalability  +++ 

Reuse of existing developments  + 

EU project origin  --- 

Platform (Portability)  ++ 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for 
all platforms) 

 ++ 

Specific Parameters 

Low Latency Low Latency is essential for the user experience. End Users should be 
able to consume content adapted to the current context. Therefore 
messages send by the 1

st
 Screen component have to be received in 

time. 

+++ 

Data Throughput The data exchange between 1
st
 Screen and 2

nd
 Screen devices is 

expected to be minor, so a high data throughput is not important. 
- 

Multiple connections It should be possible to have multiple connections at the same time 
with the same 2

nd
 Screen component. 

++ 

Duplex Communication in both directions using only one connection is 
preferred, so it is possible to minimize the number of existent 
connections between 1

st
 Screen and 2

nd
 Screen devices. 

+++ 

-ID
-Type

Widget
Content
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Support of common web technologies It is important that common web technologies will be supported to 
prevent restrictions during the development process 

+++ 

Figure 260: Inter-Device-Communication Parameters to Take into Account 

4.14.5 Voice Dialogue 

The Voice Dialogue sub-component (VD) will enable voice interaction support in the SAM 
2nd Screen. It will communicate through the Dashboard Viewer with the 2nd Screen so that 
it can remain synchronised with it. Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) and Text-To-
Speech (TTS) engines will also be connected to Voice Dialogue as external services. 
Thus, Voice Dialogue will allow the user to seamlessly switch from graphical to voice 
interaction and vice versa.  
 

4.14.5.1 Overall Functional Characterisation 

The Voice Dialogue sub-component consists of various parts and external services that 
handle different aspects of a dialogue session.  

VD will: 

 Exchange information with input/output sources for both graphical and verbal 
interaction. 

 Keep track of the information gathered by the user during the current dialogue session  

 Decide how the dialogue should progress next, based on this information 
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Figure 261: Architecture of the Voice Dialogue Subcomponent 

Based on the description provided above and the requirements defined in the document 
D2.3 the following functionalities have been identified: 

<subcomponent>

Voice Dialogue

<database>

Information State

<subcomponent>

Interpretation

<subcomponent>

Generation

<subcomponent>

Dialogue Move Engine

<component>

Dashboard
Viewer

<external service>

TTS

<external service>

ASR

<user interface>

GUI Output 
Planner

<user interface>

GUI Interpretation

<subcomponent>

TDM Resources

<actors>

End Users

ID Functionalities Description 

VD_F010 Connect to the Dashboard 
Viewer 

Voice Dialogue will have to connect to a Dashboard Viewer 
instance so that it can exchange data with. 

VD_F020 Plan the GUI output  All content for the next GUI output has to be planned and 
formulated appropriately before being sent to the Dashboard 
Viewer.  

VD_F030 Send the GUI output to the 
Dashboard Viewer 

Information about GUI are passed to the Dashboard Viewer 
and thus displayed to the end-user. 

VD_F040 Receive the GUI input from 
Dashboard Viewer 

Voice Dialogue listens for changes in the Dashboard Viewer 
and receives any input resulting from them. 

VD_F050 Interpret the GUI input  GUI input from the Dashboard Viewer has to be interpreted 
based on things like the current state of the system and the 
history of the current session.  

VD_F060 The Dialogue Move Engine 
executes a new move 

The Dialogue Move Engine (DME) executes actions that 
move the dialogue session forward. It used be Voice 
Dialogue in conjunction with any other information 
processing functionality. 

VD_F070 Consult the TDM resources Voice Dialogue consults information provided by the TDM 
resources in order to plan the next phases of the session or 
acquire additional external data. 

VD_F080 Exchange data with the 
Information State 

Voice Dialogue consults the Information State and records in 
it any changes regarding information about the dialogue.   
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Figure 262: Voice Dialogue Functionalities 

4.14.5.2 Use Cases 

4.14.5.2.1 Use Cases Diagram 
 
The following figure contains a diagram with all the main use cases and the actors 
involved in them. 

VD_F090 Formulate a piece of 
information to be uttered 

As soon as Voice Dialogue wants to communicate a piece of 
information to the user, it has to be formulated into a TTS-
compatible format.  

VD_F100 Call the TTS external service 
and supply it with data 

The TTS external service has to be called and supplied with 
data for the end-user to receive verbal information from 
Voice Dialogue. 

VD_F110 Call the ASR external service 
and request data 

The ASR external service is called and returns transcribed 
text from the end-user’s verbal input. 

VD_F120 Interpret data from the ASR 
external service 

The transcribed text from the ASR has to be interpreted into 
a DME-compatible format. 
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Voice Dialogue Dashboard Viewer

 

Connect to the Dashboard 
Viewer

2nd Screen

TDM Resources

 

Process Dialogue Information

End-User

 
Receive GUI Input from the End 

User

End-User

 

Receive Verbal Input from the 
End-User

DME

DME

DME

End-User

 

Produce GUI Output to the End 
User

DME

Information State

End-User

 

Produce Verbal Output to the 
End-User

DME

Voice Dialogue DME

 

Launch DME

 

Figure 263: Voice Dialogue Use Cases 

4.14.5.2.2  Use Cases Description 
 

In the following tables, the main use cases for the component are described. 
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4.14.5.2.2.1 Connect to the Dashboard Viewer 

 

 

Local API

Voice Dialogue Dashboard Viewer

 

Figure 264: Connect to the Dashboard Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: VD_F010 Name: Connect to the Dashboard Viewer 

Description As soon as the TDM Application is launched by the Voice Dialogue sub-
component, a connection must be established to the Dashboard Viewer on 
the same device. A local API will help for this connection.  

Actors Voice Dialogue, Dashboard Viewer 

Pre-conditions Both actors are on the same device 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. VD launches 
2. It tries to connect to the GUI by using the local API 
3. The local API links to the Dashboard Viewer thus establishing a 

connection between it and VD. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S056, S105 

Related User Interface 2SD_MCK_010 

Figure 265: Connect to the Dashboard Viewer Use Case Description 
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Figure 266: Dashboard’s Initial State 
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4.14.5.2.2.3 Launch DME 

  
Figure 267: Launch DME Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: VD_F020 Name: Launch DME 

Description The Dialogue Move Engine (DME) is the main sub-component of VD. It is the 
end and starting point for all interaction data and the place where based on 
this information the next actions (dialogue moves) are decided. VD needs to 
launch DME for any dialogue session to take place. 

Actors End-User, Voice Dialogue 

Pre-conditions Internet Access 

Inputs N/A 

Events sequence 1. VD launches. 
2. An instance of the DME module is added to VD. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs A DME module instance 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S056 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 268: Launch DME Use Case Description 

  

DMEVoice Dialogue
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4.14.5.2.2.5 Receive GUI Input from the End-User 

 
 
 

End-User DME

TouchEvent()

GUI Interpretation

MessageFromGUI()

Dashboard Viewer

InterpretInput()

 
 

Figure 269: Receive GUI Input from the End-User Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: VD_F030 Name: Receive GUI Input from the End-User Sequence Diagram 

Description VD can receive input from the user when touch or GUI events are used (e.g.  
browsing through menus or selecting items). VD interprets these actions as 
dialogue moves and processes them accordingly. 

Actors End-User, Voice Dialogue 

Pre-conditions VD_F10 has been executed successfully. 

Inputs GUI input events 

Events sequence 1. The End-User triggers a touch / GUI input event on the 2
nd

 Screen. 
2. The Dashboard Viewer receives this event and propagates it to GUI 

Interpretation (2SC_F180) 
3. GUI Interpretation produces an interpretation of the GUI event 

suitable for further process by DME and passes it to it. 
4. DME processes the move and thus Voice Dialogue is done with 

handling GUI input. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Dialogue Move 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S105 

Related User Interface 2SD_MCK_010 

Figure 270: Receive GUI Input from the End-User Sequence Diagram Use Case 
Description 
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4.14.5.2.2.7 Produce GUI Output to the End-User 

 
 
 

End-User

Dashboard Viewer

DME

MessageToGUI()

GUI Output 
Planner

DrawScreen()

 
 

Figure 271: Produce GUI Output to the End-User Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: VD_F040 Name: Produce GUI Output to the End-User Sequence Diagram 

Description As soon as DME decides to execute a new dialogue move, the information 
has to be communicated to the user. A set of required information is passed 
to the connected GUI so that it can redraw the screen based on the new 
dialogue move information. 

Actors End-User, Voice Dialogue 

Pre-conditions VD_F10 has been executed successfully. 

Inputs Dialogue move 

Events sequence 1. The DME produces a new Dialogue Move and informs the GUI 
Output Planner about it. 

2. GUI Output Planner sends a message informing about the Dialogue 
Move to the GUI that is the Dashboard Viewer (2SC_F180). The 
message is formulated in a suitable for the GUI format. 

3. The Dashboard Viewer redraws the screen based on the message 
from GUI Output Planner. Thus, the End-User receives the GUI 
output. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs A new GUI screen 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S105 

Related User Interface 2SD_MCK_010 

Figure 272: Produce GUI Output to the End-User Sequence Diagram Use Case 
Description 
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4.14.5.2.2.9 Process Dialogue Information 

 

TDM ResourcesDME Information State

 
 

Figure 273: Process Dialogue Information Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: VD_F050 Name: Process Dialogue Information Sequence Diagram 

Description DME processes information acquired by the various input sources by 
consulting TDM Resources and the Information State. DME also updates the 
contents of these sub-components as needed.  

Actors DME, TDM Resources, Information State 

Pre-conditions VD_F10 has been executed successfully. 

Inputs Input from ASR and Dashboard Viewer 

Events sequence 1. The DME supplies data or just requests data to either TDM 
Resources or Information State. 

2. Either TDM Resources or Information State supply data to the DME.  

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs N/A 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S056, S105 

Related User Interface N/A 

Figure 274: Process Dialogue Information Sequence Diagram Use Case Description 
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4.14.5.2.2.11 Receive Verbal Input from the End-User 

 

End-User

ASR

DME

RequestASRInput()

Interpretation

Listen()

Finished()

InputToString()

StringInterpretation()

 
 

Figure 275: Receive Verbal Input from the End-User Sequence Diagram 

 

Use Case: VD_F060 Name: Receive Verbal Input from the End-User Sequence Diagram 

Description DME will use the ASR to be able to get input from the End-User verbally. The 
ASR module will be an external service and be treated as a black box, 
meaning that only its the outcome/ transcribed text will be of interest to VD 
(and not its internal processes). 

Actors DME, End User  

Pre-conditions VD_F10 has been executed successfully, ASR External Service is connected 

Inputs Natural language 

Events sequence 1. The DME requests for verbal input from the Interpretation module. 
2. The Interpretation sub-component requests for input from the ASR 

external service. 
3. The ASR listens to the hardware microphone for any End-User input 
4.  The End-User input finishes. 
5. The ASR returns to interpret a set of possible transcriptions for the 

specific End-User input. 
6. The Interpretation sub-component returns the most probable 

interpretation to the DME. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Interpreted end-user input 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S056, S122 

Related User Interface ASR_MCK_010 

Figure 276: Receive Verbal Input from the End-User Sequence Diagram Use Case 
Description 
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Figure 277: Automatic Speech Recognition Dialogue input 

4.14.5.2.2.12 Produce Verbal Output to the End-User 

 
 
 

End-User

TTS

DME

moveToString()

Generate

Speak()

Finished()

FinishedSpeaking()

FinishedSpeaking()

StartedSpeaking()StartedSpeaking()

 
Figure 278: Produce Verbal Output to the End-User Sequence Diagram 

Use Case: VD_F070 Name: Receive Verbal Input from the End-User Sequence Diagram 

Description DME will use the TTS to be able to send output to the End-User verbally. 
The TTS module will be an external service and be treated as a black box, 
meaning that only its the outcome/ transcribed text will be of interest to VD 
(and not its internal processes). 

Actors DME, End User  

Pre-conditions VD_F10 has been executed successfully, TTS External Service connected 

Inputs Semantic piece of information 

Events sequence 1. The DME sends the next move to the Interpretation module. 
2. The Interpretation sub-component converts it to natural language 

and sends it to the TTS. 
3. The TTS uses the device’s speaker to utter the string passed to it. 
4. The TTS informs Generate that it has started speaking. 
5. Generates propagates this event back to DME. 
6. The TTS stops speaking. 
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7. The TTS informs Generate that it has stopped speaking . 
8. Generate propagates this back to the DME. 

Extension Points N/A 

Outputs Natural language 

Post-conditions N/A 

Special requirements  N/A 

Related Unique Story 
Numbers 

S056, S105 

Related User Interface TTS_MCK_010 

Figure 279: Receive Verbal Input from the End-User Sequence Diagram Use Case 
Description 

 

 

Figure 280: Confirmation through Text-to-Speech 

4.14.5.3 External Components Interaction 

The Voice Dialogue sub-component will interact with the following SAM components and 
external systems: 2nd Screen, ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) and TTS (Text-to-
Speech) external systems. 

The 2nd Screen, through the Dashboard Viewer will provide information to Voice Dialogue 
regarding the dialogue session’s current status. Additionally it will serve as an input/ output 
source for graphical interaction with the End-User. 

The ASR and TTS external services will serve as input and output sources respectively 
regarding verbal interaction with the End-User.   

4.14.5.4 Conceptual Data Model 

The Voice Dialogue sub-component will use its own data structures containing information 
such as the possible routes that a dialogue can take, the vocabulary that it will be used or 
the semantic entities that will handled by the application. It is important to note that these 
data structures reside in the TDM Resources sub-component but there are handlers for 
them in the Information State which will manage them.  
 

 The grammar defines the vocabulary of the application. In others words it contains the 
mapping between linguistic surface forms and semantic entities.  
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Grammar

EntityForm

 
Figure 281: Grammar Conceptual Data Model 

 The ontology defines concepts, entities and actions that the user and the system may 
reference in questions, answers and requests. It is divided into separate sections for 
actions (dialogue moves) , predicates (concepts), individuals (entities) and sorts 
(domain-specific data types).  

 

Ontology 

Sorts

Predicates

Individuals

Actions

Descrption

ID

Descrption

ID

Descrption ID

DescrptionID

Figure 282: Ontology Conceptual Data Model 

 The domain consists of dialogue plans that describe how actions are carried out and 
how answers to users’ questions are found. They also describe what information is 
needed in order to carry out the actions or to answer questions.  
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Domain

Plans

Parameters

Descrption

ID

Goal Plan

 
Figure 283: Domain Conceptual Data Model 

4.14.5.5 Parameters to Take Into Account for Technical Specification 

In the following table it is possible to see the criteria for selecting the ASR and the TTS 
external services that will be used by the Voice Dialogue sub-component. 
 
 

Parameter 

 

Description Importance 
(--- +/- +++) 

Generic Parameters (Description of the Generic parameters can be found in Section 4.1) 

Maturity & Stability  ++ 

Regularly Updated  +/- 

Technical Up-to-Dateness / Appeal  +/- 

Open Source  +/- 

Non-Infecting  + 

Code-Quality  ++ 

Extensibility  +/- 

Community  +/- 

Performance / Scalability  ++ 

Reuse of existing developments  ++ 

EU project origin  --- 

Platform (Portability)  ++ 

Open Standards Compliance  + 

Interoperability (easy integration for 
all platforms) 

 ++ 
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Specific Parameters 

Dialogue  Covering all the possible routes a verbal dialogue can take. Supporting flexibility 
and variety of use cases regarding interaction between SAM and the End Users. 

+++ 

Natural Language Extensibility 
(Multilingual Support) 

Providing an easy way to support additional natural languages.  +++ 

Multi-modality Supporting seamless switching between different modes of interaction (verbal, 
GUI, gestures, etc.) during a session.  

+++ 

Quality Providing a stable and good maintained system. +++ 

Rapid Development Enabling development of new features to be implemented in short time after the 
need for them is realized. 

+++ 
 
 

Realtime/Speed 
(ASR / TTS) 

Performing the task in real time with minimum delay is important for achieving a 
responsive system and creating a positive user experience. 

+++ 

Large Coverage 
(ASR) 

The product should be able to handle large language models without 
compromising speed and quality. 

++ 

Cost 
(ASR / TTS) 

From an economic point of view, the costs for using the technologies should be 
included in the selection decision. 

++ 

N-best Results 
(ASR) 

Some ASRs return not only their best guess about what the user has said, but 
also hypotheses with lower confidence values. Such a list of hypotheses is called 
an n-best list. Combined with dialogue context and knowledge about the user, n-
best results can boost the system’s ability to make sense of what it has heard. 

+ 

Partial Results 
(ASR) 

Most ASRs only return a result once the end of an utterance has been detected. 
However, some ASRs also support partial results on a word-by-word basis. This 
can be used to give incremental feedback while the user is speaking. 

+++ 

Figure 284: Voice Dialogue Parameters to take into account 
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5 Conclusion 

This deliverable defines the functional specification of the SAM Platform at two levels: 
overall system level (inheriting the functionalities and scenarios defined at D2.1, D8.1 and 
D3.2.1) and detailed component level. It is closely aligned with the previous deliverables of 
the project, particularly the user requirements report and the global architecture definition.  
 
In fact, the functional specification shows how the components of the architecture 
cooperate and it also contains the detailed functional specification of each component. 
Starting from the system overview and user requirements, functionalities were identified 
and described. A conceptual arrangement of the SAM Dashboard and Marketplace was 
developed. It includes the identification of the common functionalities that will be provided 
by the platform as well as the positioning of the component specific user interfaces or 
widgets. A first comprehensive vision of the SAM user interfaces was achieved by adding 
a first conceptual mock-up screen to some of the complex functionalities. 
 
In order to understand how the various components will cooperate in order to provide the 
desired functionalities, two use case scenarios were presented: one relating to production 
and another one relating to prosumption. These scenarios highlight how the system will 
work as a whole and enhance the global understanding of the system. Furthermore the 
scenarios will be employed during testing phases to verify the solution that will be 
developed.  
 
For each one of the components defined in the global architecture, a detailed functional 
analysis was performed. An overall functional characterisation of each component explains 
the main ideas on what the component will do and how. Also, for each component, the 
corresponding use cases were identified and described. The results of this functional 
analysis are an important input for software development tasks that will take place in work 
packages 4, 5, 6 and 7. The interactions between the components were analysed in detail 
and the functionalities that each component will provide and consume were specified. Also 
a preliminary data model was developed for each one of the components in order to 
understand which kind of data will be internally managed at each component. Finally, for 
each of the components, there’s a table containing generic and component specific criteria 
which will be acting as an input to T3.3.1 for the selection of the specific technologies, 
libraries or existing tools that will be the base of the component implementation. The tables 
show how important a specific aspect is for a component (e.g. the performance). 
 
The progress achieved during the functional specification task will be augmented with 
further technical analysis of the system during Task 3.3, and more specifically at 
deliverable 3.1.1 – Technical Specification. 
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Annex A 

 
Role Uniqu

e 
Story 
Numb

er 

Total 
Priority 

Requirements v2 Current Use Cases 

As a Content 
Provider 

S013 MUST I use the SAM Platform in 
order to offer additional, 
related, contextually 
relevant and personalised 
content related to on-
demand videos. I can 
produce new types of 
transmedia content services 
based on a curated topical 
collection of on-demand 
videos. 

CC_F010, CC_F020, CC_F030, 
GD_F001, LINK_F040, MDR_F20, 
MKT_F020, LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider 

S088-1 MUST I can compose content 
assets to create new 
experiences for SAM End 
Users so that I can provide 
SAM End Users with 
tailored and well-suited 
experiences. I can produce 
a longform multimedia 
programming experience 
related to a single on-
demand source video. 

LINK-F010, LINK-F040, GD_F020 

As a Content 
Provider 

S088-2 MUST I can create new complex 
content assets from 
"simple" content assets, so 
that I can offer a useful 
service to my End User 
communities. 

LINK-F010, LINK-F040, GD_F020 

As a Content 
Provider 

S062-1 MUST SAM can synchronise 
with/import from my own 
system and tools. I can 
connect my content 
management system to 
SAM for this. 

CG_F020, CG_F030, CG_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S062-2 MUST I can choose to bulk 
import/export content so 
that I do not have to 
import/export every item 
individually. 

CG_F020, CG_F030, CG_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S173 MUST I can use editor tools to 
compose, aggregate,  
annotate and classify 
contents and services 
assets, so that I can provide 
an integrated experience to 
SAM End Users. I can use 
the SAM Platform to 
dynamically enrich large 
repositories of on-demand 
videos, potentially during 

LINK-F010, LINK_F040, SS_F120 
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the process of production. 

As a Content 
Provider 

S066 MUST I can federate my content 
to other SAM Platforms in 
order to offer it to others so 
that I can increase the 
reach and revenues from 
the content that I provide. 

IB_F030, MKT_F020 

As a Content 
Provider 

S174 MUST I can use federated 
content  from other SAM 
Platforms so that I can 
enhance the content that I 
am concerned with through 
additional content or 
functionalities provided by 
others. 

IB_F030, MKT_F030 

As a Content 
Provider 

S157 MUST I can search and find 
assets in the SAM 
marketplace, so that I can 
use them to create an 
integrated/federated 
experience. 

IB_F030, SS_F130, MKT_F030, 
LINK_F030 

As a Content 
Provider 

S185-1 MUST I can compose other 
providers contents or 
assets from the SAM 
Platform for subsequent 
syndication. I can use a 
marketplace so that I can 
create experiences from 
the assets offered on the 
marketplace. 

DAS_F010,MDR_F010,MKT_F02
0, LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider  

S030-1 MUST I am provided with a list of 
suggested related assets 
in the video; other filtering 
and display options are 
possible. I get suggested 
assets from third-party 
metadata Content Providers 
with related content such as 
films, DVDs, books, music 
tracks, albums or games for 
my selected references in a 
specific video.   

IB_F020, IB_F030, SS_F110, 
SS_F130, MKT_F030, LINK_F020 

As a Content 
Provider  

S034-1 MUST I can add and delete 
characterisation 
information throughout or 
at specific points in a 
video as a basis for later 
discovery and linking. Thus, 
while viewing the video, the 
editor can manually add 
further characterisation (eg 
keywords and phrases) 
which were not found by 
automatic analysis. 

SS_F120, LINK-F040 
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As a Content 
Provider 

S161-1 MUST I can filter  content, protect 
copyrights and apply 
brand and consumer 
protection mechanisms. I 
can provide content without 
endangering my business.  

BCP_F110, MKT_F030 

As a Content 
Provider 

S161-2 MUST I can select different 
business models for 
monetizing them through 
SAM.  

BCP_F110, MKT_F130 

As a Content 
Provider 

S057 MUST I can publish my assets in 
the marketplace, so that I 
can provide them to 
experience providers with 
the usage terms and 
conditions that I specify. 

ISS_F030, ISS_F040, MKT_F020, 
CG_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S095 MUST I can buy content or 
services in the 
marketplace, so that I can 
use professional-quality 
content as part of the 
experience that I create and 
provide to SAM End Users. 

MKT_F020 

As a Content 
Provider 

S021 MUST I want to sell my assets in 
the marketplace, so that I 
can profit from providing 
content and/or services via 
SAM. 

MKT_F130 

As a Content 
Provider 

S151 MUST I can store SAM Assets so 
that 2nd Screen experience 
providers can use my 
offerings easily and with 
confidence. 

CS_F10, CS_F20, SS_F120, 
CG_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S001 MUST I use the SAM Platform in 
order to enable my 
audiences to initiate and 
to join social 
communities related to 
topics covered in either my 
original video content or the 
related 2nd Screen content 
service. 

SCs_F190, GD_F020,  CC_F010 

As a SAM End 
User 

S125 MUST I can protect myself from 
unexpected, “bad” and/or 
inappropriate content. 
Under the age of 18, I 
cannot access original 
videos or related content 
that are not suitable for my 
age group. 

BCP_F070 

As a SAM End 
User 

S207 MUST It is important that SAM 
does not breach my 
privacy.  

ISS_F010, ISS_F020 

As a SAM End 
User 

S201 MUST I can use social networks to 
comment on content I am 

SCs_F002, GD_F002 
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viewing 

As a SAM End 
User 

S202 MUST While watching content, I 
can rate content via social 
networks existing facilities 

SCs_F002 

As a SAM End 
User 

S203 MUST While watching content, I 
can recommend content 
via social networks. 

SCs_F002 

As a SAM End 
User 

S124 MUST I can access SAM linked 
communities so I don’t 
have form/find those 
communitie for  social 
interactions (ie they are 
independent from those on 
the social networks that I 
already frequent) 

CC_F040, SCs_F001, SCs_F002, 
SCs_F003 

As a SAM End 
User 

S119-1 MUST I am able to send and 
recieve content using my 
existing social networks 
and accounts through the 
SAM user 
interface/dashboard. 

SCs_F001, SCs_F002 

As a SAM End 
User 

S119-2 MUST I can avoid additional efforts 
and can communicate with 
persons I am already 
connected in SAM using my 
social networks.  

SCs_F002 

As a SAM End 
User 

S119-3 MUST I can publish directly from 
the SAM dashboard (post, 
share, rank or upload 
content into my 
communities. 

SCs_F002 

As a SAM End 
User 

S208 MUST I would like to create my 
own socuak Media 
community and invite the 
people i want (like e.g. 
friends with the same 
interest, family,…). 

GD_F002 

As a SAM End 
User 

S275 MUST I can browse relevant 
related content suggested 
for my video in a visual, 
intuitive and simple 
interface. 

GD_F001, IDC_F001 

As a Content 
Provider  

S035 MUST I can synchronise my final 
set of related content with 
relevant video sequences 
prior to delivery via the 
SAM Platform 

 IDC_F040 , IDC_F060, LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider 

S006 MUST I want my editor to be able 
to use tools and interfaces 
for ontologies to annotate 
and classify assets so that 
they can be connected with 
other assets. 

SS_F110, SS_F120 

End-User S180-2 MUST I can comment and rate 
assets in the marketplace, 
so that I can contribute to 
the self-regulation and 
quality control of the 
marketplace environment. 

MKT_F130 
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As a SAM 
Business User 

S249 MUST I want to have access to all 
available information by 
keyword/or topic and to 
then be able to filter out 
what we deem to be 
irrelevant both during the 
linking process and in the 
marketplace, ensuring that 
additional information 
available is appropriate 
for our research, so saving 
time and effort and 
increasing efficiency. 

SS_F130, MKT_F030, LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider 

S018 MUST I can extract metadata 
from content so that I can 
use the metadata to 
describe content 
appropriately. 

IB_F020, IB_F030, SS_F110, 
SS_F120, CG_F020,CG_F030, 
CG_F010, CG_F130 

As a Content 
Provider 

S228-1 MUST I want to be able to provide 
a 2nd Screen content set 
which is best viewed while 
the End User watches the 
programme/video  (ie 
shortform) 

SS_F110, SS_F120, IDC_F040, 
IDC_F060, LINK-F040 

As a Broadcaster  S218 MUST I want my audiences to use 
HTML5 based (web) apps 
for my 2nd Screen 
broadcast offerings as they 
are platform independent. 

GD_F001 

As a SAM 
Business 
Customer  

S262-4 MUST I would like access to a 
dynamic database that 
could ingest or dynamically 
link to the content from 
different customers and 
other industry sources. 

CG_F130, LINK-F040, MKT_F030 

As a Content 
Provider 

S264-1 MUST I would like to have the 
option to link my data to 
the SAM data marketplace  

CG_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S168 MUST I want my editor to be able 
to add links to social 
networks (e.g. topical 
hashtags) to assets so that 
he/she can integrate Social 
Media through asset 
annotations. 

SS_F120, SCs_F001 

As a Content 
Provider 

S239-2 MUST I want my editor to be able 
to editorially mix my video-
related content with one or 
more suitable 2nd Screen 
interaction types . 

LINK-F040 
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As a Broadcaster S231 MUST I want my content editor to 
be able to store social 
activities related to a Video 
and then re-publish them 
as part of a 2

nd
 Screen 

offering when the 
programme is repeated in 
different channels or 
schedule slots. 

SS_F110, SS_F120 

As a Device 
Developer 

S084 MUST I rely on SAM to 
synchronise the TV and 
the 2nd Screen using an 
established common time 
base. 

GD_F001, 2SC_F010, 2SC_F080, 
IDC_F040, IDC_F060 

As a SAM End 
User 

S139 MUST Watching topics (eg videos 
on news topics), I get 
additional related 
information, e.g. pictures 
or other news stories. 

DAS_F010, IDC_F040, IDC_F060 

As a SAM End 
User 

S056 MUST I can control key features 
of the SAM dashboard as 
well as branded corporated 
areas of publishers with my 
voice, so that I can focus 
on what I am viewing on the 
1st screen and I don’t have 
to use other forms of 
control, memorize trigger 
words, or carry out similarly 
unnatural actions.  

VD_F10, VD_F20, VD_F50, 
VD_F60, VD_F70 

As a Content 
Provider  

S266-1 MUST I would like to be able to 
identify the music artists’ 
discographies and 
biographies . 

LINK_F020, DAS_F010 

As a Content 
Provider  

S266-2 MUST I would like to be able to 
download the music artists’ 
discographies and 
biographies. 

LINK_F020, DAS_F010 

As a Content 
Provider  

S266-3 MUST I would like to be able to 
link the music artists’ 
discographies and 
biographies to streaming 
videos of my concerts.  

LINK_F020, DAS_F010 

As a Content 
Provider  

S266-4 MUST I would like to be able 
display the music artists’ 
discographies and 
biographies linked with 
streaming videos of my 
concerts into my  2

nd
 

Screen. 

DAS_F010, LINK_F020 

As a Content 
Provider 

S267 MUST I would like to identify and 
link my artists’ music 
tracks to any movies where 
they have been part of the 
movie soundtrack, make 
that information available to 
my customers and to offer 

DAS_F010, LINK_F020 
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the opportunity for my 
customers to purchase or 
rent the movie or buy the 
track, the soundtrack or 
album on which the track 
featured. 

As a Content 
Provider 

S258 MUST I want to provide my 
consumer with rich content, 
including artists’ 
biographies, track listings, 
trailers and other recordings 
by the artists for a 
consumer listening to 
music. Smart links 
between a film on Blu-ray 
and the High Fidelity 
soundtrack of that film or 
vice versa would be good. 
This helps to create a rich 
ecosystem for my 
customers, making 
additional rich content 
available as they consume 
content.   

DAS_F010, LINK_F020 

As a Content 
Provider 

S248 MUST I can rely on SAM to 
perform an automated 
synchronisation of 
selected related content to 
an on-demand video, so 
that additional content is 
seamlessly and effortlessly 
connected to the timeline in 
the video. 

2SC_F010, 2SC_F080, IDC_F040, 
IDC_F060, LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider  

S184 SHOULD I can use the SAM Platform 
to include - alongside 
related media assets 
suggested by the platform - 
own (in-house) media 
assets such as articles, 
videos, image galleries and 
photos for my selected 
references in a specific 
video provided the meta 
data is within SAM. I can 
reuse content assets so 
that I can reduce costs and 
increase the impact of the 
assets. 

SS_F130, LINK_F040, MKT_F020 

As a Content 
Provider  

S005 SHOULD I can set up branded 
corporated environments 
for related content and 2nd 
Screen experiences 
provided via SAM, into 
which my editors can 
publish their content 
products. 

MDR_F010, LINK-F040 
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As a Content 
Provider 

S069-1 SHOULD I need to provide limited 
intervention to map meta 
data; ie the meta data 
provided is 
(semi)automatically 
converted and inserted into 
the SAM Platform. 

CG_F020,CG_F030, CG_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S182 SHOULD I can control the way a set 
of related content is being 
linked with my original 
video (manually, semi-
automatically based on 
certain permissions which I 
have selected or set 
automatically). 

LINK_F020, LINK_F040, SS_F120 

As a Content 
Provider  

S045 SHOULD I want my editor to be able 
to use the SAM Platform to 
find and use assets 
(linked or imported) from 
the open web. 

SS_F130, LINK-F020, LINK-F040, 
CG_F130, MKT_F030 

As a Content 
Provider 

S161-3 SHOULD I can decide the license for 
my content assets 

BCP_F110, SS_F120 

As a Content 
Provider  

S204 SHOULD I need to be able turn on/off 
automated 
recommendations to the 
End User (e.g. which 
communities or media 
assets the user might be 
interested in). I want my 
content editor to be sure 
that automatic 
recommendations do not 
harm the reputation of my 
original programme.  

SS_F110,SS_F120,BCP_F010, 
BCP_F110 , LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider 

S092-2 SHOULD I am able to set some 
defaults for the types of 
social communities that 
are created for or 
associated with my content 
although the user is always 
free to use the ir own 
favourite channels should 
they wish 

CC_F010, LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider  

S046 SHOULD I can use the SAM Platform 
to access content such as 
Tweets, posts, photos, 
videos, groups, lists or user 
accounts for my selected 
references in a specific 
video from the major Social 
Media APIs (Twitter, 
Facebook, Google+, 
YouTube, Flickr and 
Instagram) and specific 
ones (e.g. Vine) 

SCs_F170 

As a Software 
Provider  

S149 SHOULD I want to be able to receive 
syndicated content from 
SAM content through an 
API. 

DAS_F010, MKT_F020 
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As a Content 
Provider 

S164-2 SHOULD I can configure a set of 
widgets which are shown 
on the screen. 

MDR_F010 

As a SAM End 
User 

S115-2 SHOULD I can easily access existing 
communities(within existing 
social media channels), 
which are related to a 
topic/person featured in a 
video or related 2nd Screen 
content or the programme 
brand or Broadcaster. 

GD_F020, SCs_F001 

As a Content 
Provider 

S172 SHOULD I can use SAM tools to 
better target content 
related activitieis, 
including those in SAM.  
For example this could 
include my marketing 
activities and advertising 
customers so that these 
activities become more 
effective and I can sell 
advertisement space better. 

SS_F140, SM_F010 

As a SAM 
Business User 

S250-2 SHOULD I want to use standard 
identifiers such as EIDR, 
ISRC etc. As much as 
possible 

SS_F120, SS_F130 

As an Audience 
Analyst 

S169-1 SHOULD I can use Business 
Intelligence techniques so 
that I can learn more about 
my SAM End Users in order 
to ultimately profit from and 
enrich the 2nd Screen 
market.  

SM_F010, BI_F010, BI_F090, 
BI_F100, BI_F110 

As an Audience 
Analyst 

S169-2 SHOULD I am able to create reports 
using the SAM business 
intelligence tools so that I 
can use aggregated data 
from my End Users to 
improve my business using 
these reports. 

SM_F010, BI_F010, BI_F090, 
BI_F100, BI_F110 

As a Content 
Provider 

S215-1 SHOULD I want my editor to be able 
to link those additional 
media assets that are 
“dynamically” 
provided/generated and 
which could extend my 
original second screen 
content set (e.g. user-
generated content, 
suggested communities, 
etc.). 

SS_F130,  LINK-F040 
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As a Content 
Provider 

S224 SHOULD I want to be sure that the 
SAM Platform can be 
accessed by multiple 
types of editorial staff 
across different 
departments in the 
broadcast organisation (e.g. 
authors, editors, senior 
editors, video producers, 
multimedia editors, Social 
Media editors, heads of 
department, archivists, 
etc.). 

MKT_F070 

As a Broadcaster S220-1 SHOULD I want my content editor to 
be able to launch a 2

nd
 

Screen offering in a timely 
relation to a commercial 
break or a pre-roll 
advertisement ahead of an 
on-demand video (e.g. 
before, during or after). 

GD_F001 

As a Content 
Provider 

S225 SHOULD I can use 2
nd

 Screen for 
service promotion: I want 
to use 2nd Screen offerings 
to promote my other 
additional social and web 
content offerings related to 
a TV programme or video. 

LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider 

S251-2 SHOULD I want to allow End Users to 
re-visit content at any time 
that suits them. 

SS_F130, MKT_F030 

As a Software 
Provider  

S148 SHOULD I can select and 
compose/buy contents to 
be used on my application 
or website. 

DAS_F010, MKT_F030 

As a Broadcaster S253 SHOULD I must be certain that a 
security layer is in place, 
as information is passed 
from one Content Provider 
to another. For example, 
information needs to be 
scrambled, to ensure it is 
kept secure. 

ISS_F030 

As a Content 
Provider 

S254-1 SHOULD It is important for me that all 
data has ‘name-authority 
control’ to ensure that I am 
confident that all assets can 
be identified correctly 
across the entertainment 
industry.  

LINK_F020, SS_F120 

As a Content 
Provider 

S254-2 SHOULD  As a Content Provider it is 
essential for me that all 
content (eg  films) are 
identified with industry 
identifiers to the content 
providers (eg studios)  

LINK_F020, SS_F120 
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As a SAM 
Business 
Customer 

S255 SHOULD I would like to use industry 
identifiers such as EDI 
(identifiers), EIDR 
(Entertainment Identifier 
Registry), ISRC 
(International Standard 
Recording Code) etc.  

LINK_F020, SS_F120 

As a SAM 
Business 
Customer 

S255 SHOULD  It is important to be able to 
capture the aggregated 
metrics from any consumer 
experiences and interests 
to help future decision 
making regarding licensing. 

BI_F110, SM_F010 

As a SAM 
Business 
Customer  

S262-1 SHOULD I need to be confident that 
the data accessed can be 
filtered for 
appropriateness, and is 
accurate, consistent and 
timely. 

MKT_F030 

As a SAM 
Business 
Customer  

S263 SHOULD I would like a SAM Asset to 
have Common Core 
Metadata which would 
provide the opportunity to 
be more efficient through a 
collaborative approach to 
metadata within the 
industry. 

Asset Description T5.1 

As a Content 
Provider 

S087 SHOULD I can access aggregated 
data from Social Media as 
new metadata for my 
content, so that by 
connecting to SAM I can 
retrieve new user-
generated aggrgated from 
their social network activity. 

SS_F140, SM_F010, SCs_F001, 
LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider/Audienc
e Analyst  

S011-1 SHOULD I can use the SAM Platform 
in order to obtain 
aggregated user feedback 
and (sentiment) analysis 
related to how my 
audiences behave around 
and respond to my content 
in a multiscreen, social 
usage environment. 

SS_F140, SM_F010, BI_F010, 
BI_F090, BI_F100, BI_F110 

As a Content 
Provider 

S227 SHOULD I want my content editor to 
receive immediate 
statistics for my 2

nd
 Screen 

offering (e.g. key usage 
information such as number 
of End Users, retention 
time, media assets used 
and devices used).  

SM_F010, BI_F010 

As a Device 
Developer 

S129-1 SHOULD I have access to a 
framework providing a low-
effort environment for 
Content Providers . 

MKT_F150 

As a SAM End 
User 

S109-1 SHOULD I can rely on SAM to react 
to my preferences based 
on my usage behaviour 

CC_F010, CC_F020, CC_F040 
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(video viewing, 2nd Screen 
offerings and social 
behaviour). 

As a SAM End 
User 

S134 SHOULD watching an ad on tv, I can 
get more info on the 
product advertised, 
manufacturer, etc. If it has 
been linked previously 

MDR_F020, DAS_F010 

As a SAM End 
User  

S144 SHOULD I can enable or disable 
ecommerce and 
advertising offerings (opt-
in) 

GD_F004 

As a SAM End 
User  

S234 SHOULD I would like shortform 
“teaser” information (e.g. 
thumbnails, information 
snippets) at the right 
(related) point of time in the 
video, which let me know 
that there is additional 
information available for this 
keyword/topic, which I can 
view at a time that suits me.  

DAS_F010 

As a SAM End 
User  

S141-2 SHOULD I can give permission that 
SAM analyse my 
usage/social behaviour in 
in the context of aggragted 
informaiton in order to 
improve video, TV and 2nd 
Screen programming 
provided to me (opt-in). 

GD_F004 

As a SAM End 
User  

S271-1 SHOULD I will be provided with 
suggestions Joint existing 
linked SAM Communities 
discussing a topic so that I 
can automatically enter into 
a communities which is 
addressing relevant 
subjects; this will be based 
on the context indicators 
from the SAM media being 
viewed 

CC_F040, GD_F020 

As a SAM End 
User  

S271-2 SHOULD If i chose to create my own 
community using a Social 
Media platform already 
linked to my SAM 
Dashboard then i can invite 
other SAM users who i 
know to join  

SCs_F003 

As a SAM End 
User 

S048-2 SHOULD I want to use a single 
application on all my 
devices (or at least the look, 
feel, interaction patterns 
should be the same)  

GD_F001 

As a (broadcast) 
operator 

S246 SHOULD I can provide the End User 
with specific Social Media 
informaiton - eg focusing on 
a joint sports experience, 
as key worldwide sports 
events are frequently 
boosting TV sales. This can 

LINK-F020, SCs_F002 
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differentiate me from other 
operators or can generate 
high revenu subscription. 

As a Content 
Provider  

S265 SHOULD I would like to provide the 
customers of my on-
demand streaming music 
concerts with a richer 
experience by presenting 
additional complementary 
information about the artists 
to their smart devices. 

LINK-F020, SCs_F002 

As a SAM End 
User  

S059-1 SHOULD As an End User I would like 
to have a a multiscreen 
experience that shows me 
the pre-linked statistics and 
interesting facts about, for 
example, the sports game I 
am watching on TV. I get 
additional related coverage, 
news reports, sports 
programs, result coverage 
of other sports games. 

GD_F001 

As a SAM End 
User 

S083-1 SHOULD I can receive information 
that is tailored to my 
location so that the 
information I access is more 
relevant to me. 

GD_F004 

As a Content 
Provider  

S030-2 COULD  I have access to efficient 
and effective context-
sensitive linking: only 
related content is linked 
(e.g. Film “Casino” is not 
linked to ads on casinos but 
only to relevant material).  

IB_F030, SS_F110, SS_F130,  
CC_F030, MKT_F030, LINK_F020 

As a Content 
Provider 

S121 COULD I know that I am supplying 
information about the 
correct person or asset 
(based on unique identifiers 
such as ISNI, ISAN, ISRC 
and EIDR) and am 
confident that the data is 
accurate, reliable, timely 
and easy to integrate into 
our systems. This can only 
come from well-curated 
data using industry 
standard identifiers. 

SS_F110, SS_F120 

As a Content 
Provider/ Device 
Developer / SAM 
End User 

S078-1 COULD I can rely on SAM to 
adhere to regulations on 
Security/Protection/Digital 
Rights 
Management/Authentication
, e.g. European Data 
Protection Directive and 
related legislation (national 
or other) or legal 
frameworks, including 
regulations specified by 

BCP_F010, BCP_F070, SM_F010 
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each social network. 
Frequent updates of such 
terms and conditions are 
taken into account.  

As a Content 
Provider/ Device 
Developer / SAM 
End User 

S078-3 COULD I am confident all content 
aused in SAM is rights 
cleared 

BCP_F010, BCP_F070, SM_F010 

As a Content 
Provider/ Device 
Developer / SAM 
End User 

S078-4 COULD I am confident all social 
network data used in SAM 
is rights cleared. This 
means social network users 
have either given their 
consent for usage in this 
context and for this 
purpose, or their consent is 
not required for this use. 

BCP_F010, BCP_F070, SM_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S161-4 COULD I am able to restrict access 
to my assets to ensure that 
my criteria for providing 
assets are met by other 
potential asset users 

SS_F120,BCP_F110, MKT_F130 

As a Broadcaster S217 COULD I want my content editor to 
be able to choose from 
options as to when to 
launch or make available 
a 2

nd
 Screen offering in the 

context of the viewing of a 
scheduled TV programme 
or an on-demand video: 1. 
before, 2. during, 3. after, 4. 
before & during, 5. during & 
after, 6. before & after or 7. 
before & during & after.   

DAS_F010,  LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider 

S092-1 COULD I am able to influence or 
control the types of social 
communities that are 
created for or associated 
with my content so that I 
remain in control of my 
brand. 

CC_F010, LINK-F040, GD_F002 

As a Content 
Provider 

S164-1 COULD I am able to create custom 
applications extending SAM 
so that I can create unique 
experiences for my user 
communities.  

MDR_F010 

As a SAM End 
User 

S118-1 COULD I can use personal views 
so it "fits" me as a user. I 
can control the scope of 
related content as well as 
the nature of the content, 
i.e. I can request to see a 
sub-section of the editorially 

GD_F002 
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provided set that fits my 
preferences, that relates to 
my social community 
context or listed 
programmes of interest. 

As a SAM End 
User 

S118-2 COULD I can use filters on the user 
interface, filtering out the 
noise and keeping only 
interesting comments and 
material, so it "fits" me as a 
user. 

Several Widgets Component 
(List of Widgets) 

As a SAM End 
User 

S130 COULD I can include or exclude 
specific Social Media 
channels/services, e.g. 
include Twitter, but not 
Facebook. 

SCs_F001 

As a SAM End 
User 

S105 COULD I experience synchronised 
content on the 1st and 2nd 
Screen, where the 2nd 
screen receives 
synchornisaiton 
information directly from 
the 1st creen,  that makes 
sense, forms an integrated 
system, and offers a real 
benefit for me by providing 
new and advanced 
interaction patterns. 

1SC_F002, 2SC_F010, 2SC_F080, 
IDC_F001, VD_F010, VD_F020, 
VD_F040, VD_F050, VD_F070 

As a SAM End 
User 

S102-2 COULD I can control what is 
happening on my 1st and 
2nd Screens so that I can 
override restrictions such as 
content provider constraints 
(eg suggesting specificla 
Social Media channel) 

1SC_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S068 COULD I can use an automated 
content recognition 
system so that during 
import the effort that I need 
to put into content 
annotation and linking is 
minimised.  

CG_F020, CG_F030, CG_F010, 
CG_F130 

As a Content 
Provider 

S180-1 COULD I can comment and rate 
assets in the marketplace, 
so that I can contribute to 
the self-regulation and 
quality control of the 
marketplace environment. 

MKT_F130 

As a SAM 
Business User 

S247 COULD I know that during the 
linking process i have 
access to a SAM Platform 
that allows easy 
identification of Business 
Customer opportunities - for 
example identifying 
potential material for 
advertising (e.g. finding a 
point at which a car 
appears and then being 

SS_F110, MKT_F030, LINK-F040 
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able to find an advert for 
that car) (ie contextual 
advertising) 

As a SAM 
Business User 

S250-1 COULD It is crucial that i can find 
media which is related to 
the main formats of a film 
or music right across 
cinema, physical, digital, 
TV, on-line or mobile) so 
that i can attrbute different 
links to eg media type.  

SS_F130, MKT_F030, LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider 

S015 COULD I can participate in 
generated revenues 
through revenue-sharing 
model implementations in 
the SAM Platform. 

MKT_F130 

As a Content 
Provider 

S228-2 COULD I want to be able to provide 
a 2nd Screen content set 
which the End User can 
watch later at any time 
(longform) 

SS_F110, SS_F120, IDC_F040, 
IDC_F060, LINK-F040 

As a Content 
Provider 

S213 COULD I want to be sure that 
related links provided with 
an on-demand content item 
are still functioning when 
the End User views the on-
demand item at “any” time.  

CG_F130, DAS_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S214 COULD I need to be able to limit 
certain elements of a 
second screen content set 
that is available with on-
demand content to a 
specific time period (e.g. 
to 1 week or  1 year), in 
order to avoid dead links or 
generally outdated 
information. 

SS_F120 

As a Broadcaster S223 COULD I want my content editor to 
be able to automate the 
process of finding suitable 
semantic keyword 
references in a video 
content item, e.g. via 
subtitle analysis.  

CG_F130, SS_F120, SS_F130 

As a Content 
Provider 

S254-1 COULD It is important for me that all 
data is curated and has 
been normalised and 
standardised  

LINK_F020, SS_F120 
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As a Content 
Provider 

S256 COULD I can capture the metrics 
from any agregated 
consumer experiences to 
help to aid future decision 
making for potential 
conversion rates for 
advertising. This is 
especially important in the 
market for High Fidelity 
Pure Audio consumers who 
are generally a 
demographic of high net 
worth, where dynamic 
contextual advertising could 
maximise advertising 
revenues. 

SS_F110, SM_F010, BI_F010, 
BI_F090, BI_F100, BI_F110 

As a Content 
Provider 

S264-2 COULD I would like to have the 
option to trade content with 
to subscribers and receive 
payment. 

 MKT_F130 

As a Content 
Provider  

S268-2 COULD I am interested in obtaining 
aggregated feedback from 
End Users of our streaming 
services based on their 
experience and interests  

BI_F010, BI_F090, BI_F100, 
BI_F110 

As an Audience 
Analyst 

S153 COULD I can use automatic 
summarisation to analyse 
social communities so that I 
can identify aggregate 
trends in my user 
communities. 

SS_F150, BI_F100, SM_F010 

As a Content 
Provider 

S239-3 COULD I want my editor to be able 
to link interaction types 
such as poll, vote, quiz, 
prediction, rating or 
estimate 

LINK-F040 

As a Device 
Developer 

S129-2 COULD I have access to a 
framework providing a low-
effort environment for app 
developers to create 1st 
and 2nd screen apps. 

MKT_F150 

As a SAM End 
User 

S065 COULD I am able to tag the content 
using my social media 
platforms attached to the 
SAM dashboard 

GD_F001 

As a SAM End 
User 

S103-2 COULD I can easily use a branded 
environment, which has 
been predefined by content 
providers, within my SAM 
dashboard, which offers 
linked content to videos/TV 
programming from a 
particular Media Content. 

GD_F001 
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As a Content 
Provider 

S212-2 COULD I am alerted of newly 
available media assets on 
the topics I indicated, 
according to my indications.  

MKT_F030 

As a SAM End 
User  

S241 COULD I would like a Social Media 
multiscreen experience to 
be intuitive, not distracting 
me from my main activity. 

GD_F001, GD_F002 

As a SAM End 
User 

S098-1 COULD I can use dynamic 
communities that further 
evolve (e.g. split) as they 
develop, so that created 
communities reflect the 
people I want to interact 
with. 

CC_F040 

As a SAM End 
User 

S098-2 COULD I can use dynamic 
communities that further 
evolve (e.g. split) as they 
develop, so that created 
communities reflect the sub 
topics that are known and 
can be advised by SAM 

CC_F040 

As a SAM End 
User  

S236 COULD I want to see in the SAM 
dashboard how many other 
SAM End Users and which 
of my social contacts are 
using the 2

nd
 Screen 

offering I am currently 
looking at.  

SCs_F001, CC_F010 

As a SAM End 
User 

S044 COULD I can access my 
preferences through the 
standard SAM dashboard 
on all devices with the 
settings being stored and 
retried from at a single 
location on the SAM 
Platform so that I do not 
duplicate my settings and 
preferences locations. 

GD_F004 

As a SAM End 
User 

S238 COULD If i am using my tablet as 
both a 1st and 2nd screen, 
then I want to be able to 
view both  the main video 
item and related additional 
content within the SAM 
dashboard  

GD_F001,GD_F020 

As a Business 
Customer 

S041 COULD I can be charged fees for 
services such as 
product/advert placement, 
feedback, statistics. 

MKT_F130 

As a Publisher S091-2 COULD I have access to 
aggregated End User 
usage data in the cloud, so 
that I have access to all up-
to-date aggregated user 
data. 

BI_F010, BI_F090, BI_F100, 
BI_F110 
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As a Content 
Provider  

S245-2 COULD Enabled makers of 
companion apps 
integrated into a TV, to 
access data so giving the 
consumer a dedicated 
experience built-in into the 
TV. 

GD_F001 

As a SAM End 
User 

S086-1 COULD I can get additional linked 
information on music I am 
presented with. 

IB_F020, DAS_F010,  LINK-F040 

As an Information 
Broker 

S037 COULD I am able to provide 
translations of the data 
into multiple languages. 

SS_F130 
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